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Via E-Mail and U.S. Mail

Darren Bradford
California Regional Water Quality Control
Board, San Diego Region
9174 Sky Park Court, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92123-4340
dbradford@waterboards.ca.gov

WILLIAM J. WHITE

Attorney

white@smwlaw.com

Re: Proposed WDRs for Tesoro Extension (Comment - Tentative Order
No. R9-2013-0007, Place 10: 785677)

Dear Mr. Bradford:

On behalf of the Surfrider Foundation, Natural Resources Defense Council,
Endangered Habitats League, Sierra Club, California State Parks Foundation, Sea and
Sage Audubon Society, Laguna Greenbelt, Inc., Audubon California, California Coastal
Protection Network, Defenders of Wildlife, WiLDCOAST-COSTASALVAjE, and
Orange County Coastkeeper, we request that the Regional Board postpone its
consideration of the above-referenced tentative order regarding waste discharge
requirements for the Tesoro Extension-the first segment of the Foothill South Toll Road
("Toll Road")-until the Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency ("TCA") has
identified the route for the entire Toll Road project and analyzed its environmental
impacts in an environmental impact report, as required by CEQA.

The Regional Board has requested that public comments on the tentative
order be submitted by February 18, and has calendared a hearing on March 13. But the
public has not yet seen the draft CEQA addendum referenced in correspondence between
TCA and the Regional Board. At a bare minimum, the Board should reschedule the
comment period and hearing until after this and other key documents have been prepared
and the public has been given a meaningful opportunity to review them.
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More importantly, the Regional Board may not consider the environmental
impacts of the Tesoro Extension separate and apart from those of the Toll Road project as
a whole. As discussed below and in the attached letter, the TCA has sought to piecemeal
the environmental review of the Toll Road by moving forward with the first phase of the
project without analyzing the impacts of the entire project-or even identifying the
proposed route of the Toll Road. Because this kind ofpiecemealing of environmental
review is forbidden under CEQA, the Regional Board should refrain from action until an
EIR for the Toll Road is complete.

I. The Regional Board Must Consider Final, Valid CEQA Documentation for a
Project Before Approving Waste Discharge Requirements.

The Regional Board is a responsible agency for the purpose of compliance
with CEQA requirements. Because the Tentative Order may also serve as a Clean Water
Act Section 401 water quality certification, both CEQA Guidelines and California water
quality regulations require the Regional Board to consider final, valid CEQA
documentation for the project before taking action. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14 § 15096;
Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 3856(f).) The Regional Board must be given ample time to
properly review final, valid CEQA documentation before taking action. (Id.)

Before the Regional Board may approve waste discharge requirements, the
applicant must ensure that the board receives copies of the appropriate environmental
analysis. (Cal. Code Regs. tit. 23, § 3741(b); see also Cal. Code Regs. tit. 23, § 3740
("Whenever any person applies to the board for waste discharge requirements, the board
may require that person to submit data and information necessary to enable the board to
determine whether the project proposed may have a significant effect on the
environment.").) The Regional Board may prohibit, postpone, or condition the discharge
of waste for any project subject to CEQA if the information required pursuant to sections
3740 and 3741 has not been timely submitted to the board. (Cal. Code Regs. tit. 23, §
3742.)

Environmental documents that will be considered by the board prior to
approval of a project shall be available for public inspection upon request. (Cal. Code
Regs. tit. 23, § 3762.) The Regional Board must also take appropriate action to
encourage public participation and comment in the preparation and review of
environmental documents. (Cal. Code Regs. tit. 23, § 3763.)
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II. The Regional Board Must Consider the Environmental Impacts of the Toll
Road as a Whole, and Not the Tesoro Extension in Isolation.

Any environmental review for the Tesoro Extension must include review of
the entire Toll Road project. Review of the Tesoro Extension in isolation would
represent improper segmentation of environmental review under CEQA. As discussed in
more detail in the attached letter regarding the Federal Highway Administration's review
of the project under NEPA, the Tesoro Extension has no independent utility apart from
the Toll Road as a whole.! By itself, the extension is literally a "road to nowhere,"
terminating at what is presently a dirt road. There is presently no demand for it, nor has
any road to which it would connect been built.2 Moreover, the future Rancho Mission
Viejo development-the yet to be constructed later phases of which would purportedly be
served by the Tesoro Extension-already includes a north-south road that would
accomplish the identical purpose as Tesoro, except that it would be free for users.

In short, the Tesoro Extension, considered alone, is an unnecessary and
irrational project that would never be built except as part of the larger Toll Road project.

Like NEPA, CEQA prohibits the segmentation of a project to avoid
environmental review. Indeed, if anything, CEQA imposes even more stringent
protections against piecemealing. CEQA requires agencies to analyze impacts of any
future development that is "a reasonably foreseeable consequence" of a Project and "will
likely change the scope or nature of the initial project or its environmental effects."
(Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents ofUniversity ofCalifornia (1988) 47
Ca1.3d 376, 396.)

I See Letter from William J. White et al. to Vincent Mammano, Division Administrator, Federal
Highway Administration, NEPA Review of Foothill-South Toll Road/Tesoro Extension Project, Dec. 21,
2012, attached as Exhibit A. The Appendix of Related Documents submitted to the Federal Highway
Administration with the Dec. 21, 2012 letter will be provided to the Regional Board under separate cover.

2 Any connection to a future Cow Camp Road is speculative at best. The proposed improvements
to the road are not even fully funded, much less under construction. Rancho Mission Viejo ("RMV")
must fund two thirds of the cost of the fIrst section of Cow Camp Road, pursuant to its development
agreement with the County, but RMV has no obligation to finance its share of the road unless and until it
has pulled 5,000 equivalent dwelling unit permits, and its fmal payment is not due until 7,500 permits are
pulled. Even now, eight years after the development was approved, RMV has only recently begun
construction of the first planning area. RMV's obligation to fund Cow Camp Road is entirely speculative
at this point in time, and at best it will be many years before that trigger is reached. Even with RMV's
contribution, local Measure M2 funds will add only $8.3 million, leaving the full funding of Cow Camp
Road uncertain.
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There is no question that the Toll Road as a whole is a reasonably
foreseeable consequence of the Tesoro Extension, the impacts ofwhich must be
considered before TCA's application for WDRs can be approved. IfTesoro is
constructed, the impacts ofthe remainder of the Toll Road will become virtually
inevitable. Those impacts are far greater than those of the Tesoro segment. Nor is this
coincidental-the TCA has intentionally designed Tesoro to minimize the scope of
regulatory and environmental review. For example, the Tesoro Extension would
terminate only one-fifth of a mile from San Juan Creek, allowing TCA to evade Army
Corps permitting for the segment. But if the first ,segment gets built, it will become
virtually impossible to avoid impacts to the creek as TCA seeks to incrementally proceed
with the remainder of the Toll Road project, something it has expressly stated it intends
to do.3

The impacts to San Juan Creek and the many other significant impacts of
the Toll Road must be considered by the Regional Board now, before it approves the first
segment of the project. The Regional Board should postpone action on the WDRs until
TCA provides a final EIR for the Toll Road project.

III. The Toll Road Alignment Analyzed and Approved by TCA in 2006 Was
Found to Be Illegal, and the TCA Has Not Yet Identified a New Alignment.

The Regional Board cannot rely on the SOCTIIP EIR prepared for the Toll
Road alignment approved by the TCA in 2006. That alignment was found to violate the
Coastal Zone Management Act, and the TCA has yet to identify-much less approve-an
alternative alignment.

The previously approved Toll Road alignment-a six-lane highway that
would have extended State Route 241 through 16 miles of virtually undeveloped lands in
one of the most environmentally sensitive areas in California-was immediately
challenged by three lawsuits filed in state court, including two filed by the California
Attorney General. The lawsuits alleged, among other things, that the 2006 EIR violated
CEQA on numerous grounds.

3 For example, in a letter to the Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG"), the
TCA asserted that SCAG should revise its Draft Regional Transportation Plan and associated EIR to
clearly account for construction of the entire Foothill-South "from Oso Parkway to the San Diego County
Border." See Letter from Bill Campbell, Chair, TCA, to Hasan Ikhrata, Southern California Association
of Governments (Feb. 13,2012), at 6,8-9, 11, attached as Exhibit B. See also Exhibit A at 4-5.
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While those lawsuits were pending, the TCA sought the California Coastal
Commission's certification that the Foothill-South was consistent with the Coastal Zone
Management Act. The Coastal Commission, recognizing the devastating impacts of the
project on the coastal zone and the failure of the TCA to meaningfully consider
alternatives, rejected the TCA's determination. The TCA appealed to the U.S. Secretary
of Commerce, who upheld the Commission's decision in 2008. Accordingly, the project
evaluated in the 2006 EIR and approved by TCA is no longer legally feasible. For this
reason, the petitioners in the CEQA litigation conditionally dismissed the suits, reserving
a right to reopen the litigation if TCA ever attempts to rely on the 2006 EIR.

Since the rejection of the 2006 Toll Road alignment, the TCA has
repeatedly made clear its intention to proceed with the Toll Road project, but has not yet
publicly identified how it intends to revise the alignment, particularly of the final segment
that was found to violate the CZMA. As of now, the location of at least the final segment
of the Toll Road-and the resulting environmental impacts-are completely unknown,
Until the TCA prepares a description of the revised Toll Road project and analyzes the
impacts of that project, any approvals of the Tesoro portion of the project are premature.

IV. Request for Postponement.

In light of the foregoing, the Tesoro Extension will not be ready for review
by the Board until the revised Toll Road project has been identified, described and
analyzed by the TCA. The required analysis will almost certainly require either a new or
a supplemental EIR, given the likely magnitude of the changes to the project and the
potential impacts of those changes.

As you are aware, the TCA has indicated that it is preparing an addendum
to the 2006 EIR in connection with the Tesoro Extension. (Email from Richard Beck,
RBF Consulting to Daren Bradford, Regional Board, Tesoro Studies Update, Oct. 2,
2012; Transportation Corridor Agencies, Staff Report No. 16, File No. 2011F-032, Initial
Segment of the 241 Completion Project (October 13,2011).) We doubt that the
addendum will contain the description and impact analysis for a revised Toll Road
alignment that CEQA requires. However, as far as we are aware, the TCA has yet to
provide any addendum to the public or the Regional Board. At an absolute minimum, the
Regional Board must defer consideration of the WDRs for the Tesoro Extension until the
Board, and the public, have had a reasonable opportunity to review whatever CEQA
documentation TCA intends to prepare.

Similarly, the Regional Board must also insist that TCA finalize the draft
Habitat Mitigation and Monitoring Plan ("HMMP) before WDRs may be issued. As
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currently drafted, the Tentative Order permits TCA to file an updated HMMP in June
2013, three months after the proposed date for considering approval of the WDRs. Until
the content of the final HMMP is known, neither the Board nor the public can
meaningfully review the mitigation plan or the impacts of the project.

We request that the Regional Board withdraw its tentative order and the
hearing thereon, and postpone further action on TCA's WDR application until TCA has
submitted its CEQA compliance documents and a final HMMP. Once that occurs, the
Board should allow adequate time for public comment on those documents and any
proposed WDRs. Given the magnitude of the Toll Road project and the controversy
surrounding it, we would expect that the public be given at least 30 days to review and
comment on those documents.

We also request an in-person meeting to discuss this matter with you,
Executive Officer Gibson, and other appropriate staff. We will contact you separately to
schedule a meeting at your earliest convenience.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Very truly yours,

SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

William J. White

cc (by E-mail only):
David Gibson, Executive Officer, San Diego RWQCB
James Smith, Assistant Executive Officer, San Diego RWQCB
Kelly Dorsey, Senior engineering Geologist, San Diego RWQCB
David Barker, Supervising WRC Engineer, San Diego RWQCB
Catherine Hagan, Staff Counsel, San Diego RWQCB

Exhibits:
Exhibit A: Letter from William J. White et al. to Vincent Mammano, Division

Administrator, Federal Highway Administration, NEPA Review of Foothill-South Toll
Road/Tesoro Extension Project, Dec. 21, 2012

Exhibit B: Letter from Bill Campbell, Chair, TCA, to Hasan Ikhrata, Southern
California Association of Governments, Feb. 13, 2012
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December 21,2012

Via E-Mail and U.S. Mail

Vincent Mammano, Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
650 Capitol Mall, Suite 4-100
Sacramento, CA 95814
E-mail: vincent.mammano@dot.gov

Re: NEPA Review of Foothill-South Toll Road/Tesoro Extension
Project

Dear Mr. Mammano:

The undersigned environmental organizations write to express their deep
concern over an attempt by the Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency
("TCA") to circumvent the requirements of federal law by seeking Federal
Highway Administration ("FHWA") funding for the first segment of the Foothill
South Toll Road ("Foothill-South") without review of the environmental impacts
of the project as a whole, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act
("NEPA").

Both the California Coastal Commission and the U.S. Secretary of
Commerce have declared the Foothill-South to be inconsistent with the federal
Coastal Zone Management Act ("CZMA") and have directed the TCA to consider
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alternatives to the project that would avoid the project's devastating environmental
impacts. But the TCA has decided on a radically different approach-one that
instead seeks to foreclose those alternatives by forging ahead with construction of
the Foothill-South and making completion of its preferred project inevitable. To
this end, the TCA has rebranded the first phase of the Foothill-South as a new,
stand-alone project called the "Tesoro Extension," and seeks to avoid scrutiny of
the Foothill-South project as a whole by limiting NEPA review to the first
segment. This is precisely the kind of segmentation of environmental review that
NEPA prohibits. FWHA should reject this approach and require preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement for the entire Foothill-South before considering
whether to provide any funding to the project. l

I. Background: The Foothill-South Project

The Foothill-South was conceived over 30 years ago as an option for
alleviating existing and anticipated congestion on Interstate 5 in southern Orange
County. As proposed by the TCA, the Foothill-South is a six-lane highway that
would extend State Route 241 through 16 miles of virtually undeveloped lands in
one of the most environmentally sensitive areas in California. Almost all of the
impacted lands have been set aside for open space and preservation, including The
Reserve at Rancho Mission Viejo, the Richard and Donna O'Neill Land
Conservancy, and San Onofre State Beach.

The Foothill-South was one of several alternatives being reviewed by a
collaborative of federal agencies as part of the South Orange County
Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Project ("SOCTIIP"). As part of that
process, the TCA and FHWA prepared a joint draft Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report ("EIS/EIR") under NEPA and the
California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") for SOCTIIP in 2004. But the
collaborative process and the EIS were never completed. Instead, the TCA forged
ahead on its own~ finalizing its EIR and approving the Foothill-South in 2006.
That approval was immediately challenged by three lawsuits filed in state court on
behalf of the State of California, environmental groups, and Native American
interests, including two filed by the California Attorney General.

I It is our understanding that the TCA is requesting approximately $7 million from FHWA in SAFETEA
LV demonstration funding for the Toll Road. (See Southern California Association of Governments Final
2013 Federal Transportation Improvement Program ("2013 FTIP"), Volume III, Project Listing, Orange
County State Highway Project Listing at 5, available at http://www.scag.ca.gov/ftip/pdflfmal/2013/F2013
FTIP-ProjectListing.pdf.) All documents cited in this letter are included in the Appendix submitted
concurrently with this letter.
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While those suits were pending, the TCA sought the California Coastal
Commission's certification that the Foothill-South was consistent with the CZMA.
The Coastal Commission, recognizing the devastating impacts of the project,
rejected the TCA's determination. The view of the Commission was encapsulated
by its Executive Director:

Since passage of the California Coastal Act in 1976, I know ofno other
coastal development project so demonstrably inconsistent with the law ....
This toll road [project] is precisely the kind ofproject the Coastal Act was
intended to prevent.2

The Commission found that, among other things, the TCA had failed to
adequately consider six feasible alternatives to the Foothill-South that could
accomplish its primary objective-relieving congestion on I-5-while avoiding
the impacts of the Foothill-South. Three of the alternatives involved improving 1
5 and selected adjacent arterials; three others involved alternate toll road
alignments that are closer to existing development and avoid sensitive resources. 3

The TCA appealed to the Secretary of Commerce, who upheld the Commission's
decision.4

Despite the decisions of the Commission and the Secretary, the TCA has
'chosen not to seriously pursue alternatives to the Foothill-South. On the contrary,
the TCA now wants to begin construction of the Foothill-South at the expense of
all other alternatives. To do this, the TCA is seeking to secure federal approval for
the Foothill-South in separate segments, beginning with the northernmost 4.8
miles. This segment, known as the Tesoro Extension (also known as the "OGX"
Extension), would begin at Oso Parkway and end at what is now a dirt road, just
north of Ortega Highway (State Route 74).

The Tesoro Extension-a $200 million project-would, by itself, do
nothing to relieve congestion on 1-5 or address the traffic problems of the south
county. So the TCA has asserted a new rationale for building the segment: the
need to serve anticipated future development under the Rancho Mission Viejo
project. But that project-if and when it is ever built-has its own transportation

2 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings, California Coastal Commission Consistency Certification No. 018
07, Transportation Corridor Agencies (TCA), Southern Orange County & Northern San Diego County, at
62--63 (February 6, 2008) (testimony of Peter Douglas).
3 California Coastal Commission, Adopted Staff Report and Recommendation on Consistency Certification
No. CC-O I8-07, at 25, 119, 124 (February 6, 2008).
4 Decision and Findings by the u.S. Secretary of Commerce In the Consistency Appeal of the
Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency and the Board of Directors of the Foothill/Eastern
Transportation Corridor Agency from an Objection by the California Coastal Commission (December 18,
2008).
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plan that fully provides for the project's circulation needs without a new six-lane
tollway. In short, there is no credible justification for the Tesoro Extension as a
project separate from the Foothill-South.

The TCA's own statements belie its claim that the Tesoro Extension's
purpose is anything other than building the entire Foothill-South. The staff report
for the TCA Board's October 13,2011 action authorizing staff to proceed with the
Tesoro Extension was entitled "Initial Segment of the 241 Completion Project,"
and the report left no doubt as to the TCA's true intentions:

While staff continues work on adjusting the full project alignment to
avoid sensitive areas or issues, the idea ofconstructing the project
in segments was frequently raised during the outreach process,
One option would be to extend the 241 Toll Road approximately
four miles from its existing terminus at Oso Parkway south to the
vicinity of Ortega Highway, while continuing to pursue the balance
ofthe alignment that connects to Interstate 5.5

The agenda for the Board's October 13 action likewise repeatedly refers to the
Tesoro Extension as the "initial segment" of the Foothill South project.6

Soon after the TCA Board's decision to move forward with the Tesoro
Extension, the TCA apparently decided that such candor was unwise. At a
November 4,2011 meeting with the Army Corps, the TCA's lobbyist
"discouraged the word 'segment,'" according to Corps staff.?

But TCA's attempt to reframe the Tesoro Extension as a stand-alone
project was transparent. In an email with the subject line "not 100% true when
TCA says they don't know what is going to happen further south," Corps staff
stated that "We can gather documentation about their plans and intentions from
their own documents (e.g., Report No. 16 entitled 'Initial Segment of the 241
Completion Project') .... [T]heir own report has [the word 'segment'] in the
title."g As the Chief of the Corps' Transportation and Special Projects Branch
summarized:

5 Transportation Corridor Agencies, Staff Report No. 16, File No. 201IF-032, Initial Segment ofthe 241
Completion Project (October 13,2011) at 1 (emphasis added); see also id. at 5.
6 Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency, Board of Directors Agenda, October 13,2011, at 3--4,
Items 6 & 7 (e.g., recommending the Board "develop financing options to construct a segment of the 241
completion .project. The initial segment includes extending the existing SR 241 from Oso Parkway to the
vicinity of Ortega Highway").
7 Email from David Castanon, Chief, Regulatory Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("USACE"),to
Susan Meyer, Senior Project Manager, USACE (Nov. 4, 2011).
sId.
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TCA is proposing to segment the project, starting with constructing the first
approximately 4 miles and terminating at SR-74 in Orange County. That
wouldpresent a major NEPA problem considering the previous
environmental document had them evaluating all approximately 16 miles
and they still intend ultimately (through construction of future segments) to
build all the way to 1_5.9

Or, as put more bluntly by another Corps staffmember:

It seems clear that TCA intends to build a larger (longer) toll road, not just
the 4.2-mile segment of new toll road they presented to us earlier this
month .... {IJt is beginning to look like a classic case ofsegmenting
under NEPA. 1O

And despite its own attempts to downplay the Foothill-South project as
merely "speculative" when advocating for a narrow scope ofNEPA review of the
Tesoro Extension,11 the TCA in other contexts continues to insist that the entire
project will be built. For example, in a letter to the Southern California
Association of Governments ("SCAG"), the TCA asserted that SCAG should
revise its Draft Regional Transportation Plan ("RTP") and associated E1R to
clearly account for construction of the entire Foothill-South "from Oso Parkway to
the San Diego County Border" within the next twenty years. 12

The TCA cannot have it both ways. The only rational justification for the
Tesoro Extension is as part of the Foothill-South. Accordingly, as explained
below, any environmental review of an extension must address the entire Foothill
South project, including an analysis of the full range of alternatives to Foothill
South. Anything less would constitute improper segmentation and is prohibited
underNEPA.

II. NEPA Prohibits the Segmentation of the Foothill-South Project

The Council on Environmental Quality regulations set forth the
circumstances under which broad agency actions must be addressed in a single,

9 Email from Spencer MacNeil to David Castanon et al. (Oct. 19,2011) (copied in email from MacNeil to
Corice Farrar (Oct. 19,2011) (emphasis added).
10 Email from Susan Meyer to Spencer MacNeil, Corice Farrar (November 28,2011) (emphasis added); see
also email from Susan Meyer to Richard Beck, RBF Consulting (undated) (copied in email from Beck to
Meyer (Oct. 25, 2011)) ("[t]he new proposal would segment the environmental evaluation, permitting and
construction of the 16-mile toll road project into several phases").
II See Letter from Valerie McFall, Director, Environmental Services, TCA, to David Castanon, (Feb. 4,
2012) ("Castanon Letter"), at 19.
12 See Letter from Bill Campbell, Chair, TCA, to Hasan Ikhrata, Southern California Association of
Governments (Feb. 14,2012), at 8-9, 11.
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programmatic EIS. In general, "proposals or parts ofproposals which are related
to each other closely enough to be, in effect, a single course of action shall be
evaluated in a single impact statement." (40 C.F.R. § 1502.4(a) (emphasis
added).) In the context ofhighway projects, implementing regulations interpret
this requirement as prohibiting NEPA review of individual segments of a larger
highway project unless the segments:

1. Connect logical termini and [are] of sufficient length to address environmental
matters on a broad scope;

2. Have independent utility or independent significance, i. e., [are] usable and [are] a
reasonable expenditure even ifno additional transportation improvements in the
area are made; and

3. [Do] [n]ot restrict consideration ofaltematives for other reasonably foreseeable
transportation improvements.

(23 C.F.R. § 771.111(f).) As the FHWA has stated in a memo interpreting this
regulation, these requirements are needed "[i]n order to ensure meaningful
evaluation of alternatives and to avoid commitments to transportation
improvements before they are fully evaluated.,,13

A project must meet the above requirements to avoid improper
segmentation. The Tesoro Extension fails to satisfY any of them.

A. The Tesoro Extension Has No Logical Terminus and Is of
Insufficient Length to Address Environmental Matters on a
Broad Scope

The Tesoro Extension would not extend to an existing highway. Instead,
the tollway would stop just shy of the jurisdictional wetlands along San Juan
Creek-and only half a mile from Ortega HighwayI4-to terminate at the unbuilt
"Cow Camp Road." Today, the Cow Camp Road site contains only a dirt road that
runs parallel to the creek. I5 How is this a logical terminus for a six-lane, $200
million toll road? According to the TCA, it is because Cow Camp Road may be
constructed at some point in the future.

But any connection to a future Cow Camp Road is speculative at best. The
proposed improvements to the road are not even fully funded, much less under
construction. According to the 2013 FTIP, the first section of Cow Camp Road-

13 u.s. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, NEPA and Transportation
Decisionmaking, The Development of Logical Project Termini (Nov. 5, 1993), available at
http://environment.fhwa.dot.gov/projdev/tdmtermini.asp.
14 See Attachment 1 (Tesoro Extension Figure 1, Proximity of Terminus to Waters of the United States).
IS See Attachment 3 (Tesoro Extension Figure 3, Proposed Terminus).
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between Antonio Parkway and the Tesoro Extension's proposed terminus-would
cost $31.4 million. I6 Of this amount, two thirds would be borne by Rancho
Mission Viejo ("RMV") pursuant to its development agreement with the County.17
However, RMV has no obligation to finance its share of the road unless and until
it has pulled 5,000 equivalent dwelling unit permits, and its final payment is not
due until 7,500 permits are pulled. 18 Even now, eight years after the development
was approved, RMV has only recently begun construction of the first planning
area, which will contain roughly 1,200 dwellings when complete. 19 RMV's
obligation to fund Cow Camp Road is entirely speculative at this point in time,
and at best it will be many years before that trigger is reached. Even with RMV's
contribution, local Measure M2 funds will add only $8.3 million,2o leaving the full
funding of Cow Camp Road uncertain.

Even if funding for the first section of Cow Camp Road did exist, the road
is hardly a logical terminus for the toll road. The County plans to stripe Cow
Camp Road for just two lanes, and the first section of the road would only run
from the Tesoro Extension's southern terminus to Antonio Parkway,
approximately one mile to the west.21 Any later extension of Cow Camp eastward
to Ortega has no identified funding source, no timeline, and is even more
speculative than construction of the first section of the road.

Unsurprisingly, the TCA does not intend the Cow Camp Road interchange
to be permanent. What is surprising is.that the proposed "fmal" terminus of the
Tesoro Extension is another nonexistent, proposed road north of Cow Camp called
"G" Street. G Street is proposed to be a local road that will only be constructed if
and when it is needed as part ofPlanning Area 2 of the RMV development. There
is virtually no information about G Street in the record, but from the little
available, it appears that the street would be local-serving with no direct access to
Antonio Parkway or even Cow Camp Road-·hardly a suitable endpoint for a
regionally significant, limited-access, high-speed tollway. In addition, no one
knows when development of Planning Area 2 might commence. As even the TCA
has stated, "the schedule for constructing 'G' Street is undefined at this time.,,22
The future construction ofG is even more speculative than Cow Camp Road.

16 See 2013 FTlP, Volume III, Project Listing, Orange County Local Highway Project Listing, at 3 of7,
available at http://www.scag.ca.gov/ftip/pdf/fmaV20 13/F2013-FTfP-ProjectListing.pdf.
17 Rancho Mission Viejo Development Agreement, Ex. E, at 3.
18 Rancho Mission Viejo Development Agreement, Ex. D, at 3 35.
19 Fred Swegles Rancho Mission Viejo's southernmosl section still on the bubble, ORANGE COUNTY
REGISTER, July 13, 2012, available at http://www.ocregister.com/articles/planning-363593-area-san.htm!.
20 Letter from Ignacio Ochoa, Interim Director of Orange County Public Works, to Kia Mortazavi,
Executive Director, Planning Division, Orange County Transportation Authority (June 13,2012).
21 Jd.
22 Castanon Letter at 2.
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As the Army Corps' Regulatory Division Chief observed:

The 4.2 mile-long OGX Extension project could be a "road to nowhere"
(i.e., a road without logical termini) ifRMV's Planning Area is never
developed or at least not developed before the construction of the OGX
Extension project is complete.23

This is precisely the scenario in which courts have found illegal
segmentation under NEPA. In Florida Wildlife Federation v. US Army Corps of
Engineers, 401 F.Supp. 2d 1298, 1316 (S.D. Florida 2005), the court found that
ending a proposed roadway extension in a planned but unbuilt development
rather than its further extension to a existing highway-was not a logical terminus.
"A highway segment to nowhere ... should not be evaluated apart from later
connectors that will be necessary to make the initial segment useful." Id.

Similarly, in Indian Lookout Alliance v. Volpe, 484 F.2d 11 (8th Cir. 1973),
the court held that a 14-mile road segment was inappropriate for an EIS because
"[i]t does not have an independent utility of its own, which would require that it
end in major termini, i.e. present major highways or cities." (Id. at 19 (emphasis
added).) The court concluded that the EIS would have to consider an additional
22 miles of roadway from another project and an extension thereof so that the
proposed freeway would intersect with U.S. 218, a major highway. (Id. at 20; see
also Swain v. Brinegar, 542 F.2d 364,370 (7th Cir. 1976) (where a segment's
terminus "is near no major crossroad, population center or traffic generator or
similar major highway control element," there is "no logical or major terminus").)

The same holds here. There is no logic in constructing a regional, limited
access, tolled facility of this size to serve future development whose scale and
timing is speculative, or in terminating that facility at a road that does not yet exist
and that, in the foreseeable future, would be nothing more than a two lane road.

The artificial truncation of the Foothill-South also prevents assessment "of
environmental matters on a broad scope," as the FHWA's regulations require. (23
C.F.R. § 771.111(f)(1).) This requirement means that a "highway section should
be of substantial length that would normally be included in a multiyear highway
improvement program." (Swain, 542 F.2d at 368.) The Tesoro Extension has
never been identified separately in a multi-year highway improvement program;
applicable transportation plans and programs have consistently described the
entire Foothill-South. The recently approved 2012 Southern California
Association of Governments' RTP, as well as the soon-to-be approved 2013
Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP), describe the entire Foothill-

23 David Castanon, Memorandum for Record (Nov. 4, 2011) at 5.
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South project substantially as it has been proposed for the last twenty years.24 The
Tesoro Extension is not shown as a separate project. Indeed, the Clean Air Act
confonnity documentation in the RTP, in an effort to show that the Foothill-South
project is being timely implemented as a federally approved Transportation
Control Measure, emphasizes the TCA's intent to construct the entire Foothill
South.25

The wetlands impacts of the Foothill South project provide just one glaring
example ofwhy the Tesoro Extension is by design insufficiently long to provide
an adequate environmental analysis. It is no coincidence that the Tesoro
Extension was designed to stop just short of San Juan Creek and the valuable
jurisdictional wetland resources known as the San Juan Creek complex. By doing
so, TCA escaped review by the Anny Corps under the Clean Water Act.26 But it
strains credulity to think that the Tesoro Extension, once built, would not be
extended into the wetlands. Impacts to these wetlands, located a mere 300 yards
farther south, are all but certain given the TCA's explicit desire to extend Foothill
South all the way to 1-5. Limiting the evaluation of impacts to only those caused
by the Tesoro Extension would preclude the complete environmental review that
NEPA requires.

Courts have rejected attempts to segment a project where, as here, the
proposed segments "would 'stand like gun barrels pointing into the heartland'" of
natural resources artificially excluded from NEPA review. (Maryland
Conservation Council v. Gilchrist, 808 F.2d 1039, 1042 (1986) (citation omitted).)
In Florida Wildlife Federation, the proposed roadway extension-like the Tesoro
Extension-terminated just shy of high-value wetlands. In finding improper
segmentation, the court noted that "the concept of 'independent utility' should not
be manipulated to avoid significance or 'troublesome' environmental issues, in
order to expedite the pennitting process." (401 F.Supp.2d at 1315; see also Named

24 The 2013 FTIP clearly describes the Project as the entire Toll Road: "(FTC-S) (1-5 TO OSO PKWY)
(I5MI) 2 MF EA. DIR BY 2013; AND I ADDITIONAL MIF EA. DIR. PLS CLMBNG & AUX LANES
AS REQ BY 2030 PER SCAG/TCA MOU 4/05/01." See 2013 FTIP, Volume III, Project Listing, Orange
County State Highways Project Listing, at 5.
25 Southern California Association of Governments Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy (2012), Transportation Conformity Analysis Appendix, at 43 ("ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
PER SCAG/TCA MOU. TCA IS DEVELOPING ENGINEERING PLANS, ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENTS AND FINANCIAL STRATEGY TO BUILD THE 241 EXTENSION FROM THE
EXISTING SOUTHERLY TERMINUS AT OSO PARKWAY TO THE VICINITY OF ORTEGA
HIGHWAY WHILE CONTINUING TO PURSUE THE BALANCE OF THE ALIGNMENT THAT
CONNECTS TO INTERSTATE 5.") (emphasis added).
26 A map showing the location ofthese jurisdictional wetlands can be found in a slideshow presentation that
the TCA gave to the Orange County Board of Supervisors in January 2012 (hereinafter "OC BOS Slide
Show"), available at http://bos.ocgov.comllegacy3/newsletters/pdf/FE%20Board%20241%20Extension
1_12_12.pdf, at pages 4-5; see also Attachment 1; Letter from David Castanon, U.S. Corps of Engineers,
to Valerie McFall, Environmental Services Director, TCA (November 5, 2012), at 2.
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Individual Members ofSan Antonio Conservation Soc y v. Texas Highway Dep 't,
446 F.2d 1013,1023-24 (5th Cir. 1971) (segmentation of expressway unlawful
segmentation where construction of segments "to the very border, ifnot into, the
Parklands, will make destruction of further parklands inevitable."); Maryland
Conservation Council, 808 F.2d at 1042 (NEPA review could not be avoided by
designing highway segment to stop short of a park containing jurisdictional
wetlands); Patterson v. Exon, 415 F.Supp. 1276, 1284 (D. Neb. 1976) (placing
terminus of road segment at the boundaries of a park was "artificial and arbitrary"
and made "further construction through that area ... almost inevitable").)

Manipulating the project's design to avoid troublesome environmental
issues appears to be the exact motivation behind the Tesoro Extension. Ending the
Tesoro Extension at an illogical terminus short of Ortega Highway only makes
sense if the TCA wants to build the first segment of the Foothill-South without
triggering U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers , permitting jurisdiction. As designed,
the Tesoro Extension takes direct aim at San Juan Creek and environmental
resources to the south, but the TCA hopes to avoid evaluating inevitable impacts
to these resources. That is precisely the behavior that NEPA's segmentation rules
were intended to prevent.

B. The Tesoro Extension Has No Independent Utility

To avoid unlawful segmentation, a proposed highway project must have
independent utility so that it is "a reasonable expenditure even if no additional
transportation improvements in the area are made." (23 C.F.R. § 771.111(f).)
Where a roadway segment-like the Tesoro Extension-does not have logical
termini, the independent utility is likewise not met. (See Indian Lookout Alliance,
supra, 484 F.2d at 19-20 (independent utility requires segment to end in major
termini; "[w]here, as here, there is a commitment to further extension appearing on
the record, we do not believe it can be said that [the project] has the requisite
independent utility"); Swain, 542 F.2d at 370 (segment without logical termini has
no independent utility).) As discussed above, the Tesoro extension is proposed to
connect to a one-mile segment of a proposed road that does not yet exist. Because
this terminus is not logical, the project has no independent utility.

In the event that the Rancho Mission Viejo project does build out
sufficiently to require the construction of Cow Camp Road, there would still be no
justification for building this segment of the toll road, because the RMV project
already provides for a north-south road connecting Cow Camp to Oso Parkway.
As shown in the Rancho Mission Viejo planning documents, if the Foothill-South
is not built, RMV will construct a non-tolled local arterial road-"F" Street-in
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place of the TCA's proposed six-lane toll road extension.27 Thus, in addition to
the absence of a present need for the Tesoro Extension, there is no future need for
it.

And yet the TCA intends to spend over $200 million on the project, which
even using the most optimistic assumptions would carry only 41,000 average daily
trips by the year 2035.28 The TCA also has a long history of making
unrealistically high ridership projections for its tolled facilities. Ridership on the
FoothilllEastern toll roads in 2011 represented only 67% ofTCA forecasts, and
the TCA has not met its ridership projections for the FoothilllEastern toll roads for
the last 7 years.29 Ridership on the San Joaquin Hills toll roads was only 43% of
original projections in 2011, and TCA has never met its projections for the San
Joaquin Hills toll roads.3D This abysmal record has not only jeopardized the
TCA's fiscal health and led to the recent investigation ofTCA's finances by the
California Debt and Investment Advisory Commission, it also casts doubt on the
TCA's ability to accurately predict the number of users that would pay to utilize
the Tesoro Extension.

Indeed, because it is a limited-access, tolled facility, the Tesoro Extension
would likely deter use for local access and egress by future residents compared to
a non-tolled facility. A toll-free arterial such as F Street could carry the same
traffic volume at a fraction of the cost, while providing the local access and egress
that a tolled facility cannot. Because F Street would provide superior local use for
significantly less money, the TCA has not demonstrated that construction of the
Tesoro Extension would be a reasonable expenditure of funds or would serve any
independent purpose.

Moreover, the TCA itself has acknowledged that state and county
transportation planners object to a permanent toll road connection at Cow Camp
Road because it would actually induce local traffic congestion, and would impede
traffic flow on Ortega Highway.31 The Corps noted that these operational issues
raised concerns "in terms of substantiating logical termini and independent utility"
of the Tesoro Extension, and that TCA had failed to provide "analysis and

27 See Attachment 4 (The Ranch Plan, Draft Environmental Impact Report, Exhibit 4.6-6).
28 See Transportation Corridor Agencies, Staff Report No. 16, File No. 2011F-032, Initial Segment of the
241 Completion Project, October 13,2011, Attachment 1, at 2.
29 See Transaction Tables, Foothill/Eastern (133/241/261) Toll Roads, Annual Results, available at
https:/Iwww.thetollroads.comlaboutus/investorinforrnationltransactiontables/fe_annualresults.php.
30 See Dan Weikel, State Probes Fiscal Health a/O.c. Toll Roads, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 12,2012; see also
California Transaction Tables, San Joaquin Hills (73) Toll Roads, Annual Results (providing only raw
transactions and revenue data), available at
https:llwww.thetollroads.comlaboutus/investorinforrnation/transactiontables/sLannualresults.php.
31 David Castanon, Memorandum for Record (Dec. 16,2011) at 1-2.
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documentation to justify why they would propose to terminate the toll road at a
connection known to be undesirable and logistically infeasible.,,32

The record is clear that the Tesoro Extension is a project in search of a
justification. Months after authorizing staff to proceed with the Tesoro Extension,
and despite multiple meetings with federal agencies, the TCA had still failed to
articulate the purpose and need for the project.33 The only infonnation provided to
the Corps to show independent utility, despite repeated requests, was described by
staff as "rather skimpy. ,,34

It is no surprise that the TCA has been unable to provide a credible
justification for Tesoro as a stand-alone project, as TCA itself has dismissed the
utility of such a segment in the past. In connection with the environmental review
of the Foothill South, the TCA and the SOCTIIP Collaborative expressly rejected
proposed toll road alternatives that did not extend south past Ortega Highway,
such as the Far East Corridor-Ortega Highway Variation Alternative (FEC-OHV).
The Collaborative found that FEC-OHV "performed poorly for the traffic
measures because this Alternative terminates at Ortega Highway and does not
provide a connection to 1_5.,,35

Like the project proponents in Florida Wildlife Federation, who only
started describing a portion of their planned development project as having
"independent utility" once it became clear that the larger project involved
troublesome environmental issues (401 F.Supp.2d at 1320), the TCA had never
identified any need or desire for a stand-alone Tesoro segment until it was unable
to overcome environmental problems with the Foothill-South project. After more
than 20 years of trying to build the Foothill South, TCA's sudden and
unsubstantiated assertion of a need for the Tesoro project cannot establish the
project's independent utility:

Representations by the applicant alone, who clearly has an interest in
obtaining the permit and whose theory of "independent utility" on a record
such as this, can only be considered a post-hoc rationalization to secure a
pennit as rapidly as possible, cannot be sufficient to establish a project's
independent utility. . .. [M]anipulation of a project design to conform to a
concept of independent utility, particularly with the intention that a pennit
be expedited, undennines the underlying purposes ofNEPA.

32 Id. at 2.
33 Email from Susan Meyer to Lawrence Minch et al. (March 12, 2012), copied in email from Susan Meyer
to Corice Farrar (March 13,2012).
34 Email from David Castanon to Mark Toy, ACOE Commander and District Engineer (March 2,2012),
copied in email from Toy to Jeanne Imamura (Aug. 24, 2012).
35 SOCTIIP Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (2005) at ES-31.
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(Florida Wildlife Federation, 401 F.Supp.2d at 1323.)

The Tesoro Extension makes no sense as a stand-alone project. It has no
utility independent of the entire Foothill-South and therefore cannot be reviewed
under NEPA separate from the larger project.

C. Constructing the Tesoro Extension Would Restrict
Consideration of Alternatives

Courts have long recognized that "the location of the first [highway]
segment may determine where the continuation of that roadway is to be built."
(Swain, 542 F.2d at 368.) "Placement of one segment narrows the range of
choices for placement of the remaining highway sections." (Patterson, supra, 415
F.Supp. at 1284.) If the Tesoro Extension is completed without full NEPA review
of the entire Foothill-South, alternatives to the Foothill-South will be irrevocably
foreclosed. This undermines the core purpose ofNEPA, since the consideration of
alternatives is "the heart of the environmental impact statement." (40 C.F.R.
§ 1502.14.)

The enormous cost of the Tesoro Extension is alone sufficient to financially
prejudice any real consideration of alternatives to the Foothill-South. Once the
TCA has made an irrevocable $200 million investment in the first segment ofthe
Foothill-South, any non-toll road alternatives, such as expansion ofl-5, the arterial
system, or transit services, will be effectively eliminated from consideration.
Extension of the first segment "could be too easily justified on the basis of
previous commitment of resources in the completion of' that segment. (Patterson,
415 F.Supp. at 1284.) This would contravene a fundamental precept ofNEPA-to
conductfull environmental review before resources are irretrievably committed.
(40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(f) (agencies shall not commit resources prejudicing selection
of alternatives before making a final decision).)

Building the Tesoro Extension would also seriously inhibit the adoption of
alternative alignments to Foothill-South, including the Central Corridor
alignments identified as potentially feasible by the Coastal Commission and the
Secretary of Commerce. As is apparent by overlaying the Tesoro route on a map
of the alternatives, the Tesoro Extension follows the alignment ofthe Foothill
South almost exactly, while other alignments diverge substantially from the
Tesoro route by the time they reach San Juan Creek.36 Once the Tesoro Extension
is built, the TCA has effectively tied its own hands, making alignments other than
the Foothill-South much more difficult, ifnot completely impracticable.

36 See Attachment 2 (Tesoro Extension Figures 2.1 and 2.2, Alternative Toll Road Alignments).
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Until the federal government has analyzed the impacts of the entire
Foothill-South under NEPA, it may not approve a project that would effectively
foreclose alternatives to the Foothill-South.

III. Conclusion

The Foothill-South project has been soundly rejected by both state and
federal agencies as contrary to law. It is time for the TCA to either abandon
Foothill-South or to put forward a feasible, fiscally responsible alternative that is
consistent with state and federal law so that its impacts can be fully analyzed
before any irretrievable commitments are made. What the TCA may not do is
pursue through piecemeal approvals a project that has yet to be analyzed in its
entirety under NEPA. FHWA must insist that the entire Foothill-South project be
analyzed under NEPA before taking any action on the Tesoro Extension.

Very truly yours,

SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

William J. White

Damon Nagami
Senior Attorney
Director, Southern California Ecosystems
Project
Natural Resources Defense Council

Susan Jordan
Director
California Coastal Protection Network

Bill Holmes
Friends of the Foothills Chair
Sierra Club

Elizabeth Goldstein
President
California State Parks Foundation

Dan Silver, MD
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Endangered Habitats League
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Surfrider Foundation
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Tesoro Extension Figure 1
Proximity of Terminus to Waters of the
United States

Sources:
TCA Presentation to Orange County Board of Supervisors (Jan 1,2012);
Appendix A.1, SOCTIIP EIS/EIR (2003);
Wetlands Delineation Technical Assessment,
SOCTIIP Final EIS/EIR and Response to Comments (2004)
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Tesoro Extension Figure 2.1
Alternative Toll Road Alignments

Sources:
TCA Presentation to Orange County Board of Supervisors (Jan 1,2012);
Appendix A.1, SOCTIIP EIS/EIR (2003);
SOCTIIP Final EIS/EIR and Response to Comments (2004)
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Tesoro Extension Figure 2.2
Alternative Alignments - Detail

Sources:
TCA Presentation to Orange County Board of Supervisors (Jan 1, 2012);
Appendix A.1, SOCTIIP EIS/EIR (2003);
~()r.TIIP Fin::ll FI~/FIR ::Inn Rp.!':nnn!':p. tn r.nmmp.nt!': ('004\
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Tesoro Extension Figure 3
Proposed Terminus

Sources:
TCA Presentation to Orange County Board of Supervisors (Jan 1, 2012)
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Future Roadway
Project Roadway
Two-Lane Roadway (25 mph)

Project Buildout Roadway System Exhibit 4.6-6
The Ranch Plan

Source: AI,ISlIn-FouSIAssodaICS. Inc. R:\?roiee:s\RMVJ0ll8IEx4.~_BuildoutRoadWll)'_060904.pdf
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Thomas E. Margro,  Chief Executive Officer 

125 PACIFICA, SUITE 100, IRVINE, CA 92618-3304  P.O. BOX 53770, IRVINE, CA 92619-3770  949/754-3400   FAX 949/754-3467 
www.thetollroads.com 

Members: Aliso Viejo   Anaheim   Costa Mesa  County of Orange   Dana Point   Irvine   Laguna Hills   Laguna Niguel   Laguna Woods   Lake Forest  

Mission Viejo   Newport Beach   Orange   Rancho Santa Margarita   Santa Ana   San Clemente   San Juan Capistrano   Tustin   Yorba Linda 

  

 

      

San Joaquin Hills   Foothill/Eastern 

Corridor Agency   Corridor Agency 

    

Chairman:  Chairman: 

Scott Schoeffel   Bill Campbell 

Dana Point                                                                                                                                                                               County of Orange  

   3rd District 

 

February 13, 2012 

 

Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 

Executive Director 

Southern California Association of Governments 

818 West Seventh Street, 12
th

 Floor 

Los Angeles, CA  90017-3435 

 

RE:   Comments on the Draft 2012 Regional Transportation Plan/ 

Sustainable Communities Strategy and Program Environmental Impact Report 

 

Dear Mr. Ikhrata: 

 

The Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency and the San Joaquin Hills Transportation 

Agency (TCA) appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comments on the Draft 2012-

2035 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) and 

associated Draft Program Environmental Impact Report (PEIR).  TCA commends the SCAG 

staff for the tremendous amount of work and effort in putting these documents together.  TCA 

also recognizes and supports the timely adoption of the RTP/SCS to enable the Southern 

California region to proceed with the planning and implementation of regionally significant 

transportation projects.  Further, TCA recognizes that the SCS is particularly important for the 

region to meet its state mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets for 2020 

and 2035. 

 

Please find below TCA’s specific comments on both the draft RTP/SCS and PEIR.  

 

DRAFT 2012-2035 RTP/SCS 

 

Page 23, Vision, Transportation Demand Management 

Transportation pricing is not identified as part of the RTP/SCS “vision” either as a transportation 

demand management method or as a financing tool, even though it is clearly a component of the 

transportation plan and financial plan for implementation.  The Orange County SCS includes a 

description of the current and planned priced transportation network that should be adapted to 

address the entire region. 

 

Recommended Clarification: 

Add information from the Orange County SCS (pages 126 and 127 of the Subregional 

Sustainable Community Strategies Technical Appendix) that describes the existing and 
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Page 2 

 

 

planned inter-operable priced transportation network in the region, including toll roads, 

express lanes and high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes.  The text can be expanded to address 

HOT lanes, toll2 facilities, express lanes and tolled truck lanes in the region as a whole, 

and should include the following points: 

 

• Tolled centerline miles in the region will increase from 61 in 2008, to 408 in 2035, 

including toll roads, express lanes, HOT lanes, and tolled truck lanes. 

 

• Priced lanes provide flexibility and options as part of the congestion relief toolbox of 

measures designed to help meet sustainability and emission reduction goals related to 

SB 375 and other state and federal mandates. 

 

• “Priced facilities are an especially important tool for providing intra-county, inter- 

county and interregional capacity.” 

 

• “The existing priced transportation network serves the locations where major 

employment and housing growth are projected to occur.” 

 

• “Toll roads and express lanes charge users a fee for travel, but typically offer less 

congested traffic lanes than nearby freeways and roadways.  Reduced congestion 

provides improved and more efficient mobility with fewer air pollutants and 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions caused by congestion.” 

 

• “The toll road system is designed to interrelate with transit service.  The toll roads can 

accommodate Bus Rapid Transit and express bus service, and toll road medians are 

sized and reserved to provide the flexibility for future transit, if appropriate.” 

 

• Priced facilities such as the Orange County toll roads are privately funded.  This 

insures that these facilities can relieve congestion and associated air pollution and 

GHG emissions without further stressing limited state, federal and local transportation 

funding resources.   

 

Page 42, Major Highway Completion Projects, Table 2.2 

SR-241 (ORA052) is identified in Table 2.2 as a major highway completion project.  However, 

the completion year is listed as 2020-2030.  Although widening will occur in the 2020 to 2030 

timeframe, the official project description identifies the completion date as 2030.  

 

Recommended Clarification: 

• In Table 2.2, we request that the completion date for SR 241 be clarified as 2030, 

consistent with the project description for ORA052. 

 

• In the interest of establishing that some major highway projects in Table 2.2 provide 

emissions reduction benefits without burdening limited federal, state and local 
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funding resources, we request the following clarifying footnote: SR 241 is a privately 

funded Transportation Control Measure. 

 

Page 56, Express/HOT Lane Network 

This appears to be the only “priced transportation” discussion in the transportation investments 

chapter.  It does not identify how many miles of priced lanes exist now, or how much that 

network will be expanded in the plan.  Toll roads are included in the priced transportation 

network, along with express lanes, and HOT lanes, but are not included in the discussion.   

However, TCA’s Toll Roads are depicted in Exhibit 2.6, Regional HOT Lane Network.  The 

terminology should be clarified.   

 

Recommended Clarification: 

• Retitle this section, “Express Lanes, HOT Lanes and Toll Roads: The Priced 

Transportation Network.”  

 

• Table 2.6 should be retitled “Express Lanes, HOT Lanes and Toll Roads”  

 

• The text should provide brief definitions of each type of facility that makes up the 

priced transportation network, as Express Lanes, Toll Roads and HOT Lanes each 

operate differently.   

 

• The discussion should include that express lanes, HOT lanes and toll roads generate 

user fees that pay for construction and operation of their facilities. 

 

• The text should discuss that all priced facilities in the SCAG region insure inter-

operability by using a common technology, FasTrak, to collect user fees.  

 

• The text should establish the congestion reducing goal of priced transportation, and 

the associated criteria pollutants and GHG emissions benefits of providing free flow 

capacity that avoids emissions generated by idling.  In addition, user fees provide an 

economic incentive for cost-sharing that promotes ridesharing, which is beneficial to 

reduced criteria pollutants and GHG emissions reductions. 

 

Page 76, Conservation Planning Policy 

The description of this policy requires clarification to express the intent of SCAG’s Energy and 

Environment Policy Committee and the coalition of more than 20 public, non-profit and private 

sector interests, including TCA that urged SCAG to include it.   

 

Recommended Clarification:   

Add a paragraph that explains why the conservation program benefits GHG emissions 

and other criteria pollutants reductions.  Specifically, in addition to meeting Safe, 

Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A legacy for Users 

(SAFETEA-LU) requirements, the open space lands conservation program would use 

natural land acquisition to sequester (store) carbon, avoid GHG emissions, and reduce 
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vehicle miles traveled (VMT).  This proposed program allows for early implementation 

and mitigation opportunities.  Jurisdictions would have the option to invest early in this 

open space strategy which offers immediate GHG emissions avoidance benefits, while 

simultaneously proceeding with the longer term and planning intensive projects to build 

transportation centers near existing residential areas, or employment centers near transit 

stations, etc.  

 

Suggested steps to develop a regional conservation planning policy should be expanded 

to include the following key points supported by SCAG’s Energy and Environment 

Committee and the coalition that recommended this program: 

 

• Build upon existing open space land acquisition and open space programs in the 

region, tailoring programs to each individual county in the region.  These include, but 

are not limited to, OCTA’s Measure M Mitigation Program, and TCA’s open space 

mitigation program, which has protected 2,200 acres in perpetuity to date.  

 

• Pursue open space conservation in a voluntary manner, working with willing private 

sector landowners.   

 

Page 78, Greenhouse Gases 

The draft document states that “The transportation sector, primarily, cars and trucks that move 

goods and people, is the largest contributor [to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions] with 36.5 

percent of the State’s total GHG emissions in 2008.  On road emissions (from passenger vehicles 

and heavy duty trucks) constitute 93 percent of the transportation sector total.”  This statement 

covers only part of the transportation system’s GHG emissions role.  The text must recognize 

projects that reduce transportation network GHG emissions by relieving congestion and insuring 

free-flow conditions.   

 

Because GHG emissions from vehicles increase in stop-and-go traffic, congestion relief projects 

that eliminate bottlenecks and maintain free-flow conditions actually reduce transportation 

network GHG emissions, much as Transportation Control Measures are transportation projects 

that reduce criteria pollutants.  Further, the SB 375 Regional Targets Advisory Committee 

(RTAC) recommends tracking the performance of such strategies “to smooth extreme congestion 

to more carbon-friendly speeds” in its final report to the California Air Resources Board.  

 

Recommended Clarification: 

Insert the following statements on page 78: 

 

• Congestion relief projects reduce transportation network GHG emissions, which 

otherwise result from idling.  

 

• Consistent with the SB 375 RTAC’s recommendation in its final report to the 

California Air Resources Board, the RTP/SCS includes projects and strategies 

designed “to smooth extreme congestion to more carbon-friendly speeds.” 
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• A subset of projects included in the Draft RTP/SCS reduce GHG emissions by 

providing relief of existing and projected congestion.  These include toll roads, 

express lanes, HOT lanes, high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, and dedicated truck 

toll lanes.   

• Congestion pricing is a powerful transportation demand management tool 

incorporated in the Draft RTP/SCS for reducing GHG emissions.  SCAG has 

launched a two-year study of congestion pricing strategies that can provide needed 

transportation facilities while reducing the region’s GHG emissions associated with 

vehicle trips.  

 

• Orange County’s toll road network is a prime example of priced congestion relief 

projects.  The toll roads have variable pricing incentives that spread out vehicle use to 

limit peak-hour congestion that leads to increased GHG emissions.  

 

• Other examples of projects that reduce GHG emissions on the regional transportation 

network include express lanes, HOT lanes, HOV lanes and dedicated truck toll lanes 

for goods movement.   

 

Page 79, Air Quality  

Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) are mentioned as mitigation measures, but are not 

defined or illustrated.  The importance of TCMs needs to be clarified and expanded to clearly 

communicate their air quality role in the RTP.   

 

Recommended Clarification:   

• Provide a brief description of projects that qualify as TCMs. 

 

• Explain the role of TCMs in reducing emissions. 

 

• Provide a reference to the list of TCMs contained in the Conformity Technical 

Report. 

 

Page 86, Financial Plan, Introduction 

The draft document states that “We have successfully implemented toll systems in the past with 

the Transportation Corridor Agencies’ network of toll roads and the SR-91 Express Lanes in 

Orange County.  This kind of innovation in transportation continues as neighboring counties 

within our region consider a broader network of toll systems.”  However, the statement needs to 

clarify the financial planning importance of privately funded toll facilities. 

 

Recommended Clarification:  

Priced transportation facilities also provide the opportunity for financial innovation.  The 

Orange County toll roads (SR 73, SR 133, SR 241, and SR 261) are privately funded.  

They provide congestion relief and associated air pollution and GHG emissions reduction 

without further stressing limited federal, state, and local transportation funding. 
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Page 92, Core Revenues, Regional Revenues 

Table 3.6, Regional Revenues, identified federal, state and local sources of transportation 

funding for the plan.  Nowhere in the document is the private sector funding contribution 

assumed for the plan described, although toll road widenings, expansions, and new tolled 

facilities that are privately funded are included in the plan and in the total cost of the plan. 

 

Accurately describing the extent of private funding is an important public disclosure, and an 

important element of the financial plan that relieves the burden on limited federal, state and local 

transportation funding.  

 

Recommended Clarification:  

• Clarify in the text the percentage of total funding contributed by private sources.  This 

sum should include the privately funded Orange County toll roads (SR 73, SR 133, 

SR 241, and SR 261).  

 

• A companion pie-chart, similar to Table 3.6, showing the split between public and 

private funding would also clarify this point.   

 

Page 103, Table 3.5 2012 RTP Revenues (in Nominal Dollars, Billions)  

Until such time that the TCA Board reviews, considers, and/or approves a VMT-based user fee; 

TCA is not in a position to support an increase in fees as proposed in the draft Plan.  

Furthermore, the draft does not clarify how the cost of a proposed new VMT fee, increased gas 

tax fee, tolls and user fees would layer over each other.  It appears that they would accumulate for 

individual drivers, with a potentially significant economic impact on drivers and households.  

Drivers paying to use toll roads, express lanes and HOT lanes would be paying twice for the 

same mileage.    

 

Page 145, Exhibit 4.17, Land Use Pattern Orange County (2035) 

The southerly portion of SR 241 (ORA052), from Oso Parkway to the San Diego County border, 

has been inadvertently left off this map.   

 

Recommended Clarification: 

• Please show the SR 241 alignment on Exhibit 4.17 consistent with the project 

modeling list and other transportation network maps in the Draft RTP/SCS. 

 

Page 161, Performance Outcomes 

This text should clearly state that performance measures and outcomes are not intended to apply 

to individual areas or projects, but rather to the region as a whole.  

 

Recommended Clarification: 

We recommend that the following clarification be inserted: 
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• Performance measures and expected outcomes will be used to monitor the RTP/SCS 

at the regional level; these measures and outcomes are not proposed for use at the 

subregional or project-specific level.   

 

Page 207, Strategic Plan  

SCAG assumes $100 billion will be available from a future VMT fee starting in 2025, but 

funding for mileage-based user fee demonstration projects and implementation strategies are not 

included in the constrained RTP/SCS; they are listed in the unfunded Strategic Plan.  The TCA 

Board has made no decision on the use of VMT fees and until such time is unable to support its 

use in the proposed in the draft Plan.   

 

 

Highways and Arterials Technical Report 

 

Page 15, Express/ High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lane Network. 

As with the comment on page 57 of the main RTP/SCS document, the technical report should 

clearly include toll facilities in the description of projects included in this category.  Orange 

County toll roads are not categorized as express or HOT lanes, but collect tolls as a means of 

insuring low-emission free-flow capacity and funding the construction and operation of the 

facility.  Toll roads integrate with express lane and HOT lane facilities via the common FasTrak 

technology that allows inter-operability and convenience for drivers.   

 

Recommended Clarification: 

• Retitle this section, “Express Lanes, HOT Lanes and Toll Roads: The Priced 

Transportation Network.”  

 

• Table 2.6 should be retitled “Express Lanes, HOT Lanes and Toll Roads”  

 

• The text should provide brief definitions of each type of facility that makes up the 

priced transportation network, as express lanes, toll roads and HOT lanes each operate 

differently.   

 

• The text should discuss that all priced facilities in the SCAG region ensure inter-

operability by using a common technology, FasTrak, to collect user fees.  

 

• The discussion should include that express lanes, HOT lanes and toll roads generate 

user fees that pay for construction and operation of their facilities. 

 

• The text should establish the congestion reducing goal of priced transportation, and 

the associated criteria pollutants and GHG emissions benefits of providing free flow 

capacity that avoids emissions generated by idling.  In addition, user fees provide an 

economic incentive for cost-sharing that promotes ridesharing which is beneficial to 

reduced criteria and GHG emissions reductions. 
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Performance Measures Technical Report 

 

Page 2, discussion of types of performance measures. 

As with the comment on page 160 of the main RTP/SCS document, the text must make clear that 

the performance indicators are intended to be applied to the RTP/SCS at the regional level and 

are not proposed for project-specific application.  

 

Recommended Clarification: 

We recommend that the following clarification be inserted: 

 

• Performance measures and expected outcomes will be used to monitor the RTP/SCS 

at the regional level; these measures and outcomes are not proposed for use at the 

subregional or project-specific level.   

 

SCS Background Documentation 

 

Pages 36 and 37, Land Use Pattern Maps for 2020 and 2035. 

Both of these maps are inconsistent with transportation network maps in the document and do 

not include SR 241 (ORA052), specifically called out in the RTP as a TCM and priced 

transportation project in southern Orange County. 

 

Recommended Clarification: 

Please show the SR 241 alignment on the Land Use Pattern Maps for 2020 and 2035 

consistent with the project modeling list and other transportation network maps in the 

Draft RTP/SCS. 

 

Page 54, Pricing and Vehicle Policy Assumptions. 

This discussion only refers to a 2-cent per mile VMT fee; the Plan proposes a 5-cent per mile fee.  

This inconsistency should be eliminated.  

 

Recommended Clarification: 

• Amend the reference to a 2-cent VMT fee to a 5-cent per mile VMT fee starting in 

2025, consistent with the RTP/SCS main document. 

 

Add the following sentence:   

 

• Toll roads, express lanes and HOT lanes charge varying tolls per mile for use of their 

facilities.  Tolls are project-specific and typically vary by time of day and day of the 

week.  Tolls collected for existing toll roads in Orange County are dedicated to 

operational expenses and retiring the bonds issued for construction. 
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Transportation Conformity Technical Report 

 

Page 14, Toll Roads 

The discussion of toll road assumptions specifically mentions express lanes and HOT lanes, but 

not tolled facilities such as existing toll roads SR 73, SR 241, SR 133 and SR 261 in Orange 

County.   

 

Recommended Clarification: 

• SR 241 should be added to Table 6 as a tolled facility and the effect of the toll charges 

on it should be incorporated into the highway assignment procedure. 

 

• Table 6 should be retitled appropriately to include “Express Lane, HOT Lane and Toll 

Road Networks.”  This change should also be made in the main RTP/SCS document. 

 

Transportation Security Technical Report 

 

General 

This report addresses the need for the transportation system to enhance emergency preparedness, 

and transportation security and preparedness.  Projects that enhance the region’s security are not 

identified.   

 

Recommended Clarification: 

Provide illustrations of transportation projects needed in the RTP/SCS to improve 

transportation security.  For example, the southerly extension of SR 241 provides an 

alternative route connecting the SCAG and San Diego Association of Governments   

coastal regions, which have very high current and projected travel volumes.  This route 

will ease future projected congestion to ensure critical capacity for access and evacuation 

in times of environmental or other emergencies, such as earthquakes, wildfires, traffic 

accidents, and potential nuclear threats at the San Onofre plant.  The need for an 

alternative route was recently illustrated by the lack of evacuation capacity from the 2007 

North San Diego County wildfires. 

 

DRAFT PROGRAM EIR 

 

General  

The Draft PEIR sets forth 500 mitigation measures that SCAG states are “feasible” and 

reasonable to assume that they will be implemented.  Further, it is difficult to sort through these 

voluminous mitigation measures to identify those that are mandatory vs. advisory and those that 

apply to transportation projects as opposed to other types of developments.  This can be 

improved by reformatting and clarifying the proposed mitigation measures as follows: 

 

Recommended Clarifications: 

• Provide a clear statement to the following effect:  All mitigation measure 

recommendations to project sponsors and agencies are advisory.  Lead agencies are 
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responsible for identifying and addressing those measures they deem practical and 

feasible, or applicable to specific projects.   

 

• Sort out mitigation measures so that those that are mandatory upon SCAG appear first 

in each category and can be easily distinguished from Best Management Practices or 

Best Available Control Measures that SCAG is recommending to project sponsors 

and other agencies.  

 

• For mitigation measures that simply restate existing regulatory agency requirements 

or recommendations, e.g. California Department of Fish and Game survey protocols 

and mitigation requirements, reference the specific regulation and include in the 

description “or successor regulation or guideline” so that as time moves forward the 

measure does not recommend out of date regulations or guidance.   

 

Page 3.6-15 and 17 Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Transportation Network Improvements. 

On page 3.6-15, the Draft PEIR states that the transportation sector is a major source of 

California’s greenhouse gases.  Further, on page 3.6-18, the discussion cites information on the 

GHG emissions from new vehicle trips.  However, in both places, the document does not clarify 

that certain transportation projects reduce greenhouse gases by virtue of their design, location and 

operation.  Similar to the way that Transportation Control Measures reduce precursors to ozone, 

projects that reduce congestion and idling reduce GHG emissions from the regional 

transportation network.  The PEIR must explain the relationship between GHG emissions and 

congestion relief, and the components of the RTP that provide congestion and idling relief on the 

regional network.    

 

Recommended Clarification: 

Consistent with our recommended clarification for page 78 of the Draft RTP/SCS 

document, the PEIR text should state the following on pages 3.6-15 and 3.6-18: 

 

• Congestion relief projects reduce transportation network GHG emissions due to 

idling.  

 

• Consistent with the SB 375 RTAC’s recommendation in its final report to the 

California Air Resources Board, the RTP/SCS includes projects and strategies 

designed “to smooth extreme congestion to more carbon-friendly speeds.” 

 

• A subset of projects included in the Draft RTP/SCS reduce GHG emissions by 

providing relief of existing and projected congestion.  These include toll roads, 

express lanes, HOT lanes, HOV lanes, and dedicated truck toll lanes.   

 

• Congestion pricing is a powerful transportation demand management tool 

incorporated in the Draft RTP/SCS for reducing GHG emissions.  SCAG has 

launched a two-year study of congestion pricing strategies that can provide needed 
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transportation facilities, while reducing the region’s GHG emissions associated with 

vehicle trips.  

 

• Orange County’s toll road network is a prime example of priced congestion relief 

projects.  The toll roads have variable pricing incentives that spread out vehicle use to 

limit peak-hour congestion that leads to increased GHG emissions.  

 

• Other examples of projects that reduce GHG emissions on the regional transportation 

network include express lanes, HOT lanes, HOV lanes and dedicated truck toll lanes 

for goods movement.   

 

Maps 2, Project Description 

 

General, SR 241 Missing from 2035 Base Maps 

Please ensure that all 2035 base maps include the southerly extension of SR 241, For example, 

Map 2.13, 2035 Grade Separation Projects, does not show SR 241, which will be completed by 

2030, on the base map, while it is depicted on Map 2.6 an 2.8.  Map 2.19, Land Use Pattern in 

Orange County, does not depict SR 241; this is accurate only if the map is intended to show 2008 

land use; SR 241 should be included in all maps for 2020 and 2035.   

 

Recommended Clarifications: 

Consistent with the transportation modeling network and TCM timely implementation 

report, show SR 241 as part of the 2035 base map for all transportation maps in the PEIR. 

Specifically, add SR 241 to Map 2.13 and Map 2.19. 

 

TCA thanks you in anticipation of your written responses to these comments.  We look forward 

to the amendments in the final 2012-2035 RTP/SCS and PEIR to incorporate the recommended 

changes.  Should you have any questions or require any clarification regarding these comments, 

please feel free to contact Ms. Valarie McFall, Director, Environmental Services at 949.754.3475 

or via email: vmcfall@thetollroads.com. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

Scott Schoeffel, Chair 

San Joaquin Hills Transportation Corridor  

Agency 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

Bill Campbell, Chair 

Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor  

Agency 

 

cc: Jacob Lieb, SCAG, Manager of Environmental and Assessment Services 

 TCA Board of Directors 
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sensitive habitat, wetlands, and other public resources, ít
wiII destroy.

The fact is that it is unmitigatable under the

Iaw, bhat it so clearly fails to meet so many Coastal Act

polícies, and thaE it raises profound questions about our

environment,al and social future in coastal Cal-ifornía, and

the glaring negative precedent it would set, by among other

things, destroying a heavily used state park, whose principal

infrastructure ímprovements were installed as Commission

required mítigaLions for loss public beach access in front of

the nuclear po\¡¡er plant.
Since passage of the Calitornía CoasËal' -Act in

1,976, I know of no other coastal development project so

demonstrably inconsistenL with the Iaw, that has come this

far in the regulatory review process

I Audíence Reaction ]

CHAIR KRUERT Again, please, Yoü knoiv, if we are

going to proceed with the hearing boday, and we will never

get through all of the speaker slips and everything efse, you

people please abíde by t,haE, or vÍe are going to have t,o stop

the hearing. I am going to ask you for one of the last
times, no\i\I , not to do thab, P1ease.

EXECUTM DTRECTOR DOUGIAS: This tolI road
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process is precisely Ehe kind of project the CoastaT.Act was

intended to prevent, along t¡Iith new coasEal nuclear power

pIant,s, new offshore oít and gas leases, coastal freeway

projects abandoned long ago, and new commercial- porls that

also never came to be.

This project' is the embodiment of the central

driver that, motivated Calífornia voters to enact the coastal

ínitíative, that, created the Coastal Commission ín L972.

That prime dríver was overwhelmÍng pubtic opposíUion to

rampant industríalization and destruction of the coast by

massive new development projecbs, actual and imminent at the

time.

This toII road project is not only ínconsistent

with the law, ít also raises fundamenþal questions about what

kind of environmental and social future we $tant for our

coastal communities, our families, our chiLdren, and theirs.

Wê, especially, those privileged few of us,

entrusted wiLh grave responsibilities for making momentous

decísions today Èhat, affect generations to come, must ask
';

these questions in the conbext of a largèr perspective of

where we, as a sogiety, are heading. This is a context' that

includes a burgeoning populaEion, the exponential loss of

environmentally sensitive and critical nalural habitat, the

loss of affordable and accessible public Iecreation areas and

opportunilies, massive disruptions of globaL climate with
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-.THE RESOURCES AGENCY ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, GoyenoT

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FRE¡IONT STREET, SUITE 2OOO

sAN FRANCTSCO, CA 9410s-2219

volcE AND TDD (415) 904-5200

\M8b
ADOPTED STAFF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

ON CONSISTENCY CERTMICATION

APPLICANT:

DEVELOPMENT
LOCATION:

DEVELOPMENT
DESCRIPTION:

SUBSTANTIVE FILE
DOCUMENTS:

Consistency Ceftification No.CC-018-07
Staff: ST/CT/MD-SF
File Date: 312612007
3 Months: 6/2612007
6 Months: 9/2612007
Extended to: 212812008

Commission Meeting: 21612008

Commission Action: Objection

Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency

Between the existing terminus of the State Rte. 241 (at Oso
Parkway), Orange County, and I-5 (near Basilone Rd.), Marine
Corps Base Camp Pendleton, San Diego County (Exhibit l)

Construction of 16 mi. long, 6-lane, Foothill Transportation
Conidor-South (FTC-S) toll road (Exhibits 1-9)

See page: 273

[Staff Note: This project requires that the Commission concur in or approve both a consistency
certification as well as a coastal development permit (CDP) for the portion of the project within
the coastal zone. The CDP functions as the equivalent of a consistency concuffence for the
portion of the project to which it pertains. The staff has encouraged TCA to submit a combined
consistency certification/CDP application, as it did for the San Joaquin Hills Transportation
Corridor that the Commission reviewed in 19921, however TCA has declined to submit a CDP
application at this time. As a result, the consistency certification that is before the Commission
pertains to the entire project both within and outside of the coastal zone. In addition to the
Commission's concurrence in the consistency concuffence before it, TCA will also need to apply
for and obtain from the Commission a CDP for the portion of this project in the coastal zone
before it can proceed.]
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applicant, may permit the proposed activity to be conducted in a manner consistent
with the enforceable policíes of the management program.

As described in the discussed in the ESHA, Wetlands, Public Access and Recreation, Public
Views, Surfing, Water Quality and Archaeological, and Energy/Vehicle Miles Traveled
Sections below, the proposed project is inconsistent with the CCMP. No measures exist that
would enable the proposed alignment to be found consistent with the Coastal Act. However,
numerous alternative alignments are feasible and could be found consistent with the Coastal
Act, including: (1) the Central Corridor (CC); (2) Central Corridor-Avenida La Pata (CC-
ALPV); (3) Alignment 7 Corridor-Avenida LaPata (A7C-ALPV); (4) Arterial Improvements
Only (AIO); (5) the I-5 Widening Alternative (I-5), as described in the FSEIR or (6) the
Arterial Improvements Plus-Refined (AIP-R) alternative described in "An Alternative to the
Proposed Foothill South Toll Road, The Refined AIP Alternative," prepared by Smart
Mobility, Inc.(September 2007). Any of these alternatives, if carried forward to a complete
level of design, could be designed in a manner to include impact avoidance (where feasible),
minimization, mitigation and monitoring measures to a level consistent with the applicable
Coastal Act policies.

2. Necessary Information.
Section 930.58(c) of the federal consistèncy regulations (15 CFR Section 930.58 (c)) requires
that, if the Commission's objection is based on a lack of information, the Commission must
identifu the information necessary for it to assess the project's consistency with the CCMP.
That section states:

(c) A State agency objection may be based upon a determinatíon that the applicant has

failed, following a written State agency request, to supply the infòrmation required
pursuant to $ 930.58 or other inþrmation necessaryþr the State agency to determine
consistency. If the State agency objects on the grounds of insfficient information, the
objection shall describe the nature of the information requested and the necessity of
having such inþrmation to determine the consistency of the activity with the
management program. The objection may describe alternative measures (if they exist)
which, if adopted by the applicont, may permit the proposed activity to be conducted in
a manner consistent with the enforceable policies of the management program.

As described fully in Wetlands, Water Quality, Archaeology, and Energy and Vehicle Miles
Traveled Sections of this report below, the Commission has found this consistency certihcation
to lack the information that the Commission has requested TCA to provide to enable the
Commission to determine whether the proposed project is consistent \¡/ith Sections 302233(a),
30233(c),30237,30244, and 30253(4) of the Coastal Act. In order to determine the project's
consistency with the CCMP, the Commission has requested that TCA provide it with the
following necessary information :

1. Wetlands. TCA needs to submit an adequate wetlands assessment based on
standard Commission protocols using Coastal Act wetland definitions, and including a
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Infrastructure Improvement Project" (July 2005), and a second report prepared for the
Endangered Habitats League entitled "AIP Alternative Refinement for the San Clemente I-5
Interchanges" (July 2005). These reports provide substantial evidence documenting that far
less costly and less socially disrupting I-5 widening alternatives are available than described by
TCA.

Also attached were comments by Conservation Biology (Aug. 4,2004) stating:

ITCA] ... greatly understates impacts to threatened and endangered species for various
alternatives. First, in quantifying only direct (i.e., grading) impacts this table ignores
the actual biological effects of the alternatives on the species. Indirect fficts -
especially habitatfragmentation, impacts to wildlife movement, and changes inwater
quality - are likely to have far greater biological impact on these species than will
direct grading impacts to individuals or populations. ...

Second, using number of individuals as the "metric" for quantifying impacts to listed
species is inexact, misleading, and inappropriate. For example, the table shows zero
impact to Pacific pocket mouse individuals by any alternative. As detailed in our
attached comments, this is a meaningless quantffication, based only on the fact that
consultant traps did not capture Pacific pockpt mice within the limits of grading.
However, a legitimate biological analysis of the project impacts reveals that any of the

far eastern alignments ... will likely extirpate one andperhaps two of onlyfour
remaining Pacific pocket mouse populations. At any rate, the FEC slternatives would
preclude recovery of the species under the Pacific pocket mouse Recovery Plan
(USFWS 1998). Direct and indirect impacts to suitable habitat of listed species would
be a more appropriate way to quantifu project impacts.

These NGO's August 6,2004, comments on the Draft EIR stated:

The ímpacts that are addressed in the DEIS/R are presented in such a biased and
slrewedformat so as to undermine efforts by the public and decision-maknrs to
understand and assess the dffirences among alternatives and compare the impacts to
current conditions. Tables that purport to assess and compare the impacts of each
alternative merely indicate whether a resource is impacted or not, without
distinguishing the extent of this impact. As one of countless examples, the DEIS/R
states that each alternative would have significant and unmitigable impacts to coastal
sage scrub butfails to note that impactsfrom the FEC-W Alternative are over 20 times
that of the I-5 Alternative. DEIS/R, Table 7.1l-1. Indeed, given the immense volume of
materials, an accurate portrayal of the extent of impactsfrom each alternative in the
DEIS/R's many comparative tables is critical to enable the public and decision-makers
to intelligently take into account the environmental consequences of each alternative.
CEOA Guidelines S 15151. In a seeming effort to obstruct such an inþrmed evaluation
of the Project, the DEIS/Rfails to provide such dqta.
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questions about the security of areas considered to be set aside in perpetuity as habitat
preserves, state parks, and in the case of the campground, mitigation for impacts of previously-
approved development.

The Commission therefore finds that the Central Corridor (CC), Central Conidor-Avenida La
Pata (CC-ALPV), Alignment 7 Corridor-Avenida LaPata (A7C-ALPV), Arterial
Improvements Only (AIO), the I-5 'Widening Alternative (I-5), and the Arterial Improvements
Plus-Refined (AIP-R) alternative described in "An Alternative to the Proposed Foothill South
Toll Road ("Smart Mobility Report, Revised January 2008, with accompanying Peer Review
(Bergmann Associates, January 23,2008)),would all be less environmentally damaging
alternatives than the proposed alternative. TCA has provided evidence that any of these
alternatives would improve the region's traffic congestion problems. The Commission fìnds
that that any of these alternatives, if carried forward to a complete level of design, with impact
avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures, would be less environmentally damaging
than the proposed alternative.

TCA's Response to CCC Report,p.702-126, questions the validity of the September
2007 "Smart Mobility" Report. The report has been revised to respond to these
criticisms. The Smart Mobility Report concludes:

CONCLUSIONS

At the planning design level of review, the AIP-R ís a practicable, prudent and
fecsible alternative to the proposed Foothill South Toll Road that warrants
further development and analysis.

The AlP-Refined (AIP-R) alternative results in limíted displacement when
carefully designed to avoid private property, consistent with good engineering
practice for designing transportation infrastructure in urbanized areas. This
negates the primary reasonþr the rejection of the AIP alternative in the SEIR,
impacts to private property.

Based on the SEIR data, the AIP-R alternative will have similar results the toll
road in relieving I-5 congestion, regional travel time savings and other typical
trffic perþrmance measures.

The design described in this report significantly reduces (about 95?6 based on
preliminary estímates) the displacements identified in the SEIRwithout
s acr ifi c ing p erformanc e.

In addition, a peer review has been conducted by Bergmann Associates (January 23,
2008) (Exhibit 11 of the list of exhibits included with the first addendum to the original
staff report) on the revised, January 2008, Smart Mobility Report (Appendix F). This
peer review concludes:
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency, a California joint powers agency,r
and its Board of Directors (collectively, TCA or Appellant) propose to co¡struct a tollroad extellding approximately 16 miles in length, u"ginningãt the existing terminus of
state Route 241 (sR-241) in southem orange counry, caliÀrnia, and conn"ecting to
Interstate 5 (I-5) at cristianitos Road in San Dìego ôounty, california (collectiîeþ, theProject)' The southernmost portion of the ProjeJt would fiáss through à portion oíMarine
Corps Base C leased by the Department of the Navy to
the State of C te Beach The prìrnary purpose of the
Project is to p nsportation infrastructure systen that would
help alleviate future traffic congestion and accommodate the need for rrrg6itity, access,
goods ntovetrtent, and future traffic demands on I-5 and the arterial network oïexisting
roads comecting with I-5.2

The Califomia Coastal Commission (Commission)3 reviewed the project pursuant to
section 307(c)(3)(A) of the Coastal ZoneManagement Act (CZMA),änd ìmplemenring
regulations of the Department of Comnierce (Depatment) as set forth at l5 C.F.R. pan
930, Subpart D'4 The Commission objected io the Projecí, f,rnding it inconsistent with
enforceable policies of the California's Coastal Management program (program) related
to surfìng, public access, environmentally sensitive nibitat a."u.,ãir qualitf and
wetlands.s The Commission also found úrat TCA hacl not provided sufficient informatio¡
for the Commission to determine whether the Project was ðonsistent with enforceable
policies related to water quality, wetlands, arclieological resources, and greenhouse gas

¡. The.agency is composed of representatives from orange County and 12 Orange County cities. See
Appellant's Principal Brief of Appeal under the Coastal Zone Munagement Act, at 5 (Mar. l g, 200g)
(hereinafter TCA Inìtial Brief).

i: älTi','îå:i*î;iÍlï;o'0",
art st part of San Diego Counfy, ancl the

ten cities borderìng or in the vicinity of l-5 between its confluence with Interstate 405 incentral Orange
County and its intersection with Basilone Road in San Diego County. App. Vol. 20, Tab 4g, at ES-20.I The Commission is designated as California's "coastal zone plaruring and management agency,, and is
endowed with "any and all porvers [as] set forth in the tczMAl," callpub. Res. code S :o¡:0.
1-,' I he u0lnmlsslon's review of TCA's consistency cefification is triggcred by the project,s need for a
Clean water Act permit pursuânt to Section 404, i3 u.S.C. $ l3aa. î[e project also requires author.ization
fronr the Federal Highway Administration for its inferconnection with I-5,
t Lette. from Mark Delaplaine, commission, to Thomas E. Magro, TCA (Feb. 13, 200g), App. vol. r, .rab
1.
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emissions.ó TCA filecl a timely notice of appeal, requesting an overide of the
Conrmission's objection as provided inthi òZMA.i

The Commission's objection is sustained. As explained more fullybelow, the record
establishes that there is an available and r"usonable alternative to the project that would
permit the activity to be conducted in a manner consistent with the enforceable policies of
califomia's Program' ablishes that the Project is not necessary in
the interest ofnational findings, it is not necessary to address the
other substantive issue in tliis appeal. In light of tiris decision, tìre
Commission's objection to the Project operates as a bar under the CZMAto Federal
agencies issuing licenses or pemrits for the Project. This decision, however, in no way
prevents TCA from adopting the alternative discussed in this decision, or other
altematives determirred by the Comrnission to be consistent with Califomia's program.
In addition, the parlies are free to agree to other alternatives, including alternativeã not
yet identified, or modifications to the Project that are acceptable to thã parties,

II. STATUTORY FRAMEWORK

The CZM{provides states with Federally approved coastal management programs the
opportunity to review a proposed project requiring Federal licenses or permits if the
project will affect any land or \,vatff use or natural resource of the statels coastal zone. A
timely objection raised by a state precludes Federal agencies from issuing licenses or
permits for the project, unless the Secretary of Commerce finds that the *tiuity is either:

r "consistent with the objectives of [the CZMA);,, or

o "necessary in the interest of national security.,'8

A finding that a project satisfies either results in an override of a state's objectio¡. A
license or penrit applicant may appeal a state's objection and request that ihe olrjection
be overidden.

u Id.

7 Noticc of Appeal of Foothill/Easterrr Tlansportation Corridor Agency and the Board of Directors of the
FoothilVEastern Transportation Corridor Agency fi'om the Objection of the Califomia Coastal Commission
(Feb. 1-s, 2008).
t l6u.s.c $ la56(c)(3)(A)("Nolicenseorpermitshall begrantedbyrheFederal agencyuntil thestateof
its designated agency has concurred u,ith the applicant's certification or until, by the itate;s failu¡e to act,
the concurrence is conclusively presumed, unless the Secretary, on his own initíative or upon appeal by the
applicanl, fìnds, after providing reasonable opportunity for detailed conunents from the fè¿erai ãg.o.y
involved and from the state, that the activity is consistent with the objectives of this chapter or is ãtherwise
necessary in the interest ofnational security.").
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III. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

This ca
the opp ,å:;ffi1ii;'f#fil"iiîilìf':",îi#.*.0
periods interested Federaj agencies were also solicitcdAs of the date of the closure of the decision record, the Departnent had recejved
comments-both in support of and in opposition to the projec
of Congress, dozens of state legislators, nurr.rou, national an
tens of thousands of individuals from across the united states da 10-hour public hearing in Del Mar, Califomia, on September 22,200g. In its analysis
of this appeal, the Deparlment has considered the comÀents received and the testimony
provided at the public hearing.

IV. THRESHOLD ISSUES

Several challenges by TCA to the sufficiency of the Commission's objection must be
addressed before the merits of the appeal are considered. TCA argues that the
Commission's objection sliould be disrnissed because it is not in compliance with sectjon
307 of the CZMA.e Specifically, TCA argues that: (a) the Project is not located in the
"coastal zone," as defined by the czMA; (b) the califomia coastal Act does not
authorize the Commission to exercise consistency review of projects located outside of
the coastal zone; and (c) the commission failed to comply *ith t1.,. czMA and
implementing regulations for consistency review of pro¡ects located outside of the coastal
zone' FuÍher, TCA argues that the Department should override the Cornnrjssjon,s
objection as procedurally defective because it is grounded in part on insufficient
infonnation.

For the reasons set forth below, the Cornmission's objection is sufficient to withstand
dismissal on procedural grounds.

A. Although the Project Is on Federal Land Excluded from the Definition of
the CoastalZone under the CZMA, the CommÍssion Has Consistency
Review Jurisdiction over the project,

TCA argues that the Commission may not review the Project for consistency with ìts
Program because no paft ofthe Project's route runs through the state's "coastal zone,,, as
that term is defined by.lhe CzMA.r0 Specifically, TCA uigu.. rhat the only porrion of
the Project located inside tlie state-defined coastál zoneboindary is on lanás owned and

e 
See TCA Initial Brie{ at l0- I I .

'n +*Jao Initial BIief, at 1l-13; Respondent california coastal conrmission's pr.incipal Brief of Appeal
under the Federal coastal Zone Managemeut Act, at l0-11 (Apr. 11, 2008) (hereinafter commission initialBrief).
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operated by the Federal government as Marine Corps Base Camp pendletonll and this
area is excluded from Califomia's coastal zone and outside of the Comrnission,s CZMA-
review jurisdiction.

At the outset, it is important to note the distinction between a state,s ,,coastal 
zone,, alld

its "coastal zone boundary." A state's coastal zone is generally composed of a state,s
coastal waters and adjacent shorelands.t' The state's óastal ztne boundary generally
deftnes the outer margin of the lands and waters comprising the state's coastal zone. Not
all lands inside a state's coastal zone boundary, howwer, ui" nr..rsarily considered part
of a state's coastal zone. Some lands inside a state's coastal zone bounáary may be
excluded from a state's coastal zone.

The CZMAprovides that "[e]xcluded from the coastal zone are lands the use of which is
by law subject solely to the discretion of or which is held in trust by the Federal
Government, its officers, or agents."rl The CMZA implementing iegulations provide that
"[t]lie boundary ola State's coastal zone must exclude lands owned, leased, håld in trust
or whose use is otherwise by law subject to the discretion of the Federal Govemment, its
officers or agents."la These descriptions of Federal Iands excluded from a state's coastal
zone are further informed by a 1976 opinion by the U.S. Department of Justice's Office
of Legal Counsel interpreting the language of the CZMA. The Office of Legal Counsel

rl 
See Letter fiom Colonel J.B. Seaton, United States Marine Corps, to Thomas Street, Natio.al Oceanic

and Atnrospheric Administration (NOAA). at I (May 22,2008). ihe land upon rvhich Camp pendleton sits
was acquired by the United States through condemnation tn 1942, See Unitåd States v. Jenkins,734F.2d
1322' 1325 n.2 (9th Cir. 1983). The United States accepted exclusive jurisdiction over the lands in t 943
and 1944. See United States v, Fallbrook Pub. Uril. Dist., I l0 F. Supp. zOZ,77l (S.D. Cal. 1953). b 1971,
the United States leased the area in which tbe Project is proposed toìhe California Department oiparks and
Recreation through 2021 îor use as a public park. See Agreement of Lease betweenthe State of California,
Department of Parks and Recreation and the United States of America (Sept. 1, 1g7l),App. Vol. 76, Tab
133' TheleasereservedtherightoftheUnitedStates,afterconsultationwithCaliforniaàitolocation,to
grant fuhrre leases and rights ofway over, across, in and upon the property, provided, inter alia, that any
suclt easement or right of way be located so as uot to unreasonably interfere wlttt th. ur. itopr.,lvements
erected on the leased property by the state. ld. Concurrent jurisdiction ove¡ the leased area ln question rvas
ceded ro Caljlolnia in 1973 and in 1974 for a park and I-5, respectively. See Commissjon Initial Brief, at
10. In 1998, Congress expressly authorized the Secretary ofthe Navy to grant an ease¡nent through Camp
Pendleton to permit the recipient of the easenrent to construct, operate, and maintajn a restricted access
highrvay. SeePub, L.No.105-261 $ 2851 (i99S),asamendedúyPub.L.No. 107-l0: S2B6j (2001),as
amended by Pub. L. No, 1 10-l B l {i 2S4l (2008).

'' t6 u.s.c. $ 1453(1).

ll Id.

t ts C r'.R. $ 923.33(a) (enrphasis added). See also NOAA Interim Fiual Rule Relaring ro Approval
Requirements for State Coastal ZoneManagement Programs,43 Fed. Reg. 8,378,8,388 il.lar.-i, l97g)
("With respect to the commentator's concern about Fede¡al lands leased to private parties, NOAA's
position is that the lands themselves, if owned by a Fecleral agency regartlless of whether leased to a private
pal fy, ar€ excluded. However, the activities of the private party on those leased Iands are subject to the
provisions of the State's managementproglamif suchactivities have effects on the State's coastal zone.").
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opined that all lands owned ent are excluded from the coastalzone.'t This is true for land
which the united states and :iìïfÏä',""Ï1;s 

well as lands over

ln the current case, the Federal government orvns in fee all of the land upon whích theProject would occur inside the coastal zone boundary. Based on the CZMAand its
supporting regulations, this land is excluded ffom thã coastal zoneregardless of the lease
status upon which the Commission bases its arguments. Accordingly, none of the project
is located in the coastal zone.

While the Project's route is entirely outside California's coastal zone, the Commission
properly exercised its riglit to revierv the Project for consistency with the enforceable
policies of its Progratn, because the record indicates that the prôject affects land or rvater
uses of Califomia's coastal zone.t' Pursuant to the CZMA, anyapplicant for a required
Federal license or permit to conduct an activity, inside or outsìáe the coastal zone,
affecting any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone, shall certify to the
coastal state that the proposed activity is consistent wìth enforceable policies of the
state's Federally approved coastal nanagement program.'8 A state has six months to
review an applicant's consistency certification for cãmpliance with its coastal
management program. ''' This review attaches to any ..ac1ivity'' having reasonably

r5 Mcnrorandunr for William C- Bre,"vster, Jr,, General Counsel, NOAA, Íìom Antonin Scalia, Assistant
Attolney General, Offìce of Legal Counsel, re: Lands ownedbythe United States subject to tlie slate
planrring atld regulatory process under the CZMA (Aug. 10, 1976). The memorandum conclucles:

In sholt, the plain language of the statute appears to exclude all lands ownedby the United States,
e use of such lands and ',sole discretion" with respect
the legislative history of the [CZMA]. Nowhere is

to exclude some federal land fronr the Coastal Zone,' and hence from State regulation, while including other such land within the Zone. We might add
that the results of such an intent would be whimsical; as tlie submission of the Department-of
Defense uotes, by.way of exarnple, part of the Naval base at Sewells Point in Noriolk is subject to
exclusive federal legislative jurisdiction, part is subject to concrrrentjurisdiction and part is held
in a purely proprietary capacity. * * * Accordingly, it is my opinion that the exclusio¡ary clause
excludes all land owned by the United States from the dehnitión of the Coastal Zone.

Id. at 12 (footnote omitted).

'o Id. at 3.

It ló U'S'C. $ la56(c)(l)(A) (providing that "any applicant for a required Federal license orpermir to
conduct an activity, in or outside the coastal zone, affecting any land or water use or natural resource ofthe
coastal zone" must provide a certification that the proposed u.iiuity con.rplies with the enforceable policies
of the state's approved program and that such activity rvill be cond-ucted ln a nranner consistent with the
program) (emphasis added).

'* I,l.

'' r5 c.F.R. g 930.60; 15 c.F.R. $ 930.62.
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foreseeable coastal effects, regardless of whether it is located,,inside or outside thecoastal zone."2o

Although the extent of the Project's effects is in dispute, the record shows that the project
affects coastal uses and resources to some degree. Effeóts on coastal uses and resources
are not limited to direcl effects; rather, effects include "any reasonably foreseeable
effect," including "indirect (cumulative and secondary) efiècts which result from theactivity and disiance, but are still reasonablyforeseeable. areasonably foreseeable effect'on
coastal uses ffect coastal.""rrátion by developing a
portìon of San Onofre State Beach, a popular state park used by beachgoers and slurfers at
Trestles Surf Break. The Project also will have reaionably foreseeable effects on coastal
resources. Coastal resources include biolo as
vegetation, minerals, and animals) that are n aregular
or cyclical basis.zz Here, the project affect stal species
listed as endangered or threatened under the as the
tidewater goby and the coastal Califomia gnatcatcher, which are found in various
locations within the coastal zone, and their habitats.24

In sltnt, while the Project's route is wholly outside of the coastal zone, the record shows
that the Project nevertheless affects-directly, indirectly, or cumulatively-coastal uses
and resources. Consequently, the Commission properly exercised its consistency review
jurisdiction over the Project.

B. The california coastar Act Does Not Bar consistency Review of
Activities Located Outside of the Coastal Zone.

TCA argues that the California Coastal Act restricts the Commission's consistency
review jurisdiction to those projects located whotly within the state's coastal ,on".,t Io
suppclrt of its argument, TCA relies upon a 2005 California Supreme Court decision,
Sierra ub v. Cal a Coastal 26

In Sierra CIub, the Californìa Supreme Court held that the Commission lacked the
authority to deny a state pennit request based upon impacts within the coastal zone

'" r6 u.s.c. s la56(cX3XA).

'' ls c.F.R. g 930.1l(g).

" l5 c.F.R. g 93o.l l(b).
2r l6 u.s.c. g 1533,

'o For a more detailed discussion of the effects of the project see section v.A.4, infra
25 

See TCA Initial Brief, at l5-17.

"' III P.3ct 294(cat.2oo5).
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lopment outside The project at issue was a housing
access road that I zone.28 Relying.on the plain
alifomia Coastal Supreme Court found that
w expressly limi nmission,s state permitting authoritv topro.¡ects or portions of projects occurring within the coastal ,on".r"

Siera club is readily distinguishable from the present appeal. The decision was limitedto the Commissiou's exercise of its state pemriiting 
"uthority, 

which is explicitly
circumscribed in the Califomia Coastal Áct30 and ãistinct nå. ,rt" Cornmission,s Federal
consistency review authority under the CzMA. The California Coastal Act explicitly
authorizes the Commission to exercise "any and all powers set forlh in the Federal
coastal zoneManagement Act,"3l and, as discussed above, the GZMA does not limit
Comniission's Fedetal consistency review authority to activíties occurring inside the
coastal zone, but rather authorizes it to review Federally licensed o. p"rniitt.d activities"in or outside.the coastal zone, affecting any land or *át", ur" or natural resource of the
coastal zone.""

-8-

Iu sum, the Commission is not restricted by the California Coastal Act in its Federal
consisteucy review because the Project's route Iies entirely outside of the state's coastal
zone boundary.

" ld. at 301-10.
28 Id. at 295.

t' Id. ut 300-06.
30 See Cal. Pub. Res. Code g 30604.
rr 

See Cal. Pub. Res. Code g 30330.

" r6 u.s.c. lasó(c)(3)(A).
ì 

See TCA Initial Brief, at
that it need not adhere to the
Plograrn under CZMA regul
locations. See Commission lnitial Briel at l1_12. I
Mack, ó93 F. Supp. 821 ( I 988) (holding that NOAA

.Foolnote continued on next poge

C. The Commission Properly Exercised Consistency Review over the
Portion of the project Lying outside of the coastal Zone Boundary.

TCA argues that the on to exercise Federal consistency
revierv over the port ately 14 miles of the proposed toli road)
lying outside of Cali ndary. Specifically, TCA càntends that a
state is required to describe in its coastal management program ih" g"ogrophic location of
activities outside the coastal zone boundary that the státe .-hoo.., to review and that the
Commissìon failed to do so here.3l This argument is unpersuasive. The Commission has
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automatlc authority to review the Project without the need for a furlher geographicdescription in its progran, because a portion of the p.J; õ;proximately 2 m¡es of theproposed toll road) Iies inside califomia's coaslal ron. uouiåary on excluded Federallands' This review authority in tum then exte¡ds to all physically connected porlions ofthe Project, regardless of whether they occur inside o, oït.i¿. the coastal zone boundary.

As discussed above, pursuant to the czM\,states u,ith Federally approved coastal
management programs may review activities (inside or outside tfie cåastal zone)requiring a Federal license orpernrit for irnpacts to land or water uses or natural
resources of the coastal zone'to States are rlquired to develop a list of Federal license orpennit activities affectiqg coastal uses or resources, which becomes part of the state
nlanagement program.3s For activities that occur inside the coastal zone or inside the
coastal zone boundary on excluded Federal lan
area where these activitjes occur i. r.qoirralli lro¡rcf 

the

boundary, the state must generally describe in i the
location of such activities.3T

TCA contends that-even if the geographic description requirement does not apply to theportioD of the Project occuring witliin the state's coastal zone boundary on 
"*"lr¿.¿Federal land-for the portion of the Project lying outside of the coastal zone boundary,

the commission was required to, and failed to, piovide the necessary geographic
description in its Program. By this reasoning, TCA concludes that the Commission

approved coastal management program). The Commission's ¡eliance upon Mack is misplaced. The Mackcourt was addressing the situation where NOAA conditioned a Federal grant on california,s amendnrent ofits Program, which is not the case here. The Mack court acknowledged"its decision ..does not mean that an
approved plan is set in stone." Id. at 825. Even afîer a coastal manigement program is approvecl, later.
changes to the GZMA regulations apply. The failu¡e of this urgu-.ít by the Conrmission'notu,itistanding,
the Commission does have julisdiction ove¡ the Project for theieasons set forth above.t' ló u.s.c. g lasó(c)(3)(A).

" l5 c.F.R. g 930.53(a).
t" l5 C F.R. g 930.53(a)(1) provides in relevant par:

The geographic location description should enconrpass areas outside ofthe coastal zone rvhere
coastal effects from federal license or permit activities are reasonably foresceable. The State
agellcy shoLrld exclude geographic areas where coastal effects are not reasonably foreseeable.
Listed activities.may have differenl geographic location descriptions, depending on the nature of
the activity aud its coastal effects. For example,, the geographic location for act-ivities affecting
water resources or uses could be described by shared water bodies, river basins, boundaries
defrned under the
identifiable areas.

occnrring on federal Ìands beyond the boundaries ofa State's coastal zone.

(Emphasis aclcled).

t' r5 c F.R. g 930.53(a).
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cannot exercise consistency review authority with respect to the approximately l4-mileportion of the project outside the coastal ,on. Uounãõ. 
.-

Contrary to TCA's argument, once it is det

the activity anti subject only that portion of thi
zone boundary to consistency r.uì.*. consistency revierv attaches to an ..activitv,,with
reasonably loreseeable coasrar effects re Sardress of where i, 

""."roit"å, ,äiriiä"" 
",an activity that occurs in a specific geog ãphic -glon 

iõ - - -

This holistic approach to consistency review is reflected in recent consistency appealdecisions. Most recertly, in the AES Spanows point Liquefied Naturar Gas, LLCconsistency appeal' the Departrnent considered, u-o.r[ oirt". ìrru.., the coastal effects of
ty, notwithstanding the fact that only a 4g_
ed in the coastal zone, with the balance

oach is not a vast expansion ofa state's
n activity-whether the activity occurs in

reasonabry foreseeabre effects on coastal,."Í""i:'ril,"r:tt.on't 
to the activitv's

ln short, and irl accordauce with the CZMAand its implementing regr.rlations, if anypofion of an activity is subject to Federal consistency review, pliysically connectedportions of the same activity are likewise subiect to rãview to tire extent ttræ tt.,"/impact
coastal uses or resourc ntire project lies in a geographi, ui.udescribed in a state's c grarn. Here, the commission has
consistency review jur on of the project lying inside the coastal
zone boundary on excl rout the needlo ¿escribe this geographic
area iu its Program, and the remainder of the Project is a physically connecied;; of thesame activity. Accordingly, the Commission hai consiståncy reviéw jurisdictìån over theentire Project.

t* l6.tJ'S'C $ 1a56(c)(3)(A) (subjecting to a srate's consistency revierv activities.,in or outside the coastalzone" that require Federar permits and aifect coasr.ar uses or resáurces;,
tn This position is consisteut with long-standing NOAA policy. See Letter from David w. Kaiser, NOAA,to Mark Delaplainc, Commission (Ian. 26,2001).
40

ò̂ee

28 (June 26, 2008) (hereinafter Á,ES)

of
al
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D' The commission Did Not Improperly Base lts objection on InsufficientInformation.

is procedurally defective because it was
information and included altemative,
CA, the Commission was barred by the
fftcient infonnation because the

ry data and information" had been submittedfor purposes of triggering the colnmencement of its six-month review period.ar Further,TCA argues that the Commission cannot concurrently raise altemative, inconsistent
objections based upon borh the lack of information a,rd pr;;;;inconsistency. TCA,s
arguments are not persuasive.

In examining this issue,ì1is not necessary to review the merits of the Comnrission,s
ob.jection based on insufficient informatión. Instead, the Department,s inquiry is lìmited
to assessing lvhether the Comrnission followed the propeï pàcedures in rnaking its
objection.a2 Here, the commission's objection i, pio.åourutty prop.r.

certain icants in
coastal This
rmation month

rtil this information is provided.aa Contrary to
TCA's suggestion, however, a state may also require that an appliãant provide it with
"other infonnation necessary for the State agency to determinå consiståncy" with the
enforceable policíes of its coastal managemãnt piogram.o' If this other i¡iormation is not
provided within the six-month review period
consistency certification on the basis of insu
this basis, the state must describe in its objec
and the reasou such jnformation is necessary

Based on the fore t-that the Commission is barred from objecting
based on insuffici ected. In its objection (and attached Aaopted
Staff Report), the the nature of tlie inforrnation that it had

ar 
See TCA Initial Briel, at l7-18 (citing l5 C.F.R. $ 930.60).

ar See AES, at 7.

ot l5 c.F.R. g 930.5s.

" l5 c,F.R. g 930.60(a)
ot l5 c.F.R. g 930.63(c).
ot' Id.
47 Id.
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requested from TCA (related to wetlands, rilater quality, archeology, and greenhouse gasemissions), as well as the necessity of having ru"ir info.-ation to detennjne consistencywith california's Program.os This-^descriptio-n satisfiesin" r"lui."nrents for objectingbased on insufficient infomration.ae

]CA's. second argument-that the commission may not base its objection on altemati'e,inconsistent bases-is likewise rejected. specificaliy, TCA argues that the comr¡ission
should not be pemritted to object 

-b"."us" 
ii lacked síificlent information to evaluate

adverse effects, but then arso object because project impacts to resources were
inconsistent with the enforceable policies of its Érogruó. put another way, TCA argues
that, if the conrmission had enough information to ãetermine that the projáct effects were
inconsistent with its Program, then by definition the Commission possessed sufficient
infornlation. TCA's argument is unpersuasive. The Commission''s inconsistency
objection related to a number of effects that were not the subject of an insuffìcient
infbrmation objection (e.g., surfi'g, public access, recreation, public views, and
environnentally sensitive habitat areas). Additionally, even for those effects covered by
both objections, th^e CzM{regulations explicitly allow a state to "assef alternative bases
for its objection'"s0 This allows a state agency to object based on inconsistencv with the
state's coastal managernent program, as well as insufficient information.sr

Based on the foregoing, the Commission's objection was proper.

-12-

THE PROJECT IS NOT CONSISTENT WITH THE OBJECTIVES OF
THE CZMA

Pursuant to the CZMA, a state's objection must be sustained unless the activity at issue js
consistent with the objectives of the CZMA or otherwise necessary in the inteiest of
national security.-s2 These grounds are independent and an affinnãtive finding on either is
sufficient to override. For reasons set forth below, the record establishes thaithe project
is not consistent with the objectives of the CZMA.

The Project is consistent with the objectives of the CZMAif it satisfies all three
regulatory elements required for such a finding: (l ) the activity furthers the national
interest, as set forth inCZMrA sections 302 or 303, in a significant or substantial manner

a8 
See Aclopted Staff Report, App. Vol. 1, Tab 2, at 25-26, 127-ZO.

o' r5 c.F-R. g 930.63(c).
t0 

15 C.F.R. g 930 63(a); see also AES, ar 6-7.
5' 15C.F'R'$930.63(a)("Astateagencyuayassertalternativebasesforitsobjection,asdescribedin
paragraphs (b) [progranr inconsistency] and (c) finsuff,rcient information] of this section,"); see also AES,
at 6.

5' l6 u.s.c. g la56(c)(3)(A); l5 c.F.R. $ 930.120.

v
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(Elemenr 1); (2) the national int
adverse coastal effects, when th
(Element 2); and (3) there is no
activity to be conducted in a manner consist
coastal management progratn (Element 3).53 As described in detail below, the project
fails to satisfu Elernent 3.

A. A Reasonabre Arternative to the project Is Avairabre.

ve is evaluated with regard to
stal management progran; (2)
burden of proof for the first

e been satisfied, the burden shifts to the
dentified is either unavailable or

e

a

arguments are rejected for the reasolls set forth below.

1. The Commission Identified Alternatives Consistent with lts program.

As previously stated, the initial burden of identifying an altemative rests with the state.
A state may identify alternatives during an appeal oith. state may adopt altematiyes
proposed by others in lieu of identifying alternatives itself.sÓ In eitherìnshnce, the state
must submit a statement that each alterrative would permit the activity to be conducted i¡
a manner consistent with the enforceable policies of the state's coastal management
p.ograrr.tt

tt 
1.5 c.F.R. g 930.I2l (a) - (c)

54
arrd

Millennium);
ComÞanv, at

55 Millennium, at 23;VEpCO, at 39.
5u Millennium. at 2l-22 n.62.
tt 

r 5 c.F.R. g 930.121(c); vgpco, at 39

the
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In this case, the Colnnlission identified six alternatives that, if implemented, would
tent with the enforceable policies of
e Central Conidor_Avenida La pata
decision. Because the record

rhe remaining altematives proposed or,n. ä1,',ür'r]:iojtf'I:ìü::îï;i;l"t:;ä'-'""
reasonable alternative is sufficient to render the Project inconsistãnt with the objectives ofThe CZMA.

2' The Commission Described the CC-ALPV Alternative with Sufficient
Specificity.

altemative
emented co 

ow how the proposed

orwhether .äXäi"i'.lJï",i,ï
ontaitrs sub formation on the CC-ALPV alternative,

and this informatiorr is sufficiently specific to show the alternative is both available and
reasonable.

The CC-ALPV altemative would be approximately 8.7 miles long and extend the existìng
State Route 241 south from Oso Parkway to Avenida LaPatai" San Cl"-.nl".Zir Únlike
the Project as proposed by TCA, the CC-ALPV alternative does not intersect with I-5;
rather, traffic traveling along the CC-ALPV alternative route would use existing arteries

58 Conrnission Initial Brief, at 37 -46.
tn This decision does not make any determination on the availabìlity or reasonableness of the remaining
alternatives, and is nracle rvithout prejudice to the othe¡ altematives identified by the Comnrissign.
ou VEPCO. at 39 (citations omitted). In vEPCo, the state of Nol1h carolina objectecl to a proposal to
collstruct a pipeline that woulcl withdraw up to ó0 million gallons a day of potabie ,¡ater from iake Gaston
for the City of Vilginia Beach' As an alternative, North Cãrolina recommended that the City of Virginia
Beach obtaitr the water from another source. Through the course of the appeal, North Carolina identjfied
sixteen alternatives, several ofwhich failed for lack ofspecificity. For 

"*rrpl", the state proposed a

reservoir and establishing a "well-designed and regul
neecls were mel, but did not desc¡ibe the program, or
Both of these alternatives fäiled for lack of specificity_
ól Commission Initial Brie f. at 44 n.21.
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for several miles in o¡der to connect with I-5.ó2 consequently, the entire route of the cc-ALPV alternative occurs more than a mile outside of th! 
"ou.tul 

zone bounclary.ól

The CC-ALPV altenlative is one of the altematives examined in detail in the DraftEIS/SEIR, prepared jointly by TCA and the Federal Higrt*.v administrarion as pafi ofthe Federal- and state-level environmental review qg.ri."..¿a The record also containsìnput on the cc-ALPV altemative from the partiei6i i,tt"r"rt.¿ Federal agencies,66 andthe publìc.

overall, the record provides ample technical, performance, effects, and cost informationto evaluate how the CC-ALPV aitemative could be impleÁented consìstent wit¡
California's Program and whether this altemative is available and ¡easonable.

3. The CC-ALpV Alternative Is Available.

Because the Cor¡mission identified with sr.rfficient specificity an alternative that is
consistent with Califontia's Program, the burden now shifts io TCA to demonstrate that
the altemative is unavailable or unreasonable.

TCA raises two objections to the CC-ALPV alternative. First, TCA argues that the CC-
ALPV altemative is unavailable because it does not adequately improvã Ítaffic

nt 
These arteries include Avenida vista Hennosa (a plimary arterial with four tr-avel .lanes) and Avenida La

Pata (a major arterial *,irh six travel ranes), lraft ¡l-srs¡lti, opp, vol. 20, Tab 49, ar2_46.
u' A map of various altertratives is provided as Attachment A to this decision. On the map, the CC-ALpV
lle¡naliv9 appears in gold. The Project, as proposed by TCA, appea¡s in green and is labeled rhe A7c-FEC-M altenrative

óo 
TCA fìnalized the state-level SEIR in December 2005, after TCA's board of clirectors ce¡tified the

report' App Vols. 20-32. Until that time, the document was being prepared in conjunction with thc EIS
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, The EIS is beìng c'oordinated by tlre Federal Highway
Administration wilh input from the Army Corps of Engineers (CorpJ¡, the Environ¡rental protection
Agency (EPA)' the Fishand wilcllife Service (FwS), TCA, and thå óalifomia Deparrmenr of'l-ransportation (Caltrans),.following integration procedures in a 1994 environnenial streamlining document
entitled the "National Enviroumental Policy Act and ( lean Water Act Section 404 Integration präcess for
Surface Transportation Projects in Arizona, California, and Nevada" Memorandum of Únderstanding
!N!lA/404 MOU)' App. Vol. 73, Tab 104. Letter from Wayne Nastri, EpA, to Thomas Street, NOAA, arI (May 28, 2008). Unlike the SEIR, the Federal environmerital review process and the EIS were still rrot
ñnal at the time the appeal record closed in this case.
ut TCA Initial ßrief, at 42, 44-47; Cornmission Initial Brief, at 37 , 43-44;TCA,s Reply Brief of Appeal
urrder the Coastal Zone Managemert Act, at 19 (May 5, 2008); TCA's SupplementaiBiief un<ter the
Coastal Zone Management Act, at l5-16 (Oct. 14, 2008); Cofimission's S^upplemental Brief on Appeal
under the Federal Coastal Zone Mønagement Act, at I 3 (Oct. I I , 200g);
ot' 

S.", e,8., Letter from Steven L. StocktoD, Corps, to Joel La Bissonniere, NOAA, at I (May 2g, 200g);
içç 3bQ TCA Supplemental App. (Supp. App.) Vol. 5, Tab 37; Lener from Thomas J. Madison, Jr., Federal
Highway Administ.ation, to conrad c. Lautenbacher, Jr., NOAA, at 3 (oct. 7, 200g).
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conditlons' second, TCA argues thal the cC.--ALPV alternative is unreasonable due toconlnrunity disruption and wetland impacts.6T Both of ther" urgu-"nts are unpersuasive.

ent an alternative that
an appellant fails to argue or
mative is presurned to be

-16-

tn
fror¡ the California Coastal Commission, at l4 (Nov. 14, 1984) (hereinafter Exxon).

The primary or essential purpose of the Project in this case is "to provide improvenrents
to the transportation infrastructure s'ystem that would help alleviate future traffic
congestion and accommodate the need for mobility, u"."r., goods movement and futuretraflic demands on l-5 and the arterial network in itre study'iea.;;d ir.i, ir^iir;;;;"."
aÍiculated in the Draft EIS/SEIR, and the record shows TôA, together with the Federal

[islwav f$ministration and Califomia Depafinent of Transporation, prepared this
document.''

The record reflects that the CC-ALPV altemative achieves this purpose by substantially
reducing congestion on I-5 and the arterial network. The Draft pfSTSgfn-lncludes an
analysis of the amount of trafhc relief afforded by each altemative, including the CC-
ALPV alternative. Traffic relief is measured in various ways. Table I below shows
several measures of traffìc relief, and compares performance of the CC-ALPV alternative
to the projected traffic conditions on I-5, the artérial networks, and the entire system in
the year 2025 if no action is taken. All of the information in the table is from the Draft
EIS/SEIR.

ut TCA Initial Briel, aT 46-47.
Ó8 Millennium, at 24 (citing VEpCO. at -1g).
()9 

ù̂ee, e .9.,

ro DraffEIS/SEIR,App.Vol.20,Tab49,at1-16. The"stuclyarea"encompassesthesoutheastpartof
orange county and the northernmost part of san Diego courity. see supra note 2.t' TCA is identified as the lead agency in the state-level envi¡onmental review process leading to the
development of the SEIR. App. Vol. 20, T'ab 48, at ES-1. TCA's Board of Dirèctors adopted-and certified

Resolution, No. F200ó-01 (Feb. 23, 2006),
ependent judgmerrt and analysis of the
Letter from Thonras Magro, TCA, to Colonel
ol. 5, Tab 37.
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Table 1. Estimated traffic rerief for the cc-Alpv alternative compared toprojected traffic conditions on I_5 in2025.

-17 -

Parameter Projected Traffìc
Conditions in2025

CC-ALPV
Alternative

I-5 congestion
(pelcent of traffic
experiencing
congestion)

15.9 7.8

Arterial
congestion (hours
of vehicle delay
per day)

9,900 8,200 to 8,300

System-wide
Travel Time
Savings (vehicle
hours saved per
dav)

None 8,000

over
000
this
by
1,000

The standard for availabirity under the GZMA, however, does not require that a¡
altemative be the top performing alternative or that the alternative p"ifo.r better than the
applicant's proposal. An alternative is available under rhe CZMALven though it is less
ambitious than a proposed project so long as the primary or essential purpose-can be

72 According to data afîìc on I_5 exper.iencing congestionto 2.4 to 3.4 percent, 
7 ,:l00 to 7,900 hours of vehicle

lelay per day, and u' ately 1g,000 to 21,000 hours. DraftEISiSEIR, App. Vol.
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achieved,Tl This principle is well-establish
an appeal involving a proposed dock, the D
which would have involved the constructio

trip mall, and adjacent parking lot
restricted to a smaller upland area
The Department explained that an

udes "a less ambitious project."i(' Finally,
ation and improvement project, the

Department found the state's alternative, involving the consiruction of ån upturrO lake forgolf-course irrigation, was available despite the fact that the alternative would not
provide the same level of benefits as thedeveloper's proposal, including run-off filtration
and water quality and aesthetic improvements.TT At bottàm, the Departnrent looked to
the primary purpose of the projecl (i,e., golf course irrigation) and found the state,s
altemative met this purpose. The Deparlment explaineã that if secondary purposes or
site-specific benefits were considered as part of the analy_s.is of availabilìiy, it:,wo¡la
likely make site alternatives for all projects unavailable.í'78

TCA relies upon the Department's VEPCO decision to argue that an alternative that does
not perfornt as rvell as the preferred altemative is not considered available. VEpCO,
however, is distinguishable. In vEpco, the purpose of the project was to ,uppty oo
rnillion gallons of water per day for Virginia Beãch to meet à pio¡ecteo watei å"n.it in
the year 2030.7e Thus, the proþct needãd to meet a specific uàlrnr" threshold in order to
meet the primary or essential purpose, and the Department found that an alternative that
could not meet this threshold either individually or in combination with other alternatives
was unavailable.s0 In the present case, the record does not reflect that a specific threshold
of traffic relief is required in order to achieve the prirnary or essential purpor". Rather,
the purpose and need statement adopted by TCA in the Draft EIS/SEIR dåfines a general
need for iufrastructure improvement for the purpose of congestion relief and

- 18 _

13
and

Carolina Coastal Council, at 14 (May 21, 1992) (hereirrafrer Heniford)
al.t

14

E.
York State Department of State. at 6, l8-26 (Dec. 2, 1992).
?s Heniford, at 13-1-5

7" Id. at 14-

11
Hall

Council, at 5 (August 1.1992) (hereinafter Yeamans Hall Club)
t8 

I<1. at 6.

7" vEpco, at 46.

to 
Id.

tion
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accommodation of tlie need for mobility on I-5 and the arterial network that is not linkedto any specific, quantif,red threshold of performance.sr

Further' the Draft EIS/SEIR explicitly states that the CC-ALpv alternatjve meets theProject's purpose and need'82 'it 
" 

o.un EIS/SEIR examines a number of altematives andconcludes that eight alternatìves, including
purpose and need, These alternatives were
altematives that was ulti
that took into account th
congestion, as well as environmental effects
one of those ultimately retained for more detailed analysis in the Draft EIS/SEIR
"because of [its] ability ro address the purpose and need of th" p;;;;;.';i"'"""'
ln shoft, the record shows that the CC-ALPV alternative, although less ambitious than theProject, nevertheless meets the primary or essentiar pu.ptr" of tñe project,

There are other reasons that an alternative may not be available, such as whether there is
a technical or legal barrier to implernenting the alternative and whether the resources to
intplement the alternative exist.sa However, TCA bears the burden of demonstrating that
an alternative is not available, and TCA has not argued or presented evidence that a
technical or legal barrier to the CC-ALPV altemative exists. Nor has TCA argued or
presettted evidence that it lacks the resources to inrplement the CC-ALPV alternative.

For the foregoing reasons, the record shows that the CC-ALPV alternative is available.

-19-

tl 'r'ft. f'ollowing is the detailed purpose and need statement from the Draft EIS/SEIR, App. Vol. 20, Tab
49, at l-15, l-16:

Need for the Project. Transportation infrastructurc rmprovements are necessary to address the
needs for mobility, access, goods movemeut and projeìted freeway capacity deficiencies and
arte¡ial congestion in south orange County. Freeway capacity deficienciesand aÍerial congestio¡
are anticipated as a result of projected traffic demaná, *ùi.h will be generated by projected
increases in population, employment, housing and intra- and inter-reiional û.avei éstimated by tlie
Southern California Associatiotr of Governments (SCAG and San Diigo Association of

::î'".*" 
(SANDAG).

Puroose of'the Project. The purpose of the SOCTIIP is to provide improveurents to the
lrallspo¡tatiotl infiastructure system that u'ould help alleviate future trãffic congestion a¡d
accommodate the need for mobility, access, goods nrovement and future traffic demands on I--5
and the arterial network in the study area.

s2 Draft EIS/SEIR, App. VoL 20, Tab 49, aT l-23 (Table 1.7-l ).
8r lcl. at2-lo.
8' \rEpco, at 3g,
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4. The CC-ALpV Alternative Is Reasonable.

In addition to determining whether an alternative is "available,', the Department alsonust decicle whether atr alternative is "reasonable." An alteÀative is reasonable if thealternative's advantages to the resources and uses ofthe state's coastal zone exceed thealternative's increased.costs, if any.85 In the present.ur., ,hL iecord demonstrates thatthe CC-ALPV alternative is reasonable, and ica has noi met its burden to demonstrate
that it is not.

the Project. The CC-ALpV altemative has a
would cost $715 million.sT Neitherparry
tly, when applyirrg the CZMA's standard
does not present any increased costs that

need to be olfset by advantages to the ïesources and usãs of Califrornia's coastal zone.

Neverlheless, the CC-ALPV altemative does present advantages to the resources and uses
of Calil'ornia's coastal zone. The record demonstrates that thã project would result in a
number of reasonably foreseeable effects to the uses and resources of Califomia,s coastal
zone. In contrast, the Commission has identified no adverse effects associated with the
CC-ALPV altemative, and TCA has failed to demonstrate that the impacts it attributes to
the CC-ALPV altemative constitute reasonably foreseeable effects on coastal uses or
resources.8S

85 Millennium, at 24; VEpCO, at 38; yeamans Hall Club, at 6.
*o The Draft EIS/SEIR originally reported that the CC-ALPV alrernative would cost even less. However.,
subseqr'rent to the Draft EIS/SEIR's publication, new construction occurred in a subdivision in the vicinity
of the CC-ALPV alternative's fooþrint. Thus, TCA ldded approximately $97 million to the estinrated cost
of the CC-ALPV alternative to cover the cost of compensating-those dispiaced by the consh.uction. App.
Yo1,26, Tab 54, Attacìlnent 6. Even with these adcled costs,ihe cc-¡,ipv alternative remains over $100
nlillion less costly in total cosls than the project.

" . 
S.,PP. App. Vol. 5, Tab 3 7, at Attaclunent D (Table L I ). In examining cost, it is the toral cost that is

relevant to the Depaltnent's analysis. Derivative measrues, such as cost-effectiveness, are not considered
in the Departrnent's exantination ofreasonableness. Rather, to the extent effectiveness is relevant, it is
considered r¡'hen determining an alternative's availability. To be "available," an alternative must meet a
plojecl's primary or essetltial purpose and is therefore effective to that extent. Thus, the deternrination that
an altertrative is available provides the effcctiveness benchmark that is relevant to the Department's
determination, and separate measures of effectiveness do not factor into the analysis of rËasonableness. See
Millenniunr, at 30 n'96 ("This ìssue [of reduced efficiency of operations] is not relevant to determining
rvhether a route modification is available unless the i Lefliciency is of suóh magnitude as to make
construction of the entire project fìnancially infeasible.").
t8 W¡en comparing the relative effects of alternatives, reasonably foreseeable direct, indirect, and
cunrulative effects to coastal uses and resources are germane to the Department's analysis. See l5 C.F.R. $930. I I (dehning "fe]ffect on any coastal use or resorrr.e,"). TCA arguìs that the Oepártrnentt
consideration should not be limited to eflects on coastal uses and ,"rãu.."., and cites the Department,s

Footnote continued on next page
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The Project would have a reasonably foreseeable adverse impact on coastal uses such asrecreation and public views. specifìcally, the Proje.t *oulJ'..sult in the permanent lossof more than 35 acres of the San onofre stut" B.ã.n rpartl, *irh or.", 100 additionalacres occupied during construction.sn The comnrissiòn has explained that users of thePark are users of the Trestles Surf Break as well as other "o*r ¡ecreational resources,
ts to the Park have an indirect, but
important coastal recreational use.el

reseeable adverse impact on public views_a
of trails within the park, including rhose

igation for the Project,s impacts on th"

þ South Olange County Tlansportation Infrashucture Improvement project Recreation Resor¡rces FinalTechnical Report, vol' 1., at 5-253 (Dec. 2003), App. vol. 50, Tab. 73. ihe park is among the five mostvisited parks in California, amJ received approximaìcly 2.4 million visitors ìn fiscal year 200-5-2006. SeeAdopted Staff Reporr, App. Vol. l,Tab 2, at l3Z.
m 

see Ä.dopted staff Report, App. vol I. Tab 2, at I 35-36 ("[california Deparrment of parks and
Recreation] clata suggests that the annual number of campgrouird users during fiscal year 2006-2007 wasapproxinmtely 108'446 and anecdotal evidence has suggesled flrat many of tliese useis chose to stay at the
San Mateo canrpgronnd because of its affordability, pããceful and s"r.rl mi;r;ir*;;;ria io irä-i.r.y.the.Panhe Trail which pro'r'ides easy access to the beicll ocean, and world renowned surf breaks locatecl
rvithin the coasral subunits of fthe parkl.,').
t' 

Sçs l5 C F'R' ö 9-10'l1(g) ("'fE]ffect otì any coastal use or resource'means any reasonably f'oreseeableeffcct ' includ[ingl both direct effects which result fro¡r the activity and occur at the sanìe time and place
as the activity, and indirect (cumulative or secondary) effects which iesult fron-r the activity und a¡e later in
time or fatlher removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable."). The Commissitn also argues

lity of the Trestles Surf Break by physically altering the
om the San Mateo Creek watershed that forms the surf
orts on whether the Trestles Surf Bt.eak u,ould be alterecl.
od that the Project will impact the Trestles Surf Break is

rns & Associates, Ltd., to Mark Rauscher, Surfrider
ichard J. Seymour, ph.D., Review of Documentation

n Surfing Conditions in the Vicinity of San Mateo
); Denick Coleman, ph.D., Revierv and Assessment

Plan, State Route 241 proposed Extensjon (July 10,
pplemental Comments on Sedilnent Issues for San

Mateo creek (Sept. 27, 2008), supp. App. vol. 6.1, Tabi6(o). Neirher party has claimed the cc-ALpV
alternative would ha'e any adverse impact ou the T'estles Surf Break.
o2 

U,td., the CZMA"'scenic and aesthetic" qualities are a coasral use. See l5 C.F.R. $ 930 l l(b); 65 Fed.
Reg'77,124'77'129(Dec.8,2000). TheCommissionalsoclaimsthePrqectwill bevisiblefromthe
waters oflshore, citing visual simulations provided in the Draft EIS/SEIR. See Adopted Staff Report, App.
Footnole continued on next page
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Park"'3 but has not shown that reasonably foreseeable effects on coastal uses can beeliminated' By comparison, neither party has argued o. prr.rnt"o evidence
demonstrating rhat rhe cc-ALpV arternátiv" *Jurd h;";;;; adverse impacr o, rriecoastal recreation or pr-rblic views.

The Project also would have reasonably
including impacts to Federally listed spe
and coasial ialifornia g.rt.;r.h"rj; ï t'

affect the endangered ti Y

including the pennanen
Creek and 0.10 percent m San Onofre Creek.es The FWS take

ipates up to 50 tidewater goby deaths couÌd occur from
es during construction dewatering at San Mateo and
ct to the endangered steelhead, although the National

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) found the Proþct was unlikely to ad'iersely affect
steelhead, it nevertheless voiced concem that the connection of the project to I-5 occurs
directly over San Mateo Cteek, just 300 meters upstream of the San Máteo Estuary,
u'hich is steelhead critical habitat.eT Finally, with respect to the threatened coastal

Vol l, Tab 2 at 167-80. TCA admrts the Project would be visible to Park visitors, but argues it .,wo¡ld not
substarrtially alter the'lrestles 'experience ' and sunounding atmosphere." TCA's Respoise to Staff
Report, App. Vol. 8, Tab 20(B), aI74 and Arrachment 15.
nt TCA has proposed avoiding canrpgrouncls, trails, and other facilities for those portions ofthe project
passing tlu.ough the Park. TCA Response to Staff Report, App. vol. g, Tab 20, at 60_-.,0. TCA also
comnitted to pay $ 100 million for improvemelrts to the Par[ ãnd other nearby state parks. See Letter lronr
Maria Levario, TCA, to Mark Delaplaine, commission (oct. 4,2007),App. vol. t t, ra¡ 25-. This $ 100
million is not included in the total costs TCA reported in the Draft nrSlSÈin. TCA argues that this park
improvement payotlt constitutes an adva[lage to coastal uses and resources tlìat the other altematives
cannot matclì' Horvevet', TCA has uot demonstrated that a similar payout could not be added to the CC-
ALPV alternatit'e, or to any other alternative. To the extent the payout results in benefits to coastal uses
alld resources, these benef,rts would appear to be equal ifapplied to each alternative, and thus does not
provide a basis for cotlrpat'ison among alternatives. TCA's decision only Lo offer the $ 1 00 rnillio¡ payout
for its prefened alternative does not alter this analysis. To find otherrvise would allorv an appellani to ske rv
the comparison of alternatives by providing expensive (but fungible) mitigation to only its prefenea option.

]o rrt. FWS Biological opinion explairrs that members of each of these species may be foun¿ in
California's coastal zone on a regular or cyclical basis. See FWS Biological Opinioir, Supp, App. Vol. 6,
Tab -s0, at 28; 40; 51; 68-69; 92; and lr2-r7; see also l5 c.F.R. S 930.1l(b) (exptaining t-¡ut.åårtul
resources include biological resources that are "found within a State's coastal zone on iregular or cyclical
basis."). The Project may also affect the pacific d, and thread_leaved br.odiaea (a
plant). but the record is less clear on whether the e species _ dt¡e to their limited
lange and, in certain instances, modest level of a impacts _ would have a
reasonably foreseeable effect on coastal resorlrces, and these species are not discussed further herein.
o5 

FVr¡S Biological Opinion, supra note 94, at 46.
o" ld. at 166.

"t NMFS detailed its concern in its comment letter:

Footnote continued on nextpage
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califomìa gnatcatcher, the project wourd irnpact nine observed use areas andapproximately 385 acres o^{venturan-Diegan coastal sage scrub, which is consideredprime gnatcatcher habitat.es

By comparison, neither party has identified any adverse effect on the tidewater gobyresulting f¡om the cc-ALPV alternative. with respect to steelhead, the record showsthat the cc-ALPv alternative crosses one drainag" 6h" sÀ ruan creek) that steelheadmay occupy, but neitlier paqy has identifiea atty i"aÀonably foreseeable adverse effectresulting frorn this crossing.ee with respect to the coastal óalifomia gnatcatcher, the cc-ALPV alternative irnpacts fewer ur" ur.u. (seven) and less "";;ä;;.;;;ffi;.,(approximately 178 acres) than the Project, and these impacts would generally occurfarther liom lhe coastal zone.l00

Finally, TCA argues that the cc-Al-pv alternative would alter more wetlands(approximately 12 acres) than the Project (less than on. u.."¡, und would clisplace 172
residences and 3 active agricultural operations as opposed to no displacements for theProject.r0l These effects, hov*"u.r, ot.u. outside thå coastal zone, and TCA has failed to

Under jdeal circumstances, and with respect
counector bridge superstructure * * * rvould
upstreanl of the estuary and directly over Sa
and/or toxic material spills which could occ
superstructure], which could result in advers
particular have been_found to be intportant for rearing ofjuvenile steelhead. and are necessary f-or
the acclimation of all adult and juvenile steelhead nri-grating in and out of the watershed. NMFS
believes tllat the biological integrity of the San tr¡ateo cree-k Estuary and vicinity is essential for
the survival and recovery ofsteelhead with the watershed. therefore, a bridge loóation further from
the estuary would have been preferred.

Lette¡ from Rodncy Mclmis, NI\4FS, to Thomas Sfreet, NOAA (June 20, 200g).
eB Draft EIS/SEIR. App. Vol. 25,Tab 53, alZ-g,2-1g
* St-lpp App. Vol. 5' Tab 37, at Attachment D (Table L 1). The CC-ALPV alternative cloes not cross near
the San Mateo Creek Estuary, u'hich caused the general concern with the project voiced by NMFS.
100 Draft EIS/SEIR, App. vol. 20, Tab 48, at ES-232; App. vol. 20, Tab 49, at2-r61. The FWS

istration, and the California Department of
ternatives that are further [sic] rvest tlran
less impact on Federally-lisred species,

C^. 
, at 173. The CC-ALpV ahernative is

'u'_T"o Response to staff Report, App. Vol. g, Tab 20(B), ar 103; Drafr EIS/SEIR, App. vol. 20, Tab 4g,
at ES- 16; App. Vol- 21, Tab 49, at 4.4-9, 4.4-10, 4.4-33. The dispiacements attribured to the CC-ALpV
altemative were initially lower. At the time the SEIR analysis rvås de,r,elope d only 2residential
displacements r-esulting from implenrentation of the CC-ALPV alternative were reported, but the number of
displacements subsequently increased due to l'ecent construction in Talega, a subdivisio¡r near San
Clernente. App. Vol. 21 ,Tab49,at4.4-8,4.4-g,4.4-37. Notably, thereìs'no evidence intherecor-dthar
TCA has aftempted to refìtle the alignment of the portion of the CC-ALPV alternative that currently goes
through Talega to avoid or reduce the potential for displacemeuts l'esulting from this new consûuctior, nor

Footnole contìnued on ,text page
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demonstrate that any of them would result in a reasonably foreseeable effect on a coastaluse or resource'102 Thus, these purported impacts are not gerïnane to the Deparlment,seffects analysis in this appeal.r0l

In sum, not all of the impacts alleged by the parties would resurt in reasonabry
foreseeable effects on coastal u.., o. ,Jrou...., but for those tìrat do, the record showsthe CC-ALPV altenlative has fewer effects than the Project. when combined with theCC-ALPV altemalive's lower cost, this clearly indicates that the cc-Al-pv altemati'e isreasonable.

B' Conclusion on the Consistency of the Projectwith the Objectives of the
CZMA.

Ba¡ed on the foregoing, the record establishes that the Project is not consiste¡t with the
objectives of the CZMA because a reasonable altematjve is available-namely, ttrà cc-ALPV alternative. The Commission stated that the CC-ALPV alternative can be
implemented in a manner consistent with Califonria's Prograrn, and has described the
alternative rvith sufficient specificity, The CC-ALPV alteãlative is available because it
satisfies the Project's primary or essential purpose and presents no firrancial, legal, or
technical barrier to implernentation. The CC-ALPV alternative is reasonable bãcause ir
costs less than the Project and preseuts a net advantage to coastal uses and resources.

This decision irr no'way prevents TCA from adopting other alternatives detenni¡ed by
the Commission to be consistent with Califomia;s Prograrn, In addition, the parties are
free to agree to other alternatives, including alternativei uot yet identified, or
modificatio's to the Project that are acceptable to the parties.r04

hasTCAallegedinitsbriefsthatthesedisplacementscouldnotbeatle¿stpartiallymìtigated. TheDrafì
EIS/SEIR explains that TCA's preferred alternative,¡,as rehned to avoid 56 resideîtial d-isplacements,
Draft EIS/SEIR, App. Vol. 20, Tab 48 at ES-39, and explains that some eflbrt was made tó refine the other
alternatives as tlrey $'ere being developed, but it does not appear that additional refinement was attempted
ilr order to avoid the new'd a, rvhicli occurred after the analysis in the Draft EIS/SEIR.
At least one organization p luding that the CC-ALPV alternative's impacts on the
Talega subdivision could b lelìning the alignment. See smart Mobility, Alrernatives ro
the Foothill South Toll Road, at 22.
to' TCA notes that, in light of such effects, the Corps has preliminarily determined that the project is the
"least environnrentally danraging practicable alre¡narive" (LEDPA). ice Initiol Br.ie f at z, qa-ql . rnatpreliminary finding, ltou'ever, is based on the Cotps'Clean WaterAct $ 404 standard an¿ includes the
consideration of tlon-coastal effects not applicable to this appeal. See ietter from Steven L. Stockton,
corps, to Joel La Bissouniere, NOAA, at 1 (May 2g, 200gj; sce¡lsg-supp. App, vol. 5, Tab 37; 40 c.F.R.
$ 210 l0' Thus, contrary to TCA's suggestion, ttle p..li-inury LEDpR åetermination is not co¡trolling of
the Department's decision in this casc.
103 Potential r'ìght-of-way costs associated with taking of residences and businesses were taken into account
rvhen comparing the total project cost of the cc-Al-pv altemati'e.

'o* See Millennium, at 38 n. 125.
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VI. THE PROJECT IS NOT NECESSARY IN THE INTEREST OFNATIONAL SECURITY

The second ground for overriditrg a state's objection to a proposed project is a findingthat the activity is "necessary in the interesr of nationat.".*iiyl;*fî;;:røi.tiuity
is necessary in the interest of national security if "a national defense or other nationalsecurity interest *oyl$I.:ignificantly impaired were rhe activitynor permirted to goforward asproposed."l06 Th burdentfpðrsuasion on this ground rests with theappella't.'07 General statements do not satisfy an appellantis burden,r0B

TCA asserts the Project is ne al security because it willprovide a number of national
Base, incrudingredesign and :ff31:[i,Y'iJ'ä,iÏå.
Gate to meet curent Homeland Security an
guidelines and access improvements to Gre 

tection Program
anding area. TCAalso claims that the project will provide an a ines to access

March Air Force Base, a point of debarkation.

In this analysis, considerable weiglit is given to the views of the Depaftment of Defense

ij::l:ir|ederal agencies with national defense or other essential narional security
lnterests.'"' comments were solicited from the Departrnents of Defense, Navy,
Homeland Security, Transportation, State, well asfiorn the Homeland Security Council, Nati s, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Anny Corps of En
Federal Highway Administration, and Feder 

Agency'

None of these Federal agencies raised any nalional defense or other national security
:might not go fom,ard. Indeed, the Marine

Project] is necessary in the interest of
rspective, neither the toll road nor its

posture exists at camp pendleton."ì10 cessary to ensure that a proper security

25-

'n' l6 u.s.c. g la56(c)(3)(A)

'oo l5 c.F.R. S 930.122.
ro7 vBpco, at 5i.
ro8 Millennium, at 38-39.

'no l5 c.F.R. S 930.122.

"u Lettel from colonel J.B. seaton, u.s. Ma¡ine corps, to Trromas Sheet, NOAA , aI 4 (May 22,200g)
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Based on the foregoing, the record establishes that the project is not necessary in theinterest of national security.

VII. CONCLUSION

o the Project is sustained. For the reasons set forth above,
Project is not consistent with the objectives of the Czwn.
ailable and reasonabre arternative thãt wourd be consistertwith California's program. The record also

necessary in the interest ofnational security.
to the Project operates as a bar under the CZ

the Commission to be consistent with
e free to agree to other alternatives,

acceptable to the parties. 
fications to the Project that are

e
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ATTACHMENT A

Map of Project alternatives.lll
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REPORT WRITTEN BY:

REVIEWED BY:

BOARD MEETING DATE: October 13,2011

SUBJECT: Initial Segrnerit ofthe 241 Completion Project

STÄFF RECOMMENDATION:

Authorize staff to develop engineering plans, complete environmental assessments and develop a

financial strategy to build the 241 extension from the existing southerly terminus at Oso Parkway to
the vicinity of Ortega Highway while continuing to pursue the balance of the alignment that
connects to Interstate 5.

SUMMARY:

Over the past several years staff has pedonned a complehensive outreach carnpaign that consisted
of over 250 meetings with elected officials, project suppotters, opponents, resource agency
personnel, and various other stakeholders to discuss the need to complete the 24I Toll Road and
obtain feedback on the alignment. While staff continnes work on adjusting the full project
alignment to avoid sensitive areas or issues, the idea of constructing the project in segments was
frequently raised during the outreach process. One option would be to extend the 241 Toll Road
approxirnately four miles from its existing terminus at Oso Parkrvay south to the vicinity of Ortega
Highway, while continuing to pursue the balance of the alignnent that connects to Interstate 5. First
steps towards constructing this iriitial segment would include advancing environmental
assessments, engineering plans and developing a f,rnance strategy.

C ONTRACTOTVCONSULTANT : N/A

COST: F'Æ N/A

Sam Elters, Chief Ergineer

En gi neering/Environm ental

Commu n icati onsÆubli c Affairs
Finauce
TollOperations
Chief of Staff

Report No. 16

F'ile No.201lF-032

re--
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Tra n spo rtati o n Co rrí dor Ag e n ci es

125 Pacifica, Irvine, CA 92618 949n54-3400 FAX 949n54-3467

DATE:

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

October'73,20LI

FoothilliEastern Tlansportation Corridor Agency Board of Directors

Sam Elters, Chief Engineer

Initial Segment of the 247 Completion Project

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Authorize staff to develop engineering plans, complete environmeffal assessments and develop a

financial strategy to build the 24I extension from the existing southerly terminus at Oso Parkway to
the vicinity of Ortega Highway while continuing to pursue the balance of the alignmerf that
connects to Interstate 5.

BACKGROUND:

hl 2006, the FoothillÆastern Transpoftation Conidor Agency Board of Dilectors certified the
Subsequent Environmental Lnpact Report (SEIR) for the extension of the 24I Toll Road, also

known as the South Orange County Transportation Int'astructure Improvement Project (Project).
The Project's objectives, as identified in the SEIR are to:

Alleviate existing and future peak hour traffrc congestion on the existing circulation
netwolk in south Orange Cotrnty.

Provide benefits to the traveling public ancl more eff,rcient movernent of goods through a
reduction in the amount of congestion and delay in southern Orange County.

Implement the Orange County Master Plan of Alterial Highways (MPAH) by completing
the lransportation corridor system in south Orange County between the existing State

Route (SR) 241 and Interstate 5 (I-5).

Minimize through traff,rc use of the existing arterial highway network in south Orange
County by diverting traffic on I-5 to a transportation coridor level facility rather than
arterial highways. The MPAH states that transportation colridors will provide for
efficient movement of traffic where projected volumes exceed major afierial capacities.

Develop a "priced alternative to high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes" to implement the
air quality benefits of Transportation Control Measure (TCM)-01 in the Air Quality
Management Plan (AQMP), the State Implementation Plan and the Regional
Transporlation Plan, TCM-01 includes the toll road extension of the existing Foothill

o

o
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Transpoltation Corridor - North (SR 241) as one of many transportation improvements
listed in the AQMP. The Toll Road corridor alternatives are a "priced alternative to HOV
lanes" which simply means that rather than implementing HOV lanes as part of The Toll
Roads when first constructed, the HOV lanes can be delayed and tolls can be used to
partially control demand, and maintain high levels of selvice, on The Toll Roads in the
short-term.

Provide an alternative access route between south Orange County and central and
noflheastern Orange County to serve existing and developing employment centers and
major attractions.

Provide an alternative access route between South Orange County and central and
northeastern Orange County for emergency evacuations and emergency service
providers.

Minirnize adverse irnpacts related to community disruption, acquisition of residences and
businesses, noise and aesthetics.

Minimize adverse impacts to the envilonment while recognizing the conflicting dernands
of different types of resources, regulatory requirernents and environmental priorities in
the study area,

In 2008, the Project went before the California Coastal Commission (CCC) for consistency review
with tlre Coastal ZoneManagement Act and the CCC objected to the consistency certification. The
agency appealed the denial to the U,S. Secretary of Commerce who, in December 2008, sustained the
CCC objection, but also suggested other alternatives that the CCC or the Secretary of Conmerce
concluded were viable. including the construction of a shorter segment. Shorlly after receiving denial
from the CCC, the Project received its no jeopardy biological opinion @O) frorn the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and its Streambed Alteration Agreement from the California Department of Fish and
Game.

In January 2009, staff launched a comprehensive outreach campaign that included meetings v/ith
elected officials, project supporters, opponents, resource agency personnel, and various other
stal<elrolders to discuss the need to complete the 24I Toll Road and feedback on the alignment.
Staff and Board Members had more than 250 meetings. Most expressed that there was a traffic
problem - either currently or pending -- that needed to be addressed for mobility, safety, goods
movement, and quality of life in south Orange County.

DISCUSSION:

Based on feedback from the stakeholder outreach program, review of the written decisions of the
CCC and U,S. Secretary of Commerce, and the above listed project objectives, staff began to
evaluate options, rnany of which had been icientified in the original environmental process.
Besicles adjusting the alignmeut to avoid sensitive areas or issues, the idea. of constructing the
project in segments, while at the same time wolking on identifying a loute for the final twelve
miles that will connect with I-5 was considered. The Foothill/Eastern Mobility Ad Hoc
Committee reviewed the concept of an initial segment which would be to extend the 241 Toll
Road approximately four miles frorn its existing telminus at Oso Parkway south to the vicinity of
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Ortega Highway. Work on this segment would be advanced while staff continues to pursue the
balance of the alignmentlhat connects to I-5,

A direct interchange with Ortega Highway (State Route 74) is not proposed due to the proximity of
Ortega Highway to San Juan Creek (and its sensitive habitat areas) and the topography immediately
south of Ortega Highway. These 1wo issues make a direct interchange with Ortega Highway very
costly and challenging. Agency staff has worked with Caltrans, the County of Orange and Rancho
Mission Viejo (RMV) to develop an indirect connection concept which is shown on Exhibit A.
lJnder this concept, an interchange would be construcled at a local roadway north of Ortega
Highway cunently known as "G" Street. This interchange connects via other local roadways with
the proposed Cow Camp Road, which will in the near term be connected to Antonio Par{<way to the
west of SR 241 and ultimately to Oltega Higliway to the east of SR 241. This four lane, four mile
proposed southerly extension of SR 241 from Oso Parkway to "G" Street is known as the Oso to G
Street Extension, or OGX.

This portion of the alígnrnent was analyzed within the 2006 SEIR. Environmental impacts are
minimal and can be successfully mitigated. Construction of this segment would provide a route to
and from new developments in RMV, for regional tlaffic using Ortega Highway to and from the
east, for the inland areas of San Juan Capistrano and eventually for San Clemente when the gap
segment of Avenida La Pata is completed. Development within the RMV Planning Area (PA) 1

(located near Antonio Parkway and Ortega Highway) has already been initiated. Additional
developrnent in PA 2,locatedjust north of Ortega Highway, will begin shortly after completion of
PA I.

OGX would initially be two lanes in each dilection with a median wide enough for additional lanes
or future transit options. The segment would end at a street that will provide new development
direct access to the toll road, as well as access to Antonio Parkway and Ortega Highway. Average
daily traffic on the OGX segment is projected to be 41,000 in the year 2035 and will help relieve
traffic on city streets in nealby communities as well as l-5,

Traffic and Revenue
At the request of the Foothill/Eastern Mobility Ad Hoc Committee, staff has investigated the
potential for the financing of the OGX segment. Barclays Capital has developed two potential
financing options which indicate 1) that the revenues from this ilitial segment are net positive
and 2) financing strategies should be marketable. The Barclays analysis is included within
Attachment i of this report.
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BUDGET:

The total estimated cost for the initial segnent is approximately $205.7 million. The estimated cost
to be spent in FY12 is $3,877,1 13 (detailed in table below) and is included within the FYl2 budget.

Item

FYl2 Estirnated

OGX Cost

Total Estimated

OGX Cost

Rigfrt ofWay
Environmental

$ 2,720,000

637,rl3

$ i,+gq,ggo
6,000,000

780,727

Subtotal $ 3,357,113 $ 10,180,127

Construction 195,000,000

CIP Subtotal $ 3,357,1 13 $ 205,180,727

Financial Services

LegallContingency

200,000

320,000

200,000

320,000

Grand Total $ 3,877,113 $ 205,700,127

FY12 Estimated Exnenditures

Preliminary En gineeri n g

The existing design-build contract for the 241 completion project was placed on hold in FYl0 to
allow the public outreach process to advance. Today there is 54,061,457 remaining in that previous
contract authorization, In order to advance this initial segment of the project, the preliminary
design needs to be modified, No additional contract authorization is needed at this time. The
estimated amourrt for advancing the preliminary design for the initial segment is $3,400,000 and is
expected to take 10 rnonths. The FY12 expenditure amount of $2,720,000 (8/10 months) is within
the FY12 budget. The balance of the $3,400,000 (or $680,000) (2110 months) shall be included
within the future FY13 budget.

Environmental
An addendum to the SEIR will need to be developed including supporting technical studies,
completing the required resource agency permitting and coordination with the project team, The
addendurn will include a detailed tlaffic study showing impacts of the initial project on the existing
roadway system in the area. The estimatecl amount for completing the environmental assessments
for the initial segment is $780,127 and is expected to take 10 months, The FYl2 expenditure
amourrt of $637,113 is within the FY12 budget. The balance of the 5780,127 (or $143,014) will
take place in FYl3 and be will in the FYl3 budget.

Financial Services
Staff is requesting direction frorn the Boalcl to begin analyzing and developing financing
alternatives and long term cash flow models for the OGX project. Resources needed to complete
the recommended f,rnancial analysis, planning and modeling will include financial advisory,
investment banking, bond counsel and agency legal counsel services. The total estimated budget
for the combined effort of all of these consultants (not including actual financial transaction costs
such as interest expense, underwliting fees or investment banking managelnent fees) is $520,000.
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CONCLUSION:

Over the past several years staff has performed a comprehensive outreach campaign that consisted
of over 250 meetings with elected officials, project suppolters, opponents, resource agency
personnel, and various other stakeholders to discuss the need to complete the 241 To11 Road and
obtain feeclback on the alignment. While staff continues work on adjusting the full project
alignment to avoid sensitive areas or issues, the idea of constructing the project in segments was
frequently raised during the outreach process. One option would be to extendthe24l Toll Road
approximately four miles from its existing terminus at Oso Parkway south to the vicinity of Ortega
Highway, while continuing to pursue the balance of the alignment that connects to Interstate 5. First
steps towards constructing this initial segment would include advancing environmental
assessments, engineering plans and developing a finance strategy.

Attachments: ExhibitA-Map of OGX
Attachrnent I - Barclays Financial Analysis
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EXHIBIT A

241 GOMPLETIO]I - INITIAT SEGMENT
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Barclays Capital lnvestment Banking Team

Barclays Capital can provide TCA with unparalleled institutional knowledge and a track record
of successful financings for TCA agencies

Tony Hughes
Monoging Director

r Serving TCA since 1987
r Senior manager for $5.8 billion in

TCA transactions, including 2011
SJHTCA restructuring

Peter Buffa
Director

r Former Chairman of San

Joaquin Hills TCA
r Former Chairman of OCTA

fames Henn
Managing Director

r National transportation
financing experience

Iohn McCray-Goldsmith
Director

Michael Fleishman
VÌce President

r West Coast

transportation expeft

. Cash flow projections
& bond structuring

Scott Lohan
Manoging DÌrector

. Led bondholder outreach for 2011
San Joaquin Hills TCA restructuring

@ ffiARC
CAPfTAt 1

.*,ffi

Day-to-Day Banker
Head of Western Region

Transportation Special ist

Transportation Group Head TransporLation Specialist Modeling & Structuring

I SalesHead of Munici
Investor Accou nt Special ist
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241 Completion Initial Segment Revenue Model
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' Approximately 7,000 ADT at
southern terminus of SR 241
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Financing Strate gy #1 : New Money Bond lssuance

. 3O-year "bullet" maturity

. Subordinated Toll Revenue Bond

. Current Ínterest bond maturing 1 /'15/2041

. I0-year par call option

. MMD High Grade tndex is near historic lows, however
credit spreads remaín elevated

3O-year MMD 30-Year Baa Spread to MMD
6.Oo/o 3.0o/o
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funding Creates Pay-Go

r Refund the callable Series 1999 current interest bonds
maturing 2013-2016 with senior lien refunding bonds
maturing 1/15/2041

r Fund Initial Segment costs with freed up cash flows
r Refunding bonds maintain ínvestment grade ratings

) lndicative 3O-year rate:5.94o/o (MMD+250 bps)
assuming BBB / Baa3 / BBB- ratings

r lndenture definitions allow refunding bonds to be

exempt from additional bonds coverage test and
reserve fund requirement

Fiscal Year $ Available for
Constructionl

2013 $30.3

2014 $61.s

2015 $6s.2

. 201 544.6

Total $201.6

Subject to construction and toll revenue risks.
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rprise

Financing to generate $195 million in construction funds is cumulatively sufficient to pay all
interest and in some cases all principal

;::irriri'l Proposed Series 2012 Debt Service A: Traffìc Study Growlh
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Conclusion - 241
Solutions Exist

Completion lnitial Segment Financing

We have identified two initial capital markets strategies that both fund the 241 Completion
lnitial Segment and maintain or improve FETCA's projected fïnancial results

. These solutions will be attractive to existing investors if 241 Completion Initial Segment revenues are
clearly net positive

. Solutions will be attractive to new investors who are altracted to the existing FETCA credit

. Capital markets present options for both new money and refunding bond issuances

r It is too soon to conclusively identif, an optimal funding strategy, but Barclays Capital is confident
that a viable fìnancing for the 241 Completion lnitial Segment can be developed and executed
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Barclays Capital, the investment banking division of Barclays Bank PLC ("Barclays"), for information purposes only. This document is an
indicative summary of the terms and conditions of the securities/transaction described herein and may be amended, superseded or replaced by subsequent summaries. The
final terms and conditions of the securities/transaction will be set out in full in the applicable offering document(s) or binding transaction document(s).

This document shall not constitute an underwriting commitment, an offer of financing, an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities described herein,

acting solely as principal and not as advisor or fiduciary. Accordingly you must independently determlne, with your own advisors, the appropriateness for you of the

on the information contained herein.

Barclays does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of information which is'contained in this document and which is stated to have been obtained from or is based
upon trade and statistical services or otherthird party sources. Any data on past performance, modelling or back-testing contained herein is no indication as to future
perlormance. No representation is made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions made within or the accuracy or completeness of any modelling or back-testing. All
opinions and estimates are given as of the date hereof and are subject to change. The value of any investment may fluctuate as a result of market changes. The information in
this document is not intended to predict actual results and no assurances are given with respect thereto.

similar to those described herein.

(including any attachments) cannot be used by you for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties; (ii) this communication was written to support the promotion or marketing of
the matters addressed herein; and (iii) you should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC., THE UNITED STATES AFFILIATE OF BARCLAYS CAPITAL, THE INVESTMENT BANKING DIVISION OF BARCLAYS BANK PLC, ACCEPTS
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT IN THE UNITED SIATLS. ANY TRANSACTIONS BY U.S. PERSONS IN ANY SECURITY DISCUSSED HEREIN MUST
ONLY BE CARRIED OUT THROUGH BARCLAYS CAPITAL INC., 2OO PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 1 O1 66.

NO ACTION HAS BEEN MADE OR WILL BE TAKEN THAT WOULD PERMIT A PUBLIC OFFERING OF THE SECURITIES DESCRIBED H EREIN IN ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH
ACTION FOR THAT PURPOSE IS REQUIRED. NO OFFERS, SALES, RESALES OR DELIVERY OF THE SECURITIES DESCRIBED HEREIN OR DISTRIBUTION OF ANY OFFERINC
MATERIAL RELATINC TO SUCH SECURITIES MAY BE MADE IN OR FROM ANY JURISDICTION EXCEPT IN C¡RCUMSTANCES WHICH WILL RESULT IN COMPLIANCE WITH ANY
APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS AND WHICH WILL NOT IMPOSE ANY OBLIGATION ON BARCLAYS OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES.

THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT D¡SCLOSE ALL THE RISKS AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT ISSUES RELATED TO AN INVESTMENT IN THE SECURITI6/TRANSACTION. PRIOR TO
TRANSACTING, POTENTIAL INVESTORS SHOULD ENSURE THAT THEY FULLY UNDERSTAND THE TERMS OF THE SECURITIES/TRANSACTION AND ANY APPLICABLE RISKS,

Barclays Bank PLC is registered in Eng land No- 1 0261 67- Registered Office: I Churchill Place, London E]4 5HP. Copyright Barclays Bank pLC, 2009 (a ll rights reserved). This
document is confidential, and no part of it may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted w¡thout the prior written permission of Barclays.
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FOOTHILL/EASTERN TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR AGENCY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

AGENDA

October 1320ll
9:30 a.m.

TCA Offices
125 Pacifica, frvine, CA 92618

AGENDA DESCRIPTIONS
The agenda descriptions are intended to give notice to members of the public of a general summary of items
of business to be transacted or discussed. The listed action represents staffs recommendation. The Board of
Directors may take any action that it deems to be appropriate on the agenda item and is not limited in any

way by the notice of the recommended action. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if
you require special accommodation for this meeting, you should notiff the Clerk of the Board 24 hours prior
to the meeting at (949) 754-3492. The agenda for this meeting is posted at the TCA office and also on the
Website at www.thetollroads.com. Materials distributed to the majority of the members of the TCA Board of
Directors in connection with any matter subject for consideration at this meeting in open session are available
for public inspection at the TCA offices.

I. CALL TO ORDER

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
(Chairman Campbell)

INVOCATION
(Director Allevato)

ROLL CALL
Chairman Bill Campbell
Director Sam Allevato
Director Jerry Amante
Vice-Chair Lisa Bartlett
Director Pat Bates
Director Tony Beall
Director Carolyn Cavecche
Director Jim Dahl
Director Peter Herzog
Director Beth Krom
Director Kris Murray
Director Shawn Nelson
Director Vincent Sarmiento
Director Mark Schwing
Director Frank Ury
Cindy Quon

County of Orange, 3'd District
City of San Juan Capistrano
City of Tustin
City of Dana Point
County of orange, 5th District
City of Rancho Santa Margarita
City of Orange
City of San Clemente
City of Lake Forest
City of Irvine
City of Anaheim
County of Orange, 4th District
City of Santa Ana
City of Yorba Linda
City of Mission Viejo
Caltrans, Ex-Offrcio Member
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F/ETCA Board of Directors Agenda
October 13,20lI

Page2 of 6

II. PUBLIC COMMENTS

At this time, members of the public may address the Board of Directors regarding any items within the

subject matter jurisdiction of the Board of Directors, but no action may be taken on off-agenda items unless

authorized by law. Comments shall be limited to three (3) minutes per person and twenty (20) minutes for all
comments unless the Chairman, subject to the approval of the Board, sets different time limits.

III. CONSENT CALENDAR (Items 1-41

All matters listed under the Consent Calendar are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one vote.

Board Members may request specific items be removed from the Consent Calendar for separate action.

OF THE
MEETING _ 8. 201 1

(Kathleen Loch, Clerk ofthe Board)
REPORT NO. 2: (2011F-001)

ACTION: Approve Minutes.

2. INVESTMENT REPORT FÆTCA

@iane Farson, Manager - Treasury)
REPORTNO.6: (2011F-003)

Enclosed are the monthly investment reports for the FoothilVEastem Transportation Corridor
Agency (F/ETCA) as of August 31, 2011. The investment portfolio is in compliance with the

California Government Code as of August 37,2011. The portfolio is also in compliance with the

F/ETCA Investment Policy as of August3l,201l.

ACTION: Receive and file.

REPORT NO

QUARTERLY REPORT OF ROUTINE BUSINESS CONTRACTS
(Eileen Harrigan, Manager, Contracts & Procurement)

7: (2011J-031)

Per the procedures identified in the Contracts and Procurement Services Policies and

Procedures Manual, adopted by the Boards of Directors in 2010, staff is providing a quarterly

update report regarding the authorization by the chief executive officer (CEO) of routine
business expense agreements. The attachments to this report identify those routine business

expense agreements that have been approved or executed under CEO authority in the past

quarter along with those that are currently anticipated to be executed in the upcoming quarter.

J

ACTION: Receive and file.
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F/ETCA Board of Directors Agenda
October 73,2011
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REPORT NO

TOLLBOOTH AND UTILITY BUILDING ROOF REHABILITATION PROJECT
(Kurt Machtolt Facilities Manager)

I (201 1F-036)
The Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor tollbooth, ramp utility building and toll canopy
roofs are aging and in need of restoration to protect equipment and personnel. This is the
second of two roof restoration projects. The firstwas completed June 2011 and included the
replacement of all mainline toll operations building roofs. For FYl2 work, staff worked with
AWS Consultants, lnc. to develop a scope of work and specification for the project and
subsequently offered a competitive procurement. Of the firms that submitted bids, Howard
Roofing Company, lnc. is the lowest responsive and responsible bidder. The bid is below the
project estimate and staff recommends award of the contract to Howard Roofing Company,
Inc. in the amount of $68,093.

ACTION: 1 Authorize the chief executive officer (CEO) to execute a contract with Howard
Roofing Company, Inc. in the amount of $68,093.
Authorize the CEO to make additional changes deemed necessary and execute future
amendments within ten percent ($6,809) of the contract without further action by the
Board of Directors.

IV. BOARD BUSINESS (Items 5 - 9)

ATIDITED FINANCI,AL STATEMENTS FOR FOOTHILLÆASTERN TRANSPORTATION
CORRIDOR AGENCY FOR TFIE YEAR ENDED JUNE 3O,2OII

(Tracy Bowman, Controller)
REPORTNO. lt Q0l1F-035)

The Audited Financial Statements for the year ended June 30, 2017 are presented in conformþ
with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. The presentation of the agency's financial
statements include presenting a seçtion of Management's Discussion and Analysis, a Statement
of Net Deficit, a Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Deficit, a Statement of
Cash Flows, and Notes to the Financial Statements for all of the agency's activities.

ACTION: Approve Audited Financial Statements for the FoothillÆastern Transportation Corridor Agency
for the year ended June 30, 201 I

REPORT NO

INITIAL SEGMENT OF THE 24I COMPLETION PROJECT
(David Lowe, Director, Design & Construction)

t6 (20r1F-032)
Over the past several years staff has performed a comprehensive outreach campaign that
consisted of over 250 meetings with elected officials, project suppofters, opponents, resource
agency personnel, and various other stakeholders to discuss the need to complete the 241 Toll
Road and obtain feedback on the alignment. While staff continues work on adjusting the full
project alignment to avoid sensitive areas or issues, the idea of constructing the project in
segments was frequently raised during the outreach process.

2

5

6.
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One option would be to extend, the 241 Toll Road approximately four miles from its existing
terminus at Oso Parkway south to the vicinity of Ortega Highway, while continuing to pursue the
balance of the alignment that connects to Interstate 5.First steps towards constructingthis initial
segment would include advancing environmental assessments, engineering plans and developing
a finance strategy.

ACTION Authorize staff to develop engineering plans, complete environmental assessments and develop
a financial strategy to build the 241 extension from the existing southerly terminus at Oso
Parkway to the vicinity of Ortega Highway while continuing to pursue the balance of the
alignment that connects to Interstate 5.

INITIAL SEGMENT OF TFIE 24I COMPLETION PROJECT - ENVIRONMENTAL AND
FINANCIAL SERVICES

(David Lowe, Director, Design & Construction)
REPORTNO:IS (20llF-033)

Staff recommends the award of contract amendments in the amount of 5744,049 to complete
the necessary environmental analysis and clearance as well as develop frnancing options to
construct a segment of the 241 completion project. The initial segment includes extending the
existing SR 241 from Oso Parkrvay to the vicinity of Ortega Highway.

Beginning environmental, engineering and finance work on this segment is prudent while
continuing to pursue the balance of the alignment to connect to I-5. Construction of this
segment would provide a route north for new developments in Rancho Mission Viejo (RMV),
regional trafftc using Ortega Highway to the east, the inland areas of San Juan Capistrano and

eventually San Clemente when the gap segment of Avenida La Pata is completed.
Development within the RMV Planning Area (PA) I (located near Antonio Parkway and
Ortega Highway) has already been initiated. Additional development in PA 2, located just
north of Ortega Highway, will begin shortly after completion of PA 1.

ACTION 1. Authorize the CEO to execute a contract amendment of $468,282 with RBF Consulting
Contract K000280) to prepare the necessary environmental and permitting documents in an

amount of 5573,477.
2. Atfihorize the CEO to execute a contract amendment of $181,767 with BonTerra Consulting

(Contract K000418) to conduct biological support services in an amount of $206,650.
3. Authorize the CEO to execute a contract amendment of $44,000 with Public Financial

Management, Inc. (Contract K000321) to provide the necessary financial oversight advice
and guidance, in the amount of $150,000;

4. Authorize the CEO to execute a contract amendment of $50,000 with Stradling, Yocca,
Carlson and Rauth to provide bond and tax counsel services.

5. Authorize the CEO to make additional changes deemed necessary and execute contract
amendments within five percent (537,202) of the above contracts approved by the Board
through this action.
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REPORT NO

DESIGN/PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SERVICES CORRIDOR DESIGN
MANAGEMENT GROUP (CDMG)

(Thomas Wheeler, Corridor Manager - Design)
9 (2011J-03s)
Design/Program Management services have been performed by CDMG for the agencies since
1988. These seryices will be necessary for the agencies to complete the Capital Improvement
Programs (CIP) planned for this fiscal year and continue work on lhe24l completion project and
other projects as described in the FY 2011 CIP and budget. CDMG will continue to provide
reviews and design assistance on proposed capital projects, continue right-of-way and utility
activities, document control, implement operational and safety improvements with Caltrans, as

well as perform other assigned duties under the three task orders.

ACTTON l Authorize the chief executive ofhcer (CEO) to execute Amendment No. 17 to Task Order
F/E-37 of Contract K000002 with the Corridor Design Management Group (CDMG), for a
not-to-exceed amount of $1,542,020 for SR 241 completion project support.

2. Atthorize the chief executive officer (CEO) to execute Amendment No. 11 to Task Order
F/E-39 of Contract K000002 with the Corridor Design Management Group (CDMG), for a
not-to-exceed amount of $89,766 for design/program management services for the
Fo oth i I l/Eastern Transportation Corridor C ap ital Improvement Pro gram.

9. STRATEGIC AND POLICY PLANNING STUDY _ PHASE 3

(Jim Gallagher, Chief Toll Operations Officer)
REPORT NO: 13 (201 lJ-033)

The progress and status of the Strategic and Policy Planning study to date has produced
satisfactory and on-target results. The staff recommends the boards direct agency staff to
proceed with the Strategic and Policy Planning study Phase 3B -Design for the All Electronic
Tolling, including AET tolling systems design, civil and roadway design, marketing and
outreach planning, and related activities. This direction includes the following:

Issuing a Notice to Proceed to Traffic Technologies Inc. for Phase 3B for detailed
tolling system and implementation design in an amount of $406,890 as approved in
Phases 3A & 3B project budget for FY12.
Proceeding with the marketing and customer research and focus group work within the
FYl2 approved Marshall Advertising scope.

Proceeding with the traffic and revenue analysis, through the on-going Stantec
contract, for Phase 38 work in an estimated amount of $42,000 as approved in Phases

3A & 38 project budget for FY12.
Proceeding with necessary legal assistance through the Nossaman frrm in an estimated
amount of $16,000 as approved in the Phase 3A & 38 project budget for FYl2.
Proceeding with a civil design contract for preliminary civil and roadway design
services; and for design management services in an amount of $300,000 scheduled in
FYl2 as approved in the FY 12 AET project budget for Phases 3A & 3B. The design
contract will be presented for approval in the November 2011 board cycle.

o

a

a

o

a
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Direct agency staff to proceed with the Strategic and Policy Planning study Phase 3E} -Design
for All Electronic Tolling (AET). Phase 3B includes AET tolling systems design, civil and

roadway design, marketing and outreach planning, and related activities.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S REPORT
(Tom Margro, Chief Executive Ofhcer)

DIRECTORS' REPORTS AND NEW BUSINESS
(Bill Campbell, Chairman)

V. CLOSED SESSION

CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL . EXISTING LITIGATION
Government Code Section 54956.9(a)

o Califomia State Parks Foundation, et al. v. Foothill/Eastern Transpoftation Corridor
Agency, et al. (San Diego Superior Court, Case No. GIN 051194)

o People of the State of California, ex rel. Bill Locþer, et al. v. FoothillÆastern
Transportation Corridor Agency, et al. (San Diego Superior Court, Case No. GIN 051371)

o Native American Heritage Commission v. Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor
Agency (San Diego Superior Court, Case No. GIN 051370)

o Initiation of litigation- Two potential cases.
o FoothillÆastern Transportation Corridor Agency v. California Coastal Commission

(U. S.Department of Commerce)

CONFERENCE WITII LEGAL COUNSEL.ANTICIPATED LITIGATION

Significant exposure to litigation pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 54956.9
(Five potential cases)

\rI. ADJOT]RIIMENT

The next regularly scheduled meeting of the FoothilllEastern Board of Directors meeting is
November 10, 9:30 a.m., TCA Offices, 125 Paciftca, Irvine, CA92618.

o
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Mever. Susan A SP.L

Sent
To
Gc

From: Castanon, David J SPL
Frida¡¡, Nóvember 04,àolJ P:42PM
Meyer, Sugan A SPL
Farrar, Coriee J SPL
RE:'not 1009/o,,true when TCA says they don't know what is going to happen further south ..

(UNcLASSTFTED)

Classification : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

hle can gather documentation abou.t theÍr plans and intentions ftom their own documents (e.g.
Report No. 16 entitled "InitÍaL segment of the 241. Completion Pnoject")..

Funny, the lobbyÍst discouraged the wond 'segment' yet their own repont has that in the
title

DavÍd J Castanon
Ghief, Regulatony Divisíon
U.S. Anmy Conps of Engineens, Los Angeles Dfstnict

(8øs) 58s-2L4L

Assist us Ín better senving You!
you ane fnvited to complete our customen sunvey, located at the following link:
[ttp : 1/per2. nwp , usace. anmv, inil/sulvey- html
Note: if the llnk Ís not actfve¡ copV and paste it ínto your intennet bnowsen.

- --- -Onigina1 Message- - - - -
Fnom: Meyen, Susan A SPL

Sent: Fniday, Novemben ø4' 2øll t2zØL PM

To: Castanon, David I SPL

Cc: Fanran, Conice I SPL

Subjectt not tØØ% true when TcA says they don't know what is going to happen funthen south
(uNcLAS5rFrED)

CLassfficatlon : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

Subject:

Susan A. MeYer

nict Regulatony DivÍsion, Tnanspontation &

(usAcE, Los Angeles
(USACE, Headquantens) BUILDING

uty * Respect * Self1ess SenvÍce * Honon +

Integnlty * Pensonal Counage

I
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Éromr
lo:
Subject:
Dat€:

Macngil. S!ç¡cet D SPL

Earrar. Co.rlcej.SPL

Re: Foothll/Eastern TCA SR 241

Wednesda¡ October 19, 2011 5i37:28 PM

Thanks, Cori.

----- Original Message -----
From: Farrar, Coriee J SPL
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 05:28 PM

To: Moore, Brian M SPL; Macnell, Spencer D SPL; Castanon, David J SPL; Cohen, Mark D SPL; Meyer,
Susan A SPL; Bradfor:d, Therese O. SPL; Troxel, Tiffany A SPL

Subject: RE: FoothilUEastern TCA SR 241

I am available to PaÉlclPate.

Cori Farrar
Chlef, Orange & Riverside Counties Section

South Coast Branch, Regulato.ry Dlvlsion

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles Distri

Tel. 2t31452-3296
Website: www.spl. usace.arrny. mil/regu latory

Please assist us in better serving you!

Vou are invited to complete our customer suruey, located.at the following link:

it into Your internet browser'

'----Original Message-----
From:
Sent: 04 PM

To: M David J SPL; Cohen, Mark D SPL; Meyer, Susan A SPL; Bradford'

Therê Farrar' Corice J SPL

SubJect: Re: Foothill/Eastern TCA SR 241

I set a tentative time for 4 November at 11 am for this meeting. They will come to qur 915 wilshire

office, Will that work?

er, Susan A SPL; Bradford, Therese O. SPL; Moore,

SPL

All,

5.

tLl4 will work for her (PaftlciPation by phone) ObviouslY, there is a

this project, and from what Susan has been able to gather on their

to segment the project, starting wlth constructing the first

at SR-74 in Orange a NEPA

had' 16

construet¡on of build'allthe way to I-
considered; I particiPate. We

need, to',bÞ: clear' legallY. they'are facing if they attempt to segment this project.
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Tn*anks,

Spencer

'--- Original'Megsqge .---
From: Castanon, Davìd J'SPL
sent: Wednesday; October 19,. 20!tr 08:28 AM
To: Macnéil, Speiicer D SPq 'êöne¡, 

Mark D SPL; Meyer, Sr,¡san A SPL; Bradford¡ Therese O. SPL

Subjech F.w: FosthllllEastem TCA SR 241

F/i.

Sent frcjm my- Blackbeny Dêvice

---- Original Message -----

24 AM
k D SPL; Fanaç Corice J SPL; Jaramillo, Mariscela SPL

Mari, can you contact
available. Thanks.

Dave, Mark, Cori and'see if you can propose a time when we could all be
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Hul.lorng 5tnong ano laKlng Lare ol Heoprel

---- -Original Message---- -
From: Meyen, Susan A SPL

Sent: Monday, Novemben 28,
To: Macneil, SPencen D SPL;

Subject : (UNCLASSIFIED)

ZøLl 7:øø PM

Farrar, Conice J SPL

ClassifÍcation : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

I can,t qufte seem to reconcile Ms. McFall's statement in oun November 4' 2Ø11 meetíng that
pnoJect beyond the newly proposed OGX

Octoben t3, zøtL Staff Recommendation Repont

is public TolI Roads "Views1etten" that r
then month on so (see attached). It seems

en) tolI road, not just the 4.z-mile segment of
new toII noad they pnesented to us eanlier this month. Unless thene is a very compelling

case substantiateã by data and information that TCA has yet to disclose to us. it ic
beginning to look like a classic case of segmentÍng under NEPA i

5Us an

Susan A. MeYen

rict Regulatony DivisÍon, Transportation &

pt / /www.spI.usace.anmy.miI (USACE, Los Angeles
/Home.aspx (USACE, Headquarters) BUILDING

uty * Respect * Selfless Senvice + Honon *

Integnity * Pensonal Counage

Assist us in better senvÍng You I

you ane invited to completé oun customer sunvey, Iocated at the following link:
http: / /per2. nwp. usace. army.mÍl/survey, html
Note: fi tne Link is not âctive, coPy and paste it into youn lnternet bnowser'

ClassÍfication : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

ClassificatÍon : UNcLASSIFIED
Caveats: FOUO
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McFall, Valarie

From:
Sent:
To:

Gc:
SubJect:
Attachmentsr

Richard Beck <RBECK@rbf ,com>
Tuesday, October 25,2011 8:34 PM
Amber öneal; Jonathan-D-Snyder@; Susan A SPL Meyer; Tannika-Engelhard@ñrvs.gov;
McFall, Valarie
David J SPL Castanon; Spencer D SPL Macneil
RE: 241 Extension Project Meeting with USFWS (UNCLASSIFIED)
Richard Beck.vcf

Good evening Susan,

Thank you for the e-mail, you are correct in the current phased approach and I look forward to discussing the future

404 process with you and Corps staff on the 4th.

Richard Beck, PWS, CEP, CPESC

Director of Regulatory Servicesl RBF Consulting

949-855-3687 | rbeck@rbf,com I http:l/www,rbf.com il

>>> "Meyer, Susan A SPL" <Susan.A.Meyer@usace.army,mil> t0l25lZ0LL433 PM >>>

Classification: UNCLASSI FIED

caveats; NoNE

Richard,

The Corps is happy to participate in your subject meeting, assuming we are the lead federal action agency (which that appears to

be the case since FHWA would not be involved in the initial segments given the absence of a connection to lnterstate-S and no

u.S. DoT (FWHA) funding),

The Corps has an initial rneet¡ng scheduled with TCA Nov 4th to discuss the new proposal. From what we can ascertain, the new

proposal would segment the environmental evaluation, permitting and construction of the 16-mile toll road proJect into several

phases. At this point, the Corps hásn't received a DA application nor have we determined what our scope of analysis might be

pursuanttocwA,NEpA,ESAandNHpA, lnregardstothelatterauthorities, lthinkourinitial meetingwithTcAinacoupleweeks

will be very helpful in better understanding the new proposal and what the appropriate strategy for permitting and NEPA

evaluation might be. Just as a general comment, if the Corps is the lead (federal) action agency, TCA as the applicant orfuture

applicant should be coordinating with our agency on any Section 7 ESA matters, so it is entir:ely appropriate for Corps

representation and participation in the upcoming USFWS/TCA meetinB.

Please feel free to call me should you or others have any questions.

Susan Meyer

Sw.a,wA.l4ryrt

Biologisl, Senior Project Monoger

U.S. Army Corps ol Engineers,Los Angeles District

Regulotory Division, Tronsportation & Speciol Projects Bronch (CESPL-R6-T)
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Tel: (808) 438-2137: Fox: (808) 438-40ó0

http: //www.sp l.usoce.ormy.ni I (U 5ACE, Los Angeles D i slri ct)
http://www.usocø,armv.mi l/CECWlPogeslHome.osPx. (UsACE, H eodguortørs)

BUILDING sfnono@ ond Toking Core ofPeoplel

Loyolty t Þuty * Respect * Selfless Service * Honor * Integrity * Personol Couroge

Assist us in better serving you!

You ore inviled to complete our custornør survey, locofed of the following

link: htïpr//pen2,nwp.usoce.qrmy.mil/survev.html

Nofe: If the link is no'f active, copy ond post¿ it into your internet browsør

----Orig ina I App'ointment---
From: Richard Beck lmailto:RBECK@rbf'coml
Sent: Monday, October 24,20LL 6:00 AM

To: Amber Oneal; Jonathan-D-Snyder@; Richard Beck; Tannika Engelhard@fws.gov; Valarie McFall

Cc: Meyer, Susan A SPL
Subject: 241 Extenslon Project Meeting with USFWS

When: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 12:00 PM-2:00 PM (GMT'10:00) Hawaii.

Where: Carlsbad FWS Office

=+=+=+=+ =+=+=+=+= +=+=+=+=+= +=+ =+=+-
Item Type: Appointment
Place: Carlsbad FWS Office
Start date: Tuesday, November 08, 2011
Start time: 2:00 PM
End time: 4:00 PM
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+ =+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+ =+= +=+ =+=+ =+=+ =+=*=i=*
Carlsbad Fish & Wildlife Ofüce
6010 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101
Carlsbad, California 9201 1

Phone: (760) 431'9440

The purpose of the meeting is to introduce the current project, which extends SR-241 from Oso Parkway to the vicinity of

Ortela Hignway, Specificãlly, the goal of the meeting is to discuss the previously issued Biological Opinion and how it

relates to the initial segment and the Project's 404 Permit.

Susan, Jonathan has requested a Corps representative to attend since this is associated with Section 7 Consultation

2

Thank you.
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Richard Beck, PWS, CEP, CPESC
Director of Regulatory Servicesl RBF Consulting
949-855-3687 | rbeqk(@rbf,corn I http:/1www.rbf.com

<< Ffle: ATT290622,bmp >> << Flle: Rlchard Beck,vcf >>

Classification: U NCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE
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Son Jooquín l-lifls

Corìdot Agency

Cholrmon:
Jcoll Schoelfel
Dono Po¡n,

FoorhillFosleñ
Coñdot Agency

Chor¡monl
8rT Compbeil
Coun¡y ol O@nge
3t¿ Dßtncl

Transpoftation Co rridor Agencies

February 4,2012

Mr. David Castanon
Chief, Regulatory Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 532711
Los Angeles, CA 90053-2325

subject: Proposed sR 241 Tesoro Extension project summary and
scope of National Environmental policy Act ("NEpA") Analysis

Dear Mr. Castanon:

The following inform.ation has been prepared in response to the U. S Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE.') request during our second pre-application meeting of 

'December

16, 2011 and should be considered a supplement to the letter, dated- December 7,
2011, for the state Route 241 (sR 2 41") Tesoro Extension project (,,project").

There are three parts to this letter: Part 1 is a Project Description and Background
lnformation, Part 2 is an analysis of the NEPA issueé, and Part 3 is a summary-of the
manner in which the physical impacts of the proposed Project are included in and
addressed by existing NEPA environmental documents.

PART I: PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND BAGKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

The Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency ('TCA) is proposing to extend the
SR 241 Toll Road from its cunent terminus at Oso Pait<way to the propoied Cow Camp
Road immediately north of state Route 74 ("sR 74") within the county of orange.

The Tesoro Extension Project will establish an indirect connection between the existing
SR 241 and SR 74. The Project is entirely within the areas addressed in the NEpÃ
Environmental lmpact _statements ("ElS") for the Southern Orange County Habitat
Conservation Plan ("HCP") approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife éervice 1'ÚSfWS'¡and the San Juan Creek and Western San Mateo Greek Watershed Spècial Area
Management Plan ('SAMP") approved by the USACE. The Tesoro Extenðion project
includesthedischargeof dredgedorfill material of nomorethan0.l acreof waterðof
the United States; only 0.04 acre is outside of the Ranch Plan development areas,
within the infrastructure footprint designated on Figure 8-1 of the SAMp ElS, and the

Ihomos F Morgro. Ch¡et Executive Ollicer

125 PACTFICA' SUÍIE 100, ,RvlNE, CA 92618-9304 o P.O. BOX 59770,,RVINE. CA92619.3770 t 949/754-3400 FAx 94slts4.S167
www,thelolìroods.com

MemÞers:Al¡so Vieto ' Anohetm,Cos,oMeso .CountyotOronge.Donopotnl ¡ lruine. LogunoHirh, LogunoNigu€lr Lsgy¡aWoods. lokeFores,I'tiissîon vie¡o ' Newporl Eeoch . oronge . Roncho sonlo Motgonto. Sonlo Ano . Son Ciemenle . sori.luon Cäpis l¡ono . Tusljn. yo/bo Lindo
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Mr. David Castanon
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
February 4,2012

remaining 0.06 acre impact is within the Ranch Plan development area, which has
already received 404 authorization.

As requested by the USACE, TCA is providing this information which addresses the
appropriate scope of the NEPA analysis associated with the USACE issuance of a
Section 404 permit for the discharge of dredged or fill material for the construction of
the Tesoro Extension Project within the area of the usAcE jurisdiction.

TESORO EXTEGION PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The'Tesoro Extension Project includes the northern segment of the locally preferred
alternative identified during the NEPA and California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA') analysis of the Southern Orange County Transportatíon lnfrastructure
lmprovement Project ('SOCTIIP"). The Tesoro Extension Project is approximately 4.8
miles in length and would extend from the existing SR 241 terminus at Oso parkway
and connect directly to Cow Camp Road in a temporary at-grade tee-intersection
confìguration.

Cow Camp Road is a local thoroughfare that is classified as a major highway and will
ultimately consist of six lanes in each direction, plus turning lanes, and is projected to
carry 30,O00+ trips per day (2035). Cow Camp Road is required to be constructed by
Rancho Mission Viejo prior to the construction of the Tesoro Extension Project and ið
scheduled for initiation of construction in December 2012,

ln the future, as development within the Ranch Plan and SAMP area occurs, and the
local circulation system is complete, an interchange at "G" Street (part of the local
circulation system for the Ranch Plan) and SR 241 would be constructed and the
interim Cow Camp Road intersection would be eliminated. The "G" Street interchange
would be located .6 mile north of Cow Camp Road and would be considered a local
County arterial; however, the schedule for constructing 'G" Street is undefined at this
time. Figure 1 shows the anticipated disturbance limits, which include the grading limits,
remedial grading, right-of-way limits, utility relocation, and construction staging aieas for
the proposed Tesoro Extension Project.

The Tesoro Extension Project includes four general-purpose travel lanes, two in each
direction. The center median, from Oso Parkway to the future "G" Street interchange
will be revegetated with a native seed mix and will include some drainage
improvements, similar to the median along the existing SR 241. The vegetated medián
will function as a bio-swale. The median offers future opportunities for bus rapid transit,
light rail, or additional lanes as traffic conditions warrant. The portion of the extension
from "G" Street to Cow Camp Road will be two lanes in each direction with no median.
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Mr. David Castanon
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
February 4,2012

Wildlife Movement and Water Quqlitv

Three wildlife undercrossings are proposed for the project (Figure 2). The most
northern undercrossing, Chiquita Woods, would consist of a three span bridge. The
mid-section undercrossing would consist of a 24-inch diameter multi-plate steeì culvert.
The most southern wildlife undercrossing would include a corrugated metal pipe.

Five Austin sand filters, five bio-swales, and three extended detention basins are
proposed for the project (Figure 2). Note that due to their close location, two of the bio-
swales and Austin sand filters, one each at the northern and southern ends of the
Project, are overlapping on Figure 2. Sand filters remove particulates from runoff by
sedimentation and filtration and are effective for removing dissolved metals and littei.
ln addition to the sand fllters, multiple bio-filtration swales (vegetated channels that
receive and convey stormwater flow) and bio-filtration strips (vegetated land that
receives overland sheet flow) are proposed.

Tesoro Proiect Construction

Construction would occur starting in late 2012 and continue through 2014. Project
initiation would occur at Oso Parkway and extend south towards its terminus at Óow
Camp Road.

PRIOR NEPA DOCUMENTATION

The Tesoro Extension Project is included in two prior environmental documents
prepared pursuant to NEPA: (1) The Environmental lmpact Report (ElRyElS for the
HCP (2006) and (2) the EIS for the SAMP (2007). The HCP provides for both Covered
Activities (development, including construction of residential, commercial, industrial and
infrastructure facilities for the Ranch Plan, infrastructure and public works projects) and
a Conservation Strategy, including creation of a permanent Habitat Reserve, HCp
EIR/EIS at Chapter 1.

The Transportation and Circulation section of the HCP EIR/EIS (Section 5.2) is based
on the Ranch Plan EIR 589 (see HCP EIR/EIS at 3.4-1 ,5.24 and 5.2-25), The Ranch
Plan EIR describes and illustrates the Tesoro Extension Project (identiñed as the SR
241 extension) and includes the Project in its analysis of traffic and cumulative impacts.
The Ranch Plan EIR also states that if the SR 241 extension is not built, "then the on-
site roadway syglem would include an arterial along the SR 241 alignment, terminating
at New Ortega Highway" (now referred to as Cow Camp Road). Ranch Plan EIR SB9 at
4.6-15. The physical and operational impacts of that alternative roadway (sometimes
referred to as "Fn Street) are addressed in the HCP EIR/EIS. Therefore, because the
alignment of the Tesoro Extension Project is substantially the same as "Fo S treet
analyzed in the HCP EIR/EIS, the Tesoro Extension Project has been analyzed in the
HCP EIR/EIS,
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The purpose of a SAMP .is to provide for reasonable economic development and theprotection lnd lgng-_þrm management of sensitive aquatic resources iuioàgicat and
hydrological)"' SAMP EIS at i. Further, implementatibn of the reasonàble èconom¡c
lgleloqment provided for in the SAMP requires a supporting circulation system, SAMp
EIS at 5-37. The SAMP EIS acknowledges the Tesoio Exténsion Projecí as a planned
regional transportation facility and includes the Project in the traffió and cumulative
iqqac!9 analysis. See Part 3 of this document foifurther details on the manner in
which the Tesoro Extension Project is included in and addressed in those documents.

PURPOSE AND NEED

The Tesoro Extension project will:

' Close critical gaps in the transportation network and improve local and
regional network connectivity to maximize mobility and äccessibility for
people and goods as provided for in the HCp and the SAMp:

. Decrease travel time and delay for local and regional traffic;

' lmprove transportation between affordable housing and jobs in Orange
County;

o Provide sufficient right-of-way to allow for future Bus Rapid Transit, rail or
high occupancy vehicle lanes;

¡ Ensure transportation system redundancy, travel safety, and reliability;

' lmprove air quality to protect the environment and health of residents; and
¡ Stimulate the economy through job creation.

PART 2: NEPA ISSUES

SCOPE OF USACE REVIEW UNDER NEPA

The USAGE's Scope of Review Under NEPA is Limited

USACE NEPA Reoutations

The USACE's NEPA regulations require
the NEPA document as follows: first, b
requiring a permit, and second, the USACE
beyond its jurisdictional limits under section
there is sufficient federal "control and re
Factors that may be considered to d
responsibility exists include:
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(ii)

whether or not the regulated activity comprises "merely a link" in a
corridor type project (e.9., a transportation or utility transmission project).

whether there are aspects of the upland facility in the immediate vicinity
of the regulated activity which affect the location and configuration of thé
regulated activity.

The extent to which the entire project will be within usAcE jurisdiction.(iii)

(iv) The extent of cumulative Federal control and responsibility, where the
cumulative Federal involvement of the usAcE and other Federal
agencies is sufficient to grant legal control over such additional portions of
the project. These are cases where the environmental consequences of
the additional portions of the project are essentially products of Federal
fìnancing, assistance, direction, regulation, or approval (small federal
handle).

/d. The regulation was developed by the USACE to address circumstances presented
by linear projects (such as roads and pipelines) where the project must, of necessity,
cross a USACE jurisdictional area, but where the USACE jurisdiction represents a smáll
portion of the larger project. The regulations provide tné following examples in which
federal control over the Tesoro Extension Project is nof sufficient to requìre the scope
of the NEPA analysis to include the entire project:

' An industrial facility on an upland site that only requires a USACE permit for a
connecting pipeline;

' A 5O-mile electrical transmission cable crossing a 1%-mile river within the
USACE jurisdiction.

33 C.F.R. pt. 3251 App B(7)(bX2XivXcX3). ln contrast, the regulations give the
following examples where the federal control is sufficient to require the NEPAãnalysis
to evaluate the entire project:

' A 50-mile electrical transmission cable where 30 miles of the So-mile cable
crosses USACE jurisdiction.

' A shipping terminal that requires dredging, wharves and disposal of dredged
materials to function,

/d. The limitation on the scope of the USACE's NEPA.review of linear projects with
limited USACE jurisdiction is consistent with applicable NEPA case law. The federal
courts have concluded that the USACE's NEPA analysis was properly limited to the
impacts within the USACE jurisdictíonal area in the following circumstantes:

o
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A 67-mile power line that included the crossing of 1.25 miles of UsACE
jurisdiction . llvinnebago Tribe of Nebraska v. Ray, 621 F.2d 269 (Bth cir.
1 980).

A manufacturing facility that required a usAcE permit for an outfall
pipelin^e. save fhe Bay, lnc. v. u.s. Amy corps of Engineere 610 F.2d
322 (srh Cir. 1980).

r fi hotel resort at a ski area where the hotel project also included a golf
course that was within the USACE's section 404 iurisdiction. Sy/vesfer y.
u.s. Army corps of Engineerg BB4 F.2d 394 1sft cir. 1989). îhe court
concluded that the USACE approval of the permit for the golf course did
not require the USACE to evaluate the impacts of the rest of the resort
because_ although the golf course and the entire resort complex would
benefit from the golf course, they wêre not sufñciently interrelated to
constitute a single federal action.

r fl 600-acre included the discharge of
fill material iction. Wettands Action
Network v. F.3d 1105 (gth Cir.2000).
The court upon the UsACE's regulation discussed
above (33 C.F.R. Pt.325 App. B) and concluded that, because the first
phase of the project could proceed (and was proceeding) without the
USACE permit, the USACE did not have suffìcient control óver the entire
project to require the USACE' NEPA evaluation to include the entire
pro¡ect.

The decision in Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska v. Ray is the most applicable to the facts
of the Tesoro Extension Project because both invoMê a linear pro¡ect where the USACE
jurisdiction represents a small part of the larger project.

Nationwide Permit 14 and Treatment of Linear proiectsi

Nationwide Permit 14 applies to "activities required for'the construction .., of linear
transportation projects (e.g.roads, highways...) in waters of the United States." The
Nationwide Permit general conditions specify that the activity must be a single and
complete project. The USACE regulations define "single and complete project" as "the

t TCA recognizes that USACE is revoking selected Nationwide Permits within the
SAMP area. This discussion is relevant because it demonstrates the Corps'
approach to linear projects such as the Tesoro Extension Project, Furthei,
revocation of the Nationwide Permits in the SAMP area does not change the small
federal handle regulation and case law.

a

a
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total project proposed or accomplished by one owner/developer or partnership or other
association of owners/developers. A single and complete Tesoro Extension project
must have independent utility. For linear projects, a "single and complete project" ié all
crossings of a single water of the United States (i.e., a single waterbody) at a specific
location. For linear projects crossing a single waterbody several times ai.separate and
distant locations, each crossing is considered a single and complete project." 33 C.F.R.
S 330.2(i) (emphasis added).

ln the USACE's Proposal to Reissue and Modify Nationwide Permits, the USACE
proposes separate definitions of "single and complete linear Project" and "single and
complete nonlinear project." The proposed definition for linear projects is nearly
identical to the current definition; there is some minor rewording, ¡ui tnê concepts aré
!h_e same. Proposal to Reissue and Modify Nationwide Permits 76 Fed, Reg. g17a,
9203, February 16,2011.

The USACE's approach to single and complete projects, and the limitation to all
c,rossings of a single water of the United States as one single and complete project,
illustrates that the USACE limits the scope of the analysis oiimpacts of actions under
Nationwide Permit No. 14 to impacts within the USACE's jurisdiction and furher
emphasizes that the scope of any NEPA review should also be Í¡m¡teO to impacts wíthin
the USACE's jurisdiction.

\Men the USACE reissues the Nationwide permits, it also prepares a decision
document for each nationwide permit. Each decision document contains a  Oa(b)(1)
Guidelines analysis, including a written evaluation/estimate of potential cumuiai¡ve
impacts of the categories of activities to be regulated under the general permit.
Reissuance of Nationwide Permits 72Fed. Reg. 11ogz, 11094, March 12, 2007. The
USACE prepares an environmental assessment (EA) for each NWP and when the
N\A/P is issued, the USACE issues a Finding of No Significant lmpact, The EA includes
reasonably foreseeable cumu lative effects.

"The NWPs authorize activities that have minimal lndividual and cumulative adverse
effects," "The NWPs do not reach the level of significance required for an ElS.' td, at
1 1095. A project that qualiñes for an NWP by definition would not havê a cumulative
impact.

For the assessments described above, the USACE may only consider activities
regulated by the USACE. 'Adverse impacts resulting from actlvities outside of the
USACE scope of analysis, such as the construclíon or expansion of upland
developments, cannot be considered in the Corps analysis of cumulative adverse
effects on the aquatic environment." Decision Document Nationwide Permit 14,
March 1, 2007 at 9, 'emphasis added"

The public interest review factors also include several environmental factors. Under
Land Use, it is noted that land use may change from natural to developed when linear
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transportation projects provide access and that such projects "may induce further
development on nearby parcels of land. But, because'thé primary iesponsibility for
land use decisions is held by others, "the USACE's scope of anaiysis is limited to
significant issues of overriding national importance, such as navigation and
water quality.2 td. at20 (emphasi-s added).

The preamble in the Federal Register addresses comments on the potential for future
development activitie. s after the transportation project is constructe'd. The preamble
states that the activities covered by the NWP would result in minimal indivjdual and
cumulative adverse effects on the aquatic environment and that it "does not prohibit
new projects simply because there may be future development activities. lt would be
impractical to condition use of this NWP on consideration of hypothetical effects
of potential future activities. Such effects will be addressed 

-t'hrough 
applicable

pe¡mitting requirements.'! Reissuance of Nationwide Permits 72 Fed.-neg. 11092,
11094, March 12,2007 (emphasis added).

Extension Proiect.

Evaluation of Federal Control and Responsibility

The USACE regulations and the NEPA case law discussed above indicate that the
scope of the USACE's NEPA analysis should be limited to the impacts of the proposed
action within and immediately adjacent to the USACE jurisdictional areas. The
following evaluates and applies the criteria identified in the USACE's "small federal
handle' regulation to the Tesoro Extension project facts.

a) Whether the regulated act is merely a link in a larger Tesoro Extension
Project.

The regulated activity here (the discharge of fill to 0,1 acre of waters of the
U.S., 0.06 acre of which is already permitted as part of the Ranch plan
development) is "merely a link" in a linear project. The area of USACE
jurisdiction, using the 0,1 acre figure, represents iess than four hundredths of

2 This section cites to the USACE general policies for evaluating permit applications:
"The primary responsibility for determiiring zoning and land use matteré rests with
state, local and tribal governments. The district engineer will normally accept those
decisions by such governments on those matters uñless there are significant issuesof overriding national importance. Such issues would include but are not
necessarily limited to national security, navigation, national economic development,
ryate¡ quality, preservation of special aquatic areas, including weflands, with
significant interstate impofiance, and national energy needs." 33b.F.R. S 320.4ü)
(2011).
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one percent (.0004) of the area of the Tesoro Extension Project
(approximately 320 acres). The percentage of USACE jurisdiction is much
less than the examples cited by the USACE in its regulation. ln the
regulation, the USACE indicated that the scope of NEPA review of a 5O-mile
transmission cable would be limited to the area of USACE jurisdiction where
the transmission facility crossed a USACE jurisdictional area of 1 and Y¿

miles. Thus, the USACE's own regulations indicate that the scope of a NEPA
review is properly restricted to the USACE jurisdictional area where the
USACE jurisdiction constitutes as much as 2.5o/o of the project. ln
Winnebaþo Tribe of Neþraska v. Ray, 621 F.2d 269 (8th Cir. 198b), ihe Court
of Appeal held that the scope of NEPA review of a S0-mile pipeline with a 1

and /¿ mile river crossing was limited to the area of the USACE jurisdiction.

b) W hether there are aspects of the upland facility in the immediate vicinity
of the regulated activity which affect the location and configuration of
the regulated activity.

The upland facility here is the portion of the Tesoro Extension Project
alignment outside of the USACE jurisdiction. The alignment of the Tesoro
Extension Project is controlled by the need to connect the Tesoro Extension
Project with the existing terminus of SR 241 and by the need to locate the
alignment within the areas approved or contemplated for development in the
HCP and the SAMP. Because the Tesoro Extension Project is a linear facility
it must by definition cross the waters of the U.S. to traverse from the
beginning of the Tesoro Extension Pro¡ect to the terminus point. As noted in
Wetlands Action Network, this relationship occurs where fill is needed to build
a project. The court in that case found that such a connection was not
sufficient to require the scope of the NEPA analysis to include the entire
project. Wetlands Action Network v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,222 F.
3d 1 105, 1 1 16-11 17 (gth Cir. 2000).

c) The extent to which the entire project will be within USACE jurisdiction.

The USACE jurisdiction is limited to a very small portion of the Tesoro
Extension Project, 0.1 acre out of approximately 320 acres of total
disturbance area (0.06 acre is within the approved Ranch Plan development).

As discussed earlier under the Scope of USACEs Review Under NEPA, the
USACE's NEPA regulations and NWP program recognize the special
circumstances presented by linear transportation projects, where a linear
pro¡ect must cross USACE's jurisdictional areas that run perpendicular to the
linear Project. Under those circumstances, the appropriate determination of
USACE's jurisdiction is based on the questions in this section of this
document - the Evaluation of Federal Control and Responsibility, or, the
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small federal handle regulation. A linear transportation pro.¡ect, like the
Tesoro Extension Project, is distinguishable fom the situation in White Tank
concerned citizens v. u.s. Army corps of Engineers s63 F. 3d 1033 (gth cir.
2009). ln white Tank,lhe court evaluated a UsACE permit where washes
were dispersed throughout a project area and concluded that in those
circumstances, no development could occur without filling the waters, which
meant that the NEPA analysis should have included the entire property. The
court relied on the small handle test, referririg to those portions of the project
over which the dishict engineer has sufficient control and responsibility to
warrant federal review. White lank involved a large residential master-
planned community; without the fill permit, the developer stated that they
would not be able to develop a cohesive community, but instead would end
up with a series of separate development areas with limited connectivity.

ln contrast to the development proposed in White Tank,lhe Tesoro Extension
Project is a linear north-south oriented transportation project, which must
cross USACE's east-west trending jurisdictional waters in order to serve its
transportation function. As recognized by the UsACE's own regulation, in
such a circumstance, federal control over the Tesoro Extension Project is nof
sufficient to require the scope of the NEPA analysis to include the entire
Tesoro Extension Project.

d) T he extent of cumulative Federal control and responsibility.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is the only other federal agency
with potential control and responsibility over the Tesoro Extension Project.
The jurisdiction and control of the USFWS is limited to the evaluation of the
potential impacts of the USACE permit on the California gnatcatcher and the
thread-leaved brodiaea.

The Tesoro Extension Project will directly impact four gnatcatcher territories
and two brodiaea populations, as previously evaluated and authorized as part
of the USFWS Biological Opinions for SOCTIIP and the Southern Subregion
HCP. The USFWS previously determined that impacts to the California
gnatcatcher and the brodiaea from the development approved in the HCP
and from the extension of SR 241, including the northern segment, complied
with applicable requirements of the Endangered Species Act (see Biological
Opinion 1-6-07-F-812.1 (January 20, 2007) for the Southern Subregion HCP
[also relied on for the SAMP] and Biological Opinion 4-3-0-08-F-0487(April
30, 2008) for the Proposed Toll Road Corridor (Alignment 7 Corridor-Far East
Crossover-Modified) lnitial Alternative for SOCTIIP,

ln summary, the USACE will nof have control and responsibility over the Tesoro
Extension Pro¡ect that rises to the level of federalizing the entire 4,8-mile alignment,
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Another federal agency, the USFWS, likewise will nof have a level of control that
federalizes the entire Tesoro Extension project.

THE TESORO EXTENSION PROJECT COMPLIES WITH NEPA REQUIREMENTS
REGARDING SEGMENTATION.

The Tesoro Extension Project satisfies NEPA requirements regarding segmentation.
NEPA case law and regulations make it clear that a highway proþct segme-nt complies
with NEPA where the project:

1. Connects to a logical terminus ( e.g., connecting near another state route
and local thoroughfares);

2. Has independent utili$ (e.9., the Tesoro Extension Project is usable even
if no other extensions of sR 241 are approved and constructed);

3. Does not restrict the consideration of alternatives for future foreseeable
extensions.

4. Meets state or local needs.

23 c.F.R. 5771.1t](!i Daly v, votpe, s14 F.2d 1106, 1110 (9th cir. 197s), Adter v.
Lewis,675 F.zd 1085 (gth cir. 1gB2). ln cases analyzing highway segments in
metropolitan areas (such as here), courts give greatest weight to thè independent utility
factor. _Daly v. Volpe,514 F.2d at111j: Coatition on SensrÖ/e Transportation, lnc. i.
Dole, coalition on Sensible Transportation, lnc. v. Dole (D.c. Gir. 1997) 926 F.2d 60
["The proper question is whether one project will serve a significant purþose even if a
second related project is not built."l.) A26F.2d at 6g.

The Tesoro Extension Project complies with the segmentation requirements adopted by
the courts and reflected in the NEPA regulations of the Federal Hþhway Administration.
The Tesoro Extension Project would extend the existing SR 24i Toll Road from Oso
Parkway to the vicinity of SR 74 (Ortega Highway), the ðlosest other étate route in the
area. The Tesoro Extension Project would connect to local arterials and will allow for
the indirect connection of two state highways (SR 241 and SR 74). Cow Camp Road is
a logical termini because it is scheduled to be built before the constructión of the
Tesoro Extension Project and because Cow Camp Road is a major new east-west
arterial that will enhance the east-west capacity of SR 74. Cow Camp Road is part of
the infrastructure allowed in the SAMP and evaluated in the SAMp EiS, and is part of
the covered Activities evaluated and approved in the Hcp EIR/Els.

The Tesoro Extension Project has independent utility because it will provide a major
new connection betweel two state highway routes and will reduce local and regioñal
t¡affic congestion. The Project will be usable without providing a connection south of
Ortega Highway. This is supported by the analysis in tlre SAMP ElS, which included an
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arteríal roadway in the same location and the same length as the Tesoro Extension
Project.

The Tesoro Extension Project does not restrict the consideration of altematives for
future extensions of SR 241. The SOCTIIP EIR/EIS evaluated eight build altematives
and two no-build alternatives (see Figure 2.2.1 in the SOCTIIP DEIS/EIR). None of the
alternatives evaluated in the DEIR/DEIS would be foreclosed by the Tesoro Extension
Project. For example, the Tesoro Extension Project would not preclude any of the
Central Corridor Alternatives that would connect SR 241 with lnterstate (l-) 5 in the
vicinity of the Pico lnterchange with l-5. The fourth factor, identified specifically by the
Ninth Circuit, is whether the project segment meets state or local needs. This factor is
analyzed very similarly to the independent utility factor discussed above. ln other
words, if it meets state or local needs, the Tesoro Extension Project also has
independent utility and, therefore, constitutes a valid highway segment.

ln Daly v. Volpe, the court found that because the challenged segment was part of the
interstate highway system and the interstate highway system served state and local
needs, there was a strong argument for independent utility despite ambiguous termini.
514F.2d at p. 1110. Similarly, the Tesoro Extension Project is designed to integrate
indirectly into the State highway system (SR 74) in southern California. lt is also
designed to relieve congestion on existing streets and highways. For these reasons,
the Tesoro Extension Project meets state and local needs.

SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF TESORO EXTENSION PROJECT
AND CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

1. Background.

The NEPA regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality ('CEQ") make it clear
that potential cumulative impacts of an agency action do not, by themselves, trigger the
preparation of an ElS. The regulations also make it clear that the scope of an
environmental assessment of a federal agency action is not determined by any
potential cumulative impacts of the agency action.

The CEQ regulations define'Environmental assessment" to mean a concise document
that serves to:

(1) Briefly provide sutficient evidence and analysis for
determining whether to prepare an environmental impact
statement or a finding of no significant impact

40 C.F,R. S 1508,9. The regulations define "Finding of No Signiflcant lmpact', in turn,
to mean:
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[A] document . . . presenting the reasons why an action . . .

will not have a significant effect on the human environment
and for which an environmental impact statement therefore
will not be prepared.

40 C.F,R. S1508.19. Notably, the "effects" of an action required to be evaluated in an
EA do not include "cumulative impacts." The definition of "Effects" includes "Direct
effects" and "lndirect effects". 40 C.F.R. 51508.8, An'effect" is distinct from a
'Cumulative lmpact" which is defined as:

the impact on the environment which results from the
incremental impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) or person
undertakes such other action."

40 c.F.R S 1508.7

2. The Extension of the Tesoro Extension Project Beyond Gow
Camp Road is Speculative

Regional transportation plans include an SR 241 roadway extending south of Cow
Camp Road to connect to l-5. This potential future roadway is referenced in multiple
environmental documents for projects in southern Orange County, including the SAMP
ElS, the HCP EIR/EIS and the SOCTIIP Draft EIR/EIS (which addressed alternatives to,
and alternative alignments for such an extension).

At this time, the TCA does not have an active plan for implementing SR 241 south of
Cow Camp Road. Given the constraints and issues related to the southern-most
portion of a road that would connect to the l-5, TCA has not developed a feasible
alignment for connecting to l-5. ln these circumstances, such an extension is
speculative, and therefore, not required to be analyzed, The cumulative impacts of
such an extension would be addressed in the environmental documentation prepared
for such an extension at the time a specific extension project is proposed.

ln Center for Environmental Law and Policy v. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 655 F. 3d
lOOO (gth Cir. 2011), the Bureau of Reclamation did not analyze a Special Study as a
cumulative project because it found the study was not reasonably foreseeable, Even
though there was a Notice of lntent for an EIS for the Special Study, the Court agreed
with the Bureau of. Reclamation that "there is no danger that [actions taken as a result
of the Special Studyl would escape NEPA revlew and upheld the EA for the
Reclamation project with the understanding that the cumulative impacts of the Special
Study would be addressed in the Special Study's N EPA analysis. 655 F. 3d at 101 0.
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3. The Gumulative lmpacts of Other Projects Were Evaluated tn Prior
Envilonmental lmpact Statements. The USACE Should Rely On The
Prior Evaluations of Cumulative lmpacts ln lts Evaluation of the
Tesoro Extension Project.

NEPA authorizes agencies to rely on the evaluation of cumulative impacts included in
prior NEPA documents. The courts do not require agencies to duplicate an analysis of
cumulative impacts included þ pr¡or NEPA documents. ldaho Sporting Congress v.
Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146 (9'' Cir. 1998). ln ldaho Sporting Congresg plaintiffs
challenged an EA regarding a timber sale arguing that the Forest Service was required
to evaluate the cumulative effects of another timber sale with impacts on the same
watershed. The Forest Service evaluated the cumulative effects of the two timber sales
in only one of the two EAs. The Ninth Circuit held that since the effects of the two sales
were accounted for in one of the EAs, uwe do not require duplication" in the second EA.
137 F.3d at1152.

The cumulative effects of the connection of SR 241 to Ortega Highway have been
previously evaluated in two prior ElSs, The cumulative impacts of the Tesoro
Extension Project were evaluated in the 2007 EIS approved by the USACE for the
SAMP (see for example the SAMP EIS at 9-46) and in the 2006 EIS for the Southern
Subregion HCP approved by the USFWS. The USACE is not required to conduct a
new cumulative impact evaluation in its NEPA analysis of the Tesoro Extension Project.

ln addition, the cumulative impacts of alternatives to extend SR 241 to l-5 were also
evaluated in the Final EIR for SOCTIIP. The USACE may rely on these prior
evaluations of potential cumulative impacts of the Tesoro Extension Project and is not
required to duplicate the cumulative impact analysis. The Laguna Greenbelt, lnc. v.
u.s. Dept of rranspoñation, 42 F.3d 517,525 n.6 (9¡n cir. 1gg4); see center for
Envircnmental Law and Policy v.U.S. Bureau of Rectamafion,65S F. 3d 1OOO, 1012-
1013 (relying on alternatives analysis in prior state studies does not violate NEPA).
lndeed, as the Ninth Circuit noted in The Laguna Greenbelt, "NEPA mandates state
and federal coordination of environmental review.' 42 F.3d at s2s, n.6. Heie, the
USACE may rely on cumulative impact evaluation included in the prior NEPA and
CEQA documents.

3. The Gumulative lmpacts of the Tesoro Extension Project On USAGE
Jurisdictional Resources Are Not Significant.

The Tesoro Extension Project will not have significant etfects on the key issues related
to the USACE's statutory authority and responsibility under Section 404 ol the Clean
Water Act. Because the effects of the Tesoro Extension Project are not significant,
they will not contribute to significant cumulative impacts. The impacts of the Tesoro
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Extension Project are summanzed below, focusing on the key areas of USAGE's
concern and some other federal issues. Additional analysis will be conducted as part of
the environmental review for the project.

USACE Jurisdictional Areas and Wetland Habitats
Permanent impacts to Waters of the U.S. are currently estimated at 0.1 acre, or 0.04
acre outside of the 0.06 acre within the approved Ranch Plan development areas. This
is substantially less than the one-half (112)acre threshold in several of the Nationwide
Permits, including Nationwide Permit 14 tor linear transportation projects.

The Tesoro Extension Project avoids and minimizes impacts, consistent with the SAMP
Tenets, as follows:

The project has minimized impacts to ephemeral waters of the U.S. and
he majority of the project site is located in upland, grazed areas,

The project avoids impacts to major high-value aquatic systems, including
San Juan Creek, Chiquita Creek, and Canada Gobemadora.

Maintains/restores/protects: riparian ecosystem integrity, riparian
corridors, floodplain connections, sediment sources and kansport
equilibrium, and adequate buffer for protection of riparian corridors.

ln-kind mitigation will be proposed to offset permanent impacts through potential
enhancement, restoration and/or preservation of waters, Temporary impacts will
consist of returning those areas to pre-project conditions and hydroseeding with
appropriate native plant species found within the project vicinig.

TCA anticipates that with the avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures, impacts
to USACE jurisdictional areas and wetland habitat would be reduced to a level of less
than significant. Because the Project irnpacts will be less than signíficant, they will not
contribute incrementally to cumulative impacts.

Non-Aquatic Biolooical Resources
The Tesoro Extension Project will impact a combination of habitat types. About half of
the disturbance area is presently disturbed, including historical agricultural use areas.
The remaining impacts are primarily to coastal sage scrub and annual grassland,
lndirect impacts could also occur related to lighting, invasive species and water quality.
These impacts were addressed in the SOCTIIP EIR and mitigation was included.

Mitigation includes avoidance, minimization, and habitat replacement. The Tesoro
Extension Project alignment has been adjusted to significantly avoid some of the
biologically sensitive resources within the south Orange County area including the
natural open space areas associated with the Orange County Southern Subregion

o

o

a
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HCP. Additional shifts were made to avoid wetland habitats, geotechn¡cal hazards,
existing utilities, thus reducing remedial grading. Bridges were also incorporated into the
Tesoro Extension Project to minimize hydrologic impacts and to accommodate wildlife
movement. A Biological Resources Management Plan ('BRMP") will be developed and
implemented, which will provide specific design and implementation features of the
biological resources mitigation measures outlined in the resource agency approval
documents. lssues to be discussed in the BRMP will include, but are not limìtêd to,
resource avoidance, minimization, and restoration guidelines, performance standards,
maintenance criteria, and monitoring requirements.

Mitigation was also included for the indirect impacts. Relative to tightíng and invasive
species, these impacts will be fully mitigated. Relative to water quality, the Tesoro
Extension Project includes Austin sand filters, bio-swales and extended detention
basins as described in the earlier in this letter.

The Tesoro Extension Project impacts were also addressed in the HCP EIR/EIS and
the SAMP EIS by virtue of the analysis of the HCP and the SAMP which include Ranch
Plan development and infrastructure. A major component of the mitigation included in
tlose projects was the RMV Open Space and the Adaptive Management plan. The
SAMP EIS concluded that through "implementation of the GPAZCEIR S89 Adaptive
Management Plan, impacts to grassland, coastal sage scrub, and woodland and forest
would be reduced to less than significant," SAMP EIS at 7.1-19. One of the elements
of the Ranch Plan Open Space and its related Adaptive Management Plan is the Upper
Chiquita Conservation Area.

The TCA purchased the right to place a conservation easement over this area in 1g96
and has managed it for conservation purposes since that time. Through this protection
and management (which has been in place for more than sixteen yearð and piior to any
impacts of the Tesoro Extension Project), and TCA's plan to conduct additionâl
restoration activities in the area to increase habitat values, TCA is par:ticipating in the
Southem Subregion's HCP Open Space and Adaptive Management Plan, wn¡cn further
reduces habitat impacts to below significance,

Endanoered Species
As discussed earlier, the Tesoro Extension Project will directly impact four gnatcatcher
territories and two thread-leaved brodiaea populations, as previously evaluated and
authorized as part of the USFWS Biological Opinions for SOCTIIP, the HCP and the
Ranch Plan and the sAMP (which relied on the HCp Biorogical opinion).

The prior Bìological Opinions concluded that the Tesoro Extension Project will not
jeopardize these species. lmpacts will be fully mitigated through a comb¡nation of
construction mitigation measures, habitat enhancement and restoration at the Upper
Chiquita Conservation Area, and translocation of thread-leaved brodiaea corms.
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Cultural Resources
A portion of archaeological síte CA-ORA-1559 is within the disturbance limits of the
Tesoro Extension Project. This portion of the site has been determined to be disturbed
and has no integrity; it does not contribute to the site's National Register eligibility. The
Project will not impact the portions of the site that make it eligible for the National
Register. Mitigation measures similar to those adopted for the Ranch Plan will be
implemented by the Project.

CONCLUSION ON SCOPE OF USACE REVIEW

As demonstrated in the preceding text, the scope of USACE review should be limited to
the Corps' jurisdic'tional areas. But, even if the USACE determines it will evaluate
impacts beyond the USACE jurisdictional areas, the scope of review should be no more
than the scope of the Tesoro Extension Project. As demonstrated in this document, the
Tesoro Extension Project has independent utility. The future extension of the SR 241
beyond the limits of the Tesoro Extension Project is speculative at this time, The
Tesoro Extension Project is not dependent on a future extension, and does not limit the
alternatives that could be implemented to extend the SR 241in the future.

USACE Letter of Permission Procedures for the SAMp Area

The SAMP for the San Juan Creek and parts of the San Mateo Creek Watersheds is
administered by the USACE with an emphasis on conservation of wetland and waters
of the U.S. based on watershed function and values. The three main goals of the
SAMP process are to:

. Allow reasonable economic development through one or more proposed
permitting procedures that provide regulatory predictability and incentives
for comprehensive resource protection, management, and restoration
over the long term.

. On a voluntary basis, establish an aquatic resources conservation
program that includes preservation, restoration, and management of
aquatic resources; and

. Minimize individual and cumulative impacts of future projects within the
SAMP watersheds by relating permitting for future activities to the SAMP
Aquatic Resources Conservation Program, including studies prepared for
the sAMP and the southem subregion coordinated Planning process.

The SAMP provides a contextual framework to implement a more effective permitting
system that provides additional protections to higher value resources while minimizing
delays for projects impacting lower value resources. ln order to implement thé
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alternative permitting process, the USACE proposed to revoke selected Nationwide
Permit ("NWP') authorizations w¡thin the SAMP area.

Participants in the SAMP are identified as either ucunent" participants or "future"
participants, Current participants have identified proposed projects within the SAMP
study area and are eligible for Section 404 permitting by one or more of the proposed
permitting procedures: the Regional General Permit ("RGP") or the proposed permitting
procedures for authorized activities within the Ranch Planning Area. Under the SAMP,
future participants may qualifu for use of either the RGP for maintenance activities or for
the SAMP Letter of Permission ('LOP") for most other actions.

The LOP authorization is an abbreviated method for issuing an individual permit,
whereby a decision to issue a permit authorization is made atter coordination with
federal and state fish and wildlife agencies and a public interest evaluation. The
applicability of a permit system depends on the location of the proposed activig with
respect to the Ranch Planning Area boundaries and with respect to the areas identified
as ineligible for abbreviated permitting. According to the SAMP Draft ElS, "the
proposed use of LOP Procedures for other future qualifying permit applicants whose
potential impacts on the waters of the U.S. will be assessed through reliance on the
SAMP at future points in time."

Within areas proposed to be eligible for abbreviated permitting, there is no timit on
acreage impacts, lmpacts to native habitats within these areas are expected to be
lower due to past degradation that decreased the riparian integrity of such areas.

Outside the Ranch Planning Area, the following SAMP tenets apply.

i. No net loss of acreage and functions of waters of the U.S./State.
ii. Maintain/resloreriparianecosystemintegrity.
iii. Protect headwaters.
iv. Maintain/protecVrestoreriparianconidors.
iv. Maintain and/or restore floodplain connection,
v. Maintain and/or restore sediment sources and transport

equilibrium.
vi. Maintain adequate buffer for the protection of riparian corridors.
vii. Protect riparian areas and associated habitats of listed and

sensitive species.

The Watershed Planning Principles were developed mainly for the Ranch Planning
Area and have little direct application outside the Ranch Planning Area. The USACE,
through the SAMP, proposed to issue LOPs for activities outside of the Ranch Planning
Area that are consistent with the purposes and goals of the SAMP.
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Eligible activities include: Public and private drainage and flood control facilities,
including:

. Construction of outfall and intake structures, construction of bank
stabilization structures, and maintenance of all flood control facilities;

. Public and private roads and bridges, including lengthening, widening and
maintenance; and

. Habitat restoration and water quality improvement projects, including
wetland restoration and creat¡on and construction of stormwater
ma nagement facilities.

\Mthin the higher value aquatic resources areas that would otherwise be ineligible for
abbreviated permitting, some activities, for example, those with permanent impacts up
to 0.1 acre of waters of the U.S., would still be eligible for LOPs.

Department of the Army Permit #SPL-1999-1 6236 /ssued to Rancho Mission Viejo LLC

The usAcE Permit No. SPL-1999-16236 dated March 21, zo07 ("4o4 permit")
authorizes Ranch Plan activities, with specific activities to be authorized individually in
the future through a LOP process. The 404 permit authorizes discharge of dredged
and fill material for the Ranch Plan, including infrastructure and roads. ln the 'Project
Description' section, the 404 Permit allows public and private roads and bridges within
the development areas. Outside of the development areas, permitted activities include
"Permanent impacts associated with reviewed infrastructure projects including: ...b.
Crossings of any mainstem stream using complete spans or partial spans with in-
channel piers/piles."

Under ''Project Design" A, Project Footprint, the 404 Permit states:

1. The permittee shall confine development and supporling infrastructure
to the footprint (including infrastructure alignments and facilities within
designated open space) shown on Figures 8-1, 8-2,8-3a, B-3b, B-3c,
84 and 8-5 in the ElS. [Referencing the San Juan Creek
WatershedÂlVestern San Mateo Creek Watershed Special Area
Management Plan (SJ/SM SAMP) Environmental lmpact Statement
(Els)l

As shown in Figure 3 the Tesoro Extension Project approximates the conceptual road
right of way as depicted in the SAMP, Figure 8-1 "Conceptual Road/Stream Crossing
Locations."
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ln addition, the Tesoro Extension Project complies with applicable design conditions set
forth in the 404 perm¡t to protect wíldlife. Specifically, as described in the Project
Description, three wildlife undercrossings are proposed along the Tesoro Project
Extension: a bridge crossing at Canada Chiquita with a clearance well in excess of 20
feet; a 24-foot diameter multi-plate steel culvert outside a streambed; and a ten-foot
diameter concrete culvert suitable for rodents and small carnivores. ln addition chain
link fencing or functionally similar barrier of 10 feet in height (or as revised/determined
through adaptive management) will be installed on both sides of the approaches to the
bridge crossing for a distance of 100 feet away from the stream to deterwildlife from
entering the roadway. These design features are consistent with the SAMP
requirements. Other design conditions relating to residential, commercial and
recreational facilities do not apply to the proposed Tesoro Extension Project.

Furthermore, the Tesoro Extens¡on Project will either completely avoid or minimize
impacts to aquatic resources in the project area using complete spans or partial spans
with in-channel piers/piles. lmpacts from the SR 241 will be minimal compared to the
construction of the approved Ranch Plan's "F" Street, which would fill most of the
identifi ed aquatic features,

The proposed Tesoro Extension Project is clearly an activity that falls under the
permitted activities of the SAMP and is consistent with the design and construction
requirements set forth in the 404 Permit. lf the Corps determines Nationwide Permit 14
cannot be used for the Tesoro Extension Project, then the SAMP's LOP process should
be utilized as the 404 permit process for the Tesoro Extension Project.

PART 3: THE PHYSIGAL AND OPERATIONAL lMPAcrs oF THE TESoRo
EXTENSION PROJECT ARE INCLUDED IN AND ADDRESSED AS PART OF THE
SOUTHERN SUBREGION HCP EIR/EIS AND THE SAMP EIS

The Tesoro Extension Project in the HCP EIR/EIS

Figure 217-M depicts the future circulation system in the traffic study area, including
buildout of the Orange County MPAH, which includes the Tesoro Extension Project. "lf
the SR 241 extension is not built, then the on-site roadway system would include an
arterial (Cristianitos Road/"F" Street) along the SR 241 alignment," HCP EIR/EIS at
5.2-7. The EIR/EIS includes Figures and impact calculations based on conditions with
the Tesoro Extension Project and without the Tesoro Extension Project. See for
example EIR/EIS at 5.2-8. Mitigation Measure SC 4.6-14 requires that the applicant
(for the Ranch Plan Tesoro Project) enter into an agreement with the TCA to address
implementation and responsibilities between the applicant and the TCA relative to all
roadway connections to and/or crossings of the SR 241 extension within the Ranch
Plan, and/or funding/phasing/construction of other roadways (i.e., "F" Street) that
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the even[t] the extension of SR.241 does not occur."
emphasis added.

HCP EIR/EIS at 5.2-17,

Figure 3 shown earlier is a copy of Figure 187-R from the HCP EIR/EIS, which shows
Alternative B-12 with Proposed Circulation System. The Figure includes areas denoted
as "Areas Within Which Road/Crossing Can be Located." These areas are outside of
development areas, and traverse the Ranch Plan through the Habitat Reserve, to
provide a continuous road from north to south, outside of the planning (development)
areas.

The impacts of an altemative roadway to the Tesoro Extension Project (i.e,, "F" Street)
were evaluated in the HCP ElRyElS, in part through incorporation of the Ranch Plan
EIR 589 analysis. As described above, because an arterial road ("F'' Street) would be
built in the same location without the Tesoro Extension Proþct, and since this
alternative arterial is included in the impact analysis and as a Cóvered Activity of the
HCP, the physical and operational impacts of the Tesoro Extension Project are included
in the analysis for the HCP EIR/EIS.

The Tesoro Extenslon Project in the SAMP EIS

Section 5.6 CIRCULATION SYSTEM ASSUMpTTONS

The text states that implementation of the development associated with the alternatives
carried fonrard for further consideration in Chapter 6.0 "would require a supporting
circulation system." (page 5-37). All of the Figures of the altematives include a north-
south roadway traversing the RMV Planning Area in a location that is virtually the same
as the alignment of the Proposed Tesoro Extension Project. The circulation
assumptions for each "B' Alternative canied forward are described as relevant to the
Tesoro Extension Project, these include:

Gow Camp Road - an addition to the MPAH of a new east-
west arterial highway on the north side of San Juan Creek.
Cow Camp Road would be constructed as a major arterial
between Antonio Parkway and SR 241 (SOCTllp), and as a
primary arterial between SOCTIIP and Ortega Highway in a.with SR 241" scenario. ln a 'without SOCTllp" scenario,
Cow Camp Road would be constructed as a major arterial
between Antonio Parkway and F Street and as a primary

. arterial between F Street and Ortega Highway.

The text also notes that in a "without SOCTIIP' scenario, Cristianitos Road would
extend from PA 3 to Oso Parkway. ln that scenario, north-south circulation would be
provided via a road that traverses the area in the same way as the Proposed Tesoro
Extension Project.
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Section 7.3. Transportation and Circulation
This section of the SAMP EIS addresses a future circulation system with the Tesoro
Extension Project (addressed as the SR-241 extension).

CONCLUSION

The Tesoro Extension Project impact to
will be ofiset through mitigation. The Tesor
project with impacts that are four-hundr
disturbance area. As demonstrated in this
independent utility and represents an a under NEPA. The
physical and operational impacts of the ave been analyzed
in several envíronmental documents, inclu lS and the USÂCE
SAMP ElS, and are consistent with the design conditions the USACE esta¡l¡sñão'ioi
the Ranch Plan 404 permit.

All llglgct impacts were contemplated ]n prior ElSs and previously approved through
the HCP, the SAMP and the Biological Opinions for the HCP, the SÂMp anO SOCI|Þ.
To require a broader scope of analysis is not consistent with the law or the federal
regulations.

The TCA thanks you in advance for reviewing this letter prior to our meeting on Friday,
February 10, 2012, and looks forward to working with you on thiã importañt
kansportation project _S_!ouf{you have any questionJregarding this letter, please feel
to contact me at (949)754-9475.

Sincerely,

FOOTHI LUEASTERN TRANS PORTATI ON CORRI DOR AGENCY

Mr. David Castanon
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
February 4,2012

Valarie McFall
Director, Environmental Services

Cc: ColonelToy, USACE
Ms. Susan Meyer, USACE
Ms. Cori Farrar, USACE
Mr. Thomas Margro, TCA
Mr, Rob Thornton, Nossaman
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February 14,2012

Mr. Hasan Ikluata
Executive Director
S outhern California Association of Governments
818 West Seventh Street, 12tl'Fioor
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3435

RE: Comments on the Draft 2012 Regional lransportation Plan and Program Environmentai
Impact Report

Dear lt4r. Ikhrata:

The Foothill/Eastem Transportation Corridor Agcncy and the San Joaquin Hills Transportation
Agency (TCA) appreciates the opportunity to revieu.' and provide comrnents on the Draft 2012-
2035 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) and
associated Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). TCA commends the
SCAG staff for the tremendous amount of work ancl effort in putling these documents together.
TCA also recognizes and supports the timely adoption of the RTP/SCS to enable the Southern
California region to proceed with the planning and implementation of regionally significant
tlansportation projects. Further, TCA recognizes that the SCS is particularly important for the
region to meet its state mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets fot 2020
and2035,

Please find below TCA's specific commerrts on both the draft RTP/SCS and PEIR.

DRAFT 2OI2 -203 5 RTP/S CS

P age 23, Vision, Transportation l)emand Management
Transportation pricing is not identified as part of the RTP/SCS "vision" either as a transportation
demand management method oï as a financing tool, even though it is clearl¡' a cornponent of the
transportation plan and ñnancial plan for implementation. The Orange County SCS includes a
description of the current and planned priced transportation network that should be adapted to
address the entire region.

Re c o mmen ded C I n rific at io n :
Adcl information from the Olange Count¡' SCS (pages 126 and 127 of the Subregional
Sustainable Community Strategies Technical Appendix) that desclibes the existi¡g and
planned inter-operablc priced transportation netwol'l< in the region, inclucling toll road.s,

Ihomos E Morgo, Chief Executive Officer

125 PACIF,CA, SUITE 100,,Ry,N4 CA 92618-3304 c P.O. BOX 53770, tRVtNE, CA gzótg-A770 . 94s/754-3400 FAX g4g/754-3467
www lheio/i/ocds.com

MemlJers:Alisovieio ' Ancrheim. CosfoÀ4eso .Counly of Oi'onge . DonoPoint" trvine. LogunoH¡lls. LogunoNrgue/, Loguno vr'ocds. LokeËoresl
Mission VrÇo . NewporlBeoch ' Oronge. Roncho Sonto Morgorito. Sonto Ano, Son C/emente , SonJuon Càpistroni, Tustin. yorbaLindo
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express lanes and high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes. The text can be expanded to address
HOT lanes, toll facilities, express lanes and tolled truck lanes in the region as a whole,
and should include the following points:

Tolled centerline miles in the region will increase from 6l in 2008, to 408 in2035,
including toll roads, express lanes, HOT lales, and tolled truck lanes.

Pliced lanes provide flexibility and options as part of the congestion relief toolbox of
measures designed to help meet sustainability and emission reduction goals related to
SB 375 and other state ancl federal mandates.

"Priced facilities aÍe an especially important tool for providing intra-county, inter-
county and interregional capacity."

"The existing priced transportation network serves the locations where major
employment and housing growth are projected to occur."

"Toll roads and express lanes charge users a fee for travel, but typically offer less
congested traffrc lanes than nealby fi'eer¡.ays and roadways. Reduced congestion
provides improved and more efficient mobility with fewer air pollutants and
greenhouse gas (GIìG) emissions caused by congestion."

"The toll road systen is designed to interelate with transit service. The toll roads
can accolnmodate Bus Rapid Transit and express bus service, and toll road medians
are sized and reserved to provide the flexibiiity for future transil, ifappropriate."

a

Priced facilities such as the Orange County toll roads are privately funded. This
insu¡es that these facilities can relieve congestion and associated air poliution and
GHG emissions without further stressing limited state, federal and local
transportati on funding resources,

Page 42, Major Highway Completion Projects, Table 2.2
SR-241 (ORA052) is identified in Table 2.2 as a major liighway completion project. I{owever,
the completion year is listed as 2020-2030. Although rryidening will occur in the 2020 to 2030
timeframe, the official project description identifies the completion date as 2030,

Rec o mme n ded C lar ifi c ntion :
' In Table 2.2, we request that the completion date for SR 241 be clarited as 2030,

consistent with the project description for ORA052

In the interest of establishing that some major highway projects in Table 2.2 provide
emissions reduction benefits without burdening iimited federal, state and local
finding resources, we request the following clalifying lbotnote: SR 241 is a privately
fun de d Tr ansportal ion Control Me ast n" e.
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Page 56. Express/HOT Lane Network
This appears to be the only "priced transportation" cliscussion in the transportation investrnents
chapter. it does not identif, how many miles of priced lanes exist now, or how much that
network will be expanded in the plan. Toll roads are included in the priced transportation
network, along with expless Lales, and HOT lanes, but are not includecl in the discussion,
Ilowever, TCA's Toll Roads are depicted in Exhibit 2.6, Regional HOT Lane Network. The
terminology should be sorted out,

Rec o nune n ded C I ariJic atio n :
' Retitle this section, "Express Lanes, HOT Lanes and Toll Roads: The Priced

Transportation Network. "

Table 2.6 should be retitled "Express Lanes. HOT Lanes and Toll Roads"

The text should provide brief definitions of each type of faciliqv that makes up the
priced transportation network, as Express Lanes, Toll Roads and HOT Lanes each
operate differently.

The discussion should include that express lanes, HOT lanes and toll roads generate
user fees thalpay for construction and operation oftheir facilities.

The text should discuss that all priced facilities in the SCAG region insure inter-
operability by using a cornmon technology. FasTrak, to collect user fees.

The text should establish the congestion reducing goal of priced transporlation. and
the associated c¡iteria pollutants and GHG emissions benefits of providing free flow
capacity that avoids emissions generated by idling. In addition, user fees provide an
economic incentive for cost-sharìngthat promotes ridesharing, which is beneficial to
reduced críteria and GHG emissions reductions.

Page 76, Conservation Planning Policy
The description of this policy requires clarif,rcation to express the intent of SCAG's Energy and
Environment Policy Committee and the coalition of more than 20 public, non-profit and private
sector interests, including TCA that urged SCAG to include it.

R e c o mmende d CIar iJic ation :

Adcl a paragraph that explains why the conservation prograrn benefits GHG emissions
and other criteria pollutants reductions. Specif,rcalli,, in addition to meeting SAFETEA-
LU lequirements, the open space lands conservation program would use natural land
acquisition to sequester (store) carbon, avoid GHG emissions, and reduce vehicle miles
traveled (VMT). This proposed program allows for early irnplementation and mitigation
opportunities. Jurisdictions would have the option to invest earl¡' in this open space
strategy rvhich offers immediate GHG emissions avoidance benefìts, while
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simultaneousll, proceeding with the longel term and plaming intensive projects to build
transportation centets near existing lesidential areas, or employment centers near transit
statrons, etc.

Suggested steps to develop a regional conservation planning policy should be expanded
to include the following key points supported by SCAG's Energy and Environment
Committee and the coalition that recommended this program:

Build upon existing open space land acquisition and open space programs in the
region, tailoring programs to each individual county in the region. These inciude, but
are not limited to, ocTA's Measure M Mitigation program, and rcA's open space
mitigation program, which has protecte d 2,200 acres in perpetuity to date.

a

Page 78, Greenhouse Gases
The draft document states that "The transportation sectoï, primarily. cars and trucks that move
goods and people, is the largest contributor [to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions] with 36.5
percent of the State's total GI-IG emissions in 2008. On road emissions (from passenger vehicles
and heavy duty trucks) constitute 93 percent of the transportation sector total." This statemeil
covers only part of the transportation system's GI{G emissions role. The text must recognize
projects that reduce transportation network GHG emissions by relieving congestion ancl insuring
free-flow conditions

Because GHG emissions fiom vehicles i¡crease in stop-and-go traffic, congestion relief projects
that eliminate bottienecks and maintain free-flow conditions actually reduce transportation
network GHG emissions, much as Transportation Control Measures are transportation projects
that reduce criteria pollutants. Further, the SB 375 Regional Targets Advisory Committee
(RTAC) recommends traclcing the performance of such strategies "to smooth exh.eme congestion
to more carbon-friendly speeds" in its final report to the California Ai¡ Resources Board.

Rec omnte n de d C lør iJíc atio n :
Inseft the following statements on page 78

Congestiot-t relief projects reduce transportation network GHG emissions, which
otherwise result from idling.

Pursue open space conservation in a voluntary manner, working with willing private
sector landowners.

Cousistent with the SB 375 RTAC's recommendation in its final report to the
Califolnia Air Resources Board, the RTP/SCS includes projects and strategies
designed "to smooth extleme congestion to more carbon-friendly speeds,"

A subset of projects inciuded in the Draft RTP/SCS recluce GHG emissio¡s by
providing relief of existing and projected congestion. These inciude toll roads,
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express lanes, HOT lanes, high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, and dedicated trucic
toll lanes.

Congestion pricing is a powerful transportation demand management tool
incorporated in the Draft RTP/SCS for reducing GHG emissions, scAG has
launched a two-year study of congestion pricing strategies that can provide needed
transportation fâcilities while reducing the region's GHG emissions associated with
vehicle trips.

Orange County's toil road networlc is a prime example of priced congestion relief
projects. The toll roads have variable pficing incentives tl-rat spread out vehicie use to
limit peak-hour congestion that leads to increased GHG emissions.

As a specific exarnple, SR 241 is designed to maintain fi'ee flow conditions that
reduce congestion on the regional transportation system. The SR 241 environmental
analysis documents transportation network GHG reductions from congestion relief by
means of variable tolls that rnaintain free-flow capacity,

Other specific examples of projects that reduce GHG emissions on the regional
transportation network include express lanes, HOT lanes, HOV lanes and dedicated
truck toll lanes for goods movenent.

Page 79, Air Quality
Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) are mentioned as mitigation measures, but are not
defrned or illustrated. The importance of TCMs needs to be clalified and expanded to clearly
communicate their air quality role in the RTP.

R e c o mme n de d C I a r i/ic øtio n :
. Provide a brief description of projects that quali$r as TCMs. Expiain tire role of TCMs in reducing emissions
' Provide a reference to the list of TCMs contained in the Conformity Technical

Repor"t.

Page 86, Financial Plan, lntroduction
The draft document states that n'We have successfully implernented toll systems in the past with
the Transpofiation Corridor Agencies' network of toll roads and the SR-91 Express Lanes in
Orange County. This kind of innovation in transportation continues as neighboring counties
within our region consider a broadel network of toll systems." However, the statement needs to
clariÎy the financial planning ìmportance of privately funded toll facilities.

R e c o ntmende d Clar i/ic atio n :
Priced transportation .facilities also provide the opportunity for financial imrovation. The
Orange County toll roads (SR 73, SR 133, SR 241, and SR 261) are privately funded.
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They provide congestion lelief and associated air pollution and GHG emissions reduction
without fuither stressing limited federal, state, and locai transportation funding.

Page 92, Core Revenues, Regional Revenues
Table 3,6. Regional Revenues, identified federal, state and local sources of transportation
funding for tlie plan. Nowhere in the document is the private sector funding contribution
assumed for the plan described, although toll road u,idenings, expansions. and new tolled
facilities that arc privately funded are included in the plan and in the total cost of the plan,

Accurately describing the extent of private funding is an important public disclosure,,and. an
important element of the financial plan that relieves the burden on limited f'ederal, state and local
transportation funding.

R e c omme nde d C I øriJic ation :
' Clarifr in the text the percentage of total funding contributed by private souïces.

This sum should include the privately funded Orange County toll roads (SR 73. SR
133, SR247,and SR261).

' A companion pie-chart, similar to Table 3.6, showing the split between public and
private funding would also clariÛu this point.

Page 103, Table 3.5 2012 RTP Revenues (in Nominal Dollars, Bilions)
The draft does not clarify how the cost of a proposed new VMT fee, increased gas tax fee, and
tolls and user fees would layer over each other. It appears that they would accumulate for
individual drivers, with a potentially significant economic impact on drivers and households.
Drivers paying to use toll roads, express lanes and HOT lanes would be paying twice for tbe
same rnileage.

Re c omme n de d Clarí/ic ation :
' The RTP/SCS should establish the principle that only one mileage fee should apply

for each mile driven.

In order to avoid double-cha¡ging drivers for the same trip, their common FasTr.ak
monitoring technology should be used to deduct priced mileage from any VMT fee
irnposed on drivers.

a

Page 145, Exhibit 4.l7,Land Use Pattern Orange Counfy (2035)
The southeriy porlion of SR 241 (ORA052), from Oso Parlcway to the San Diego County border,
has been inadvertently left off this map.

Recommend ed Clarification:
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Please show the SR 241 alignment on Exiribit 4.17 consistent with the project
modeling list and other transpoftation nefl^'ork maps in the Draft RTP/SCS.

Page 161, Performance Outcomes
This text should clearly state that performance lneasures and outcomes are not intended to apply
to individual areas or projects, but rather to the region as a whole.

R e c o mmen de d Clarifi c atio n :
We recommend that the following clarification be inserted:
' Performance measures and expected outcornes will be used ro monitor the RTp/SCS

at the regional level; these measures and outcomes are not proposed for use at the
subregional or project-specific level.

P nge 207,,Strategic Plan
SCAG assumes $100 billion will be available from a future VMT fee starting in 2025, but
funding for mileage-based user fee demonstration projects and irnplementation strategies aïe not
included in the constrained RTP/SCS; they are listed in the unfunded Strategic Plan.

Reco mntended Clørfficstion ;

' Demonstration projects and testing of the VMT fee should be included in the
constrained plan.

TCA would be amenable to participating in preparations for VMT fee demonstration
projects to ensure a common transparent inter-operable technology for pricing and to
avoid double-charging express lane, HOT iane and toll road drivers who pay -il.ug"-
based tolls,

Highwøys and Arterials Technicøl Report

Page 15, Express/ High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lane Network.
As with the comment on page 57 of the main RTP/SCS document. the technical report should
clearly include toll facilities in the description of projects ìncluded in this category. Ora¡ge
County toll roads are not calegorized as express or HOT lanes, but collect tolls äs a means of
insuring low-emission free-flow capacity and funding the construction and operation of the
faciiity. Toll roads integrate with express lane and HOT lane facilities via the common FasTrak
technology that allows irfer-operability and convenience for drivers,

Re commende cl CI ar ilíc atio n :
' Retitle this sectiou, "Express Lanes, HOT Lanes and Toll Roads: The priced

Transportation Network. "

Table 2.6 should be retitled "Express Lanes. Hor Lanes and roll Roads',
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The text should provide brief definitions of each type of facility that makes urp the
priced transportation network, as express lanes, toll roads and HOT lanes each
operate differently.

The text should discuss that all priced facilities in the SCAG region ensure inter-
operability by using a common technology, FasTrak, to collect user fèes.

The discussion should include that express lanes, HOT lanes and toil roads generate
user fees that pay for construction and operation oftheir facilities.

The text should establish the congestion rèducing goal of priced transportation, and
the associated cliteria pollutants and GHG emissions beneflts of providing free flou'
capacity that avoids emissions genelated by idling. In addition. user fees provide an
economic incentive for cost-sharing that promotes ridesharing which is beneficial to
reduced criteria and GHG emissions reductions.

Performance Meas ures Technical Report

Pnge 2, discussion of fypes of performance measures.
As with the conrment on page i60 of the main RTP/SCS document, the text must make clear that
the performance indicators ale intended to be applied to the RTP/SCS at the regional level and
are not proposed for project-specific application.

Re c ommended C lar{ìc ation :
We recommend that the following clarification be inserted:

' Performance measures and expected outcomes will be used to monitor the
RTP/SCS at the regional level; these measures and outcomes are not proposed for
use at the subregional orproject-specific level.

S CS B ac kgro un d D oc umentaÍion

Pages 36 and 37,Land Use Pattern Maps lor 2020 and 2035.
Both of these maps are inconsistent with transportation networlc rnaps in the document a¡d do
not include SR 241 (ORA052), specifically called out in the RTP as a TCM and priced
transportation ploject in southern Orange County.

Re c o tnmen de d C lar ffic øti.o n :
Please show the SR 241 alignment on the Land Use Pattern Maps for 2020 and 2035
consistent with the project rnodeling list and other transportation network maps in the
DIAft RTPiSCS.

Page 54, Pricing and Vehicle Policy Assurnptions.
This discussion only refers to a 2-cent per mile VMT fee; the Plan proposes a 5-cent per mile
fee. This confusion should be eliminated.
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R e c o mmen de d C lariJic øt io n :
' Amend ihe reference to a 2-cent VMT fee to a 5-cent per mile VMT fee starling

in2025, consistent with the RTP/SCS main document.

Add the following sentence:

' Toll roads, express lanes aud HOT lanes charge varying tolls per mile for use of
their facilities. Tolls are ploject-specific and typically vary by tine of day and
da1' o¡ tire week. Tolis collected for existing toll roads in Orange Count¡, ¿¡s
dedicated to operational expenses and retiring the bonds issued for construction.

Tr nnsp orta tio n C o nformifi Te chnic øl Reo o rl

Page 14, Toll Roads
The discussion of toll road assumptions specifically mentions express lanes and HOT lanes, but
not tolled facilities such as existing toll roads SR 73, SR 241, SR 133 and SR 261 in Orange
County.

Recommended Clarification :

' SR 241 should be added to Table 6 as a tolled facility and the effect of the toll
charges on it should be incorporated into the highway assignment procedure.

Table 6 should be retitlecl appropriateiy to include "Express Lane, HOT Lane and
Toll Road Networks." This change should also be made in the main RTp/sCS
document

Transportøtion S ec uritv Te c hnica I Report

General
This report addresses the need for the transporlation system to enhance emergency prepared.ness,
and transportation security and preparedness. Plojects that enhance the region's securily are not
identified.

R e c o mnte n decl C løriJíc øtio n :
Provide illustrations of transportation projects needed in the RTP/SCS to impr.ove
transportation security,. For example, the southelly extension of SR 241 provides an
altemative route comecting the SCAG and San Diego Association of Governments
coastal regions with very high current and projected travel voiumes. This route will ease
future plojected congestion to ensure critical capacity for access and evacuation in times
of environmental or other emergencies, such as eardrquakes, wildfires, traffic accidents,
ancl potential nuclear thleats at the San Onolre pìant. The need for an alternative route
was recently illustrated by the lack of evacuation capacity fi'om the 2007 North San
Diego County wildfires.
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DRAFT PROGRÄM EIR

General
llhe Draft PEIR sets forth 500 mitigation measures that SCAG states are "feasible" and
reasonable to assume that they will be implemented. Further, it is difficult to sort through these
voluminous mitigation mqasures to identifu those that are mandatory vs. advisory and those that
apply to transportation projects as opposed to other types of developments. This can be
improved by refornatting and clarifiing the proposed mitigation measures as follou,s:

Reco mme n de d C lariJic øtio ns :
' Provide a clear statement to the following effect: All mitigation measure

recommendatious to project sponsors and agencies are advisory, Lead agencies are
responsible for identifuing and addressing those rneasures they deem practical and
feasible, or applicable to specific projects.

Sort out mitigation measures so that those that are mandatory upon SCAG appear first
in each category and can be easily distinguished fi'om Besf Management Practices or
Best Available Control Measures that SCAG is lecommending to project sponsors
and other agencies.

For mitigation measures that simply restate existing regulatory agency requirements
or reconunendations, e.g. California Department of Fish and Game survey protocols
and mitigation requirements, teference the specific regulation and include in the
description " or successor regulation or guideline" so that as time moves forward thê
measure does not recommend out of date regulations or guidance.

a

Page 3.6-15 and 17 Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Transportation Networh lmprovements,
On page 3.6-15, the Draft PEIR states that the transportation sector is a major source of
California's greenhouse gases. Further, on page 3.6-l8, the discussion cites information on the
GHG emissions from new vehicle trips. However, in both places, the document does not clarifi
that certain transportation projects reduce greenhouse gases by virtue of their: design, location
and operation. Similar to the way that Transportation Control Measures reduce precursors to
ozone, projects that reduce congestion and idling reduce GHG emissions from the regional
transportation network. The PEIR must explain the relationship between GHG emissions and
congestion relief ancl the components of the RTP that provide congestion and idling relief on the
regional network.

Recommended C lo rific ation :
Consistent with our recommended clarifìcation for page 78 of the Draft RTP/SCS
document, the PEIR text should state the following on pages 3.6-15 and 3.6-18:
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Congestion relief projects reduce transportation network GHG emissions due to
idling.

Consistent with the SB 375 RTAC's recommendation in its final repolt to the
California Air Resoulces Board. the RTP/SCS includes projects and strategies
designed "to smooth extreme congestion to more carbon-friendly speeds.,'

A subset of projects included in the Draff. RTP/SCS reduce GHG emissions by
providing relief of existing and projected congestion. These include toll roads,
express lanes, HOT lanes, HOV lanes, and dedicated truclc toll lanes.

Congestion pricing is a powerful transpoltatìon demand management tool
incorporated in the Draft RTP/SCS for reducing GHG emissions. SCAG has
launched a two-year study of congestion pricing strategies that can provide needed
transportation facilities. while reducing the region's GHG emissions associated with
vehicle trips.

a

Orange County's toll road network is a prime example of priced congestion relief
projects. The toll roads have variable pricing incentives that spread out vehicle use to
limit peak-hour congestion that leads to increased GHG emissions.

As a specific example. SR 24I is designed to maintain free-flow conditions that
reduce congestion on the regional transporlation system. The SR 241 environmental
analysis documents transportatíon network GHG reductions from congestion relief by
means of variable tolls that maintain free-flow capacity.

Other specific examples of projects that reduce GHG emissions on the regional
transportation network include express lanes, HOT lanes, HOV lanes and dedicated
truck toll lanes for goods movement.

Maps 2, Project Description

General, SR 241 Missing from 2035 Base Maps
Please ensure that all 2035 base maps include the southerly extension of SR 241,For example,
lv4.ap 2.13, 2035 Grade Separation Projects, does not show SR 241, which will be completed by
2030, on the base map, while it is depicted on Map 2.6 an 2.8. Map 2.19, Land Use Pattern in
Orange County, does not depict SR 241; this is accurate only if the map is intended to show
2008 land use; SR 241 should be included in all maps for 2020 arñ,2035.

R e c o mnten de d C lnrific øtio ns :
Consistent with the transportation modeling network and TCM timely irnplementation
report, show SR 24I as part of the 2035 base map for all transportation maps in the PEIR.
Specifrcally, add SR 247 tol./.ap 2.13 andMap 2.19
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l. lntroduction

ln developing a project concept which can be advanced through the stages of
planning, environment, design, and construction, the project sponsor needs to

consider a "whole" or integrated project. This project should satisfy an identified
need, such as safety, rehabilitation, economic development, or capacity
improvements, and should be considered in the context of the local area
socioeconomics and topography, the future travel demand, and other infrastructure
improvements in the area. Without framing a project in this way, proposed

improvements may miss the mark by only peripherally satisfying the need or by

causing unexpected side effects which require additional corrective action. A
problem of "segmentation" may also occur where a transportation need extends
throughotf an entire corridor but environmental issues and transportation need are
inappropriately discussed for only a segment of the corridor.

The Federal Highway Administration (Fl-fWA) regulations outline three general
principles at 23 CF-R 771.111(f) that are to be used to frame a highway project:

ln order to ensure meaningful evaluation of alternatives and to avoid commitments to
transportation improvements before they are fully evaluated, the action evaluated in

each environmental impact statement (ElS) or finding of no significant impact
(FONSI) shall:

1. Connect logicaltermini and be of sufficient length to address environmental
matters on a broad scope;

2. Have independent utility or independent significance, i.e., be usable and be a
reasonable expenditure even if no additionaltransportation improvements in

the area are made; and

3. Not restrict consideration of alternatives for other reasonably foreseeable
transportation improvements.

The aim of this paper is to discuss criteria that can be used to select logicaltermini
(project limits) for development of a project. The primary discussion will be on the
first of the three factors mentioned above. However, all three are interrelated and

necessary to the development of an integrated project.

The remainder of this paper is divided into three sections. Section ll will further

define logicaltermini. Section lll willdiscuss several case studies covering factors
that can come into play in choosing termini, and Section lV will offer some
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conclusions

ll. A Definition of LogicalTermini

Logicalterminifor project development are defined as (1) rationalend points for a
transportation improvement, and (2) rational end points for a review of the
environmental impacts. The environmental impact review frequently covers a broader
geographic area than the strict limits of the transportation improvements. ln the past,

the most common termini have been points of major traffic generation, especially
intersecting roadways. This is due to the fact that in most cases traffic generators

determine the size and type of facility being proposed. However, there are also
cases where the project improvement is not primarily related to congestion due to
traffic generators, and the choice of termini based on these generators may not be

appropriate. The next section will show some examples where this is the case.

Choosing a corridor of sufficient length to look at all impacts need not preclude

staged construction. Therefore, related improvements within a transportation facility
should be evaluated as one project, rather than selecting termini based on what is
programmed as short range improvements. Construction may then be "staged," or
programmed for shorter sections or discrete construction elements as funding
permits.

lll. Sample Project Goncepts and Discussion

A. Case #l

US 22 is a ruraltwo lane facility without access control. A number of high accident
locations have been identified, and the need for the project is to correct site specific
geometric deficiencies between point A (Route 602) and point B (no intersecting
roadway).

Discussion: ln this case, the selection of A and B as termini is reasonable, given the

scope of the project. ln fact, for projects involving safety improvements, almost any

termini (e.9., politicaljurisdictions, geographicalfeatures) can be chosen to
correspond to those sections where safety improvements are most needed. The first
criterion, that the project connect logical termini and be of stfficient length to
address matters on a broad scope, is largely irrelevant due to the limited scope of
most safety improvements. Furthermore, even if other safety improvements are
needed beyond those in segment A-8, the project termini need not be expanded to
include these other improvements. The other two criteria still need to be met to
choose A and B as termini: the safety improvements have independent utility (i.e.,

they can function as stand-alone improvements without forcing other improvements
which may have impacts), and these improvements do not restrict consideration of
other reasonably foreseeable transportation improvements (such as major safety
improvements in an adjoining section, e.9., point B to Route 604, which could involve

changes in alignment of the segment currently under review). Also, all environmental
requirements must still be met. For instance, straightening of a curve through
parkland cannot take place without completing the necessary section 4(f) analysis.

B. Case #2

US 26 is on the eastern fringe of a rapidly growing urban area. Over the next 20
years, traffic growth and congestion are predicted for the section of roadway
closest to the urban area, between Route 100 and Route 200. Since US 26 also
serves as a through facility to points east, congestion will increase on the other
sections also. lt is proposed to deal with the worst of the congestion problems by
widening the road to four lanes between point A (Route 100) and point B (Route

200).

2of5 1211112012 9:52 AM
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Discussion: Widening between point A and point B could be implemented as a
reasonable project with logicaltermini, but several conditions would have to be met:

r The project serves an identified need to upgrade US 26 in the suburban area,
and stands on its own from point A to point B.

¡ The improvement will not force immediate transportation improvements on the
remainder of the facility (i.e., the project will not substantially increase
congestion or safety problems on the mountainous section of US 26 beyond

the problems under the no-build case). lf improvements are forced, there
could be project impacts severe enough (e.9., 4(f), endangered species) to
complicate completion of US 26 in the mountainous section, and this should
be investigated now. This would be to see whether alternatives for other
foreseeable transportation improvements have been restricted to the point

where environmental requirements will be difficult or impossible to satisfy.

r lf there is a demonstrated need for improvements in the entire corridor from
point A to point C, there may still be no funding available and no likelihood of
improving the entire corridor in the near future. ln this case, the project from
point A to point B could still be implemented providing the above conditions
were met.

r lf there is potential for improvements to the whole US 26 corridor in the near
future, and if there may be alternate alignments to satisfy the project need
that will change the alignment in the AB section, it would be prudent to
evaluate the entire corridor from A to C. Assuming limited funds, the suburban
sectlon could be programmed for staged construction first, and subsequent
sections could be reevaluated at the appropriate time. However, as long as
the AB segment represents a stand-alone project (i.e., all three of the criteria
in 23 CFR 771.111(f) are met), there is no environmental requirement to
consider the entire corridor in one document. The only issue that needs to be
treated with care is to leave enough flexibility in alternative selection in future
upgrading of the entire corridor so that environmental requirements can be
satisfied (e.9., don't build the AB segment in a way that it would be a "loaded
gun" forcing the upgrading to point C to take 4(f) property, which otherwise
would have been avoided).

C. Gase #3

The proposed project is a new interchange with l-28 at the north edge of a growing
urban area with options to upgrade an existing north-sor,¡th feeder/collector route,
Kellogg Rd., on a new location. The next interchange sorlh is at capacity now due to
1) new housing in the north end of town, and 2) a rapidly expanding commercialarea
at the existing interchange. The identified purposes of this project are to reduce
circuitous travel for north end residents and to reduce congestion at the next
interchange soúh.

Drscussion: At first glance, the logicalterminifor analysis are the points where the
new interchange ties in with existing facílities (Kellogg Rd. and Drury Rd.). Would
this action force other project improvements? ln this example, Kellogg Rd. and Drury
Rd. may be overloaded by interchange traffic. lf this ìs considered now, there may
be design options to address this withorf substantial change or disruption. lf this is
dealt with later, the options may be more limited. lf the only remaining option in the
future is to widen Kellogg Rd. and Drury Rd., there may be considerable disruption,
relocations, etc., which could possibly have been avoided. For this particular project,

the eastern project terminus was the intersection of Coleman St. and Drury Rd.,

since there was adequate capacity on Drury Rd. to absorb the traffic and no

additional improvements would be forced. The western project terminus was further
away from the intersection, since Kellogg Rd. did not have enough capacity to
handle the traffic from the interchange. The terminus in this case was where Kellogg
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Rd. intersected with Chris Rd. lt was demonstrated that Chris Rd. had the capacity
to handle the additional traffic and that no additional improvements would be forced.
Options for upgrading Kellogg Rd. included widening of the existing Kellogg Rd. or a
north-sor¡th feeder road on new alignment. Even if the project sponsor had decided
not to upgrade Kellogg Rd., the environmental document should have covered the
environmental impacts resulting from the congestion of this route (e.9., community
disruption, possible air quality violations).

D. Gase #4

This proposed facility is on new alignment, connecting Route 91 with l-17. Alternative
1 is shorter, connecting to l-17 at point A, and älternative 2 would tie in fudher east,
at point B. The primary travel on this new facility is to and from points east on l-17.
l-17 is four lanes west of point B and six lanes east of point B. Alternative 2 has

been designated as the preferred by the project sponsor. Alternative I was
proposed by a citizen's group to reduce the number of relocations and community
disruption. Cost estimates are $50 million for alternative 1 (to tie in at point A) and

$63 million for alternative 2 (to tie in at point B).

Drscussion: It is likely that an incomplete picture of the costs and impacts of
alternative 1 is being provided by only carrying the analysis as far as point A. For
both alternatives, consideration of impacts should continue to point B, or east of B if
there are likely to be any weaving or merging problems which will force changes in

the facility beyond B. ln this example, the four lane section between A and B, if
overloaded by alternative 1 , would force further improvements on l-17 which would
likely have additional impacts. Failure to take this into account would underestimate
the cost and overall impacts of alternative I and skew decisionmaking. As a result of
these factors, if Alternative 1 is considered a reasonable alternative, the discussion
of impacts should extend to impacts occurring at point B.lf l-17 will be able to
handle the increased traffic from alternative 1 without widening, then the discussion
could simply be a demonstration of that fact.

lV. Conclusions

The aim of this paper has not been to present all possible ways of determining
logical project termini, but rather to present a thought process that can be used to
make these determinations on a case by case basis. For the vast majority of
highway projects, the choice of logical termini will be obvious and non-controversial
For those few major projects where other considerations are important, the termini
chosen must be such that:

r environmental issues can be treated on a sufficiently broad scope to ensure
that the project will function properly withotf requiring additional
improvements elsewhere, and

r the project will not restrict consideration of alternatives for other reasonably
foreseeable transportation improvements.

By following this guidance, proposed highway projects will be more defensible
against litigation claims of project segmentation, and decision makers and the public

will have a clearer picture of the transportation requirements in the project area and

a better understanding of the project purpose and need.

For questions or feedback on this subject matter content, please contact Rtf h

Rentch. For general questions or web problems, please send feedback to the web
administrator.

pr¡*òù:þi¡"v i Fr;J;;;Ì t;¿;m;ron Ácì (ÈòAr I nòòe.'¡u¡i¡tv t-weù porci", & Not¡ces I No Fear Act I

Report Waste, Fraud and Abuse
U.S. DOT Horne I USA.gov I WhiteHouse,gov
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Orange CounÇ Project Listing

Local Highway

(ln $000's)

Air Basin Model RTP ID Route Begin

SCAB oRA0001

Description: PTC

tApAz RD (MURTLANDS/|-5 TO CHRTSANTA DR) WTDENTNG FROM 4 TO 6 LANES BRIDGE # 55C0215

End

12,250

System
L

Agency

Conformity Category Amendment
0NON-EXEMPT

MISSION VIEJO

CITY FUNDS

õÊÄñöeivi: ö¡¡À
ORANGE M - MPAH

ORANGË CO. MEASUdÈ M2 -
REGTOIIAL.CAPAC!ry . ._-.,
STATE LOCAL PARTNER

OR4000173 Total

70272245
200

5,420

1,521

1,275

1,275

10,193

6,960

1,019

200
1,521

1,275

1,540

317

200
1,521

1,275

201

6.122

Route Begin End System

201

Conformity Category
L NON-EXEMPT

1',l,408 Agency MISSION VIEJO

702

6,960

1,019

200
1,521

1,275

1,275

12,250632
1,275 1,275

12,250 6,1281,425

Air Basin Model RTP ID Amendment
0oRAO82405

Description:

240801

PTC

Widen Oso Parkway from Country Club Drive to lnterstate 5 - project will widen both the east bound and west bound directions from the current three lanes in each d¡rect¡on to four lanes in each direction.

ORANGE M - MPAH

ORANGE CO. MEASURE M2 -
REGIONAL CAPACITY
Srnre rciõÃtÞ-nRrNËR 

-

OR4082405 Total

R/V
350

- 
1,500 

- -6-,dôd

350
1,204

1,204
700 1,500 9,208

201 7

8,650

350

1,204

1,204
11,408

8,650

350

9,000

1,204

1,204
2,408

Conformity Category

8,650

350

1,204

1,204
11,408

AmendmentAir Basin Model RTP ID Route Begin End

2A0804

Description: PTC 31'4U

COW CAMP ROAD (4 LANES) FROM ANTONIO TO '1" STREET (Segment 1 of Antonio to Foothill Transportation Corridor)

System
L

Agency

NON-EXEMPT

ORANGE COUNTY

0

R/V
22,O00

3,717

3,717

29,434

4,717

3,717
31,434

1,000

22,000
3,717

3,7'17

29,434

201

End

6t2017

Conformity Category

1,000

1,000 4,717

3,717

31,434

ORANGE CO. MEASURE M2 -
RE9|.9NAL cAPAc.lrY
STATE LOCAL PARTNER

ORA0B2401 Total 2,000

Air Basin Model RTP ID

2,000

Program Rout€ Begin
NCRH3

PTC

System AmendmentProjectlD County
OR4112001 Orange SCAB

Description:

240704 TCM

7,986 Agency ORANGE COUNTY

Print Date: 81191201210:41:45 PM

¡ntersect¡on

3,421

18

Page: 3 of7

Moulton Smart Street Segment 3 Phase ll - From approximately 400' north of El Toro Road to 500' north of Santa Maria Avenue (0.7 miles) - lmprove roadway traffic capacity and smooth traffic
and on-road bike

5Prior
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RESOLUTTON OF TIÐ BOARD OF SUPtsRVISOA.S OF
OR.ÀI.IGE COUNTY. CALIFORNIA

Novcobcr 8,20O{

\ryHEREAS, Scctions 658læ et seq, of the Govcmnent Code u¡thorize Ée Couofy to

eater into bÍnding derelopmeot agreemæts to achisr¡e c€rtain publie pwposes; md

\ilIIEREAS, pursuaot to the starutory suûorizatioû cited abover Ëc Co,t¡Dty äE
establish€d procedlnes aoilæqr¡ir€meñ forthep¡ocesshgofpro,posd dwclqmeat agf€€ûcols;
and

\¡ffIEREå,S, Bogld of Supervisors Resoh¡tisn No. 02466 ætablishcs prscÆdures før tbe
processing of dorelo¡nncnt qgr€Ð€ats in the Cottuty; aod

\ilHEREAf¡, pt¡nrusut to Govcørmect Code Sectioo ó5300 et seq.,tbe County has adopted

a Geoeral Plan Ést p'rovid€s forresideati¡l, commerciat iadutial and public frcilities to mccf
the ñ¡tt¡re scods of tbe Cornty population as projectod h sd,optËd popl*Íon and grovrtb
forecssb; snd

WHEREAS, on Noveæber 8, 2004, this Boad ap'provcd ¿ Gencral Plaa Ânendment
(GFA0I-01) and Zone úæge{Z@l-Oz} aulhoríziag tbe development of the Rmå Plan
Flanaetl Corrawíty Project @e'grojecf) upoB I22,815 paroel of:esl ¡lrûp€rty owaed by
R¡¡cho Missios Viejo ('RlvfVJ md locatsd in southcrs Orange Co¡mty (tbe'?ropr!/) (see

Boa¡d of Supen'isors Rcsohution Noe. 04-.29l arô0{-292 and Ordincûce No. O4-014); d

WHEREAS, this Board's approvals of GPA.ûI-OI arld ZC01-02 were exprcssly
oonditioned upon RMV's satisfaction of ce¡tain conditions (tontlitions of,{pproval') obligating
Rlvfv tro províde specific public improvernearts to cnsu¡e that no publio facility or service
dofioimcics would oocur as a result of developnent of thc ProjWt upoû tbe Property; and

WHEREAS, RMV propos€s to ent€r into a dwclopmmt agre€ment (Developmezrt
Ägreeaneot') with the C,ounty for thc Property whereby Rtyfv would grovide a series ofpublic
benefie to the Cormty in exchange for the Counfy's assurano€ that (i) RMV's development rights
relative to the hoject would immediately vest asd (tt) tbe plsnnod commuaíty dwelopment
regulations a¡d ordinauces, dorelqmatplan strd oth€r cxistitg land tse ordinsnces and

roguletions of the Cor¡nty wor¡ld remain unohangcd rclativc to thc Project a¡d the Pmperty for a
p€riod ofaot tsss thnn 30 years; and

WIIEREAI¡, the pmposedDør,elopmrnt Agretmmtprovi(lce significant publicbeaefits æ
thc County aad theprùlic that exceed tbosc thst &e Couuty could otkrwise b€ la*fr¡lly obtained

or q¿ctcd tbmug! the entitlcment procesq ard

SÆREAS, trough commilnncnts coataincd in åc proposcd Develogncot Agr€cæst,
RMVhss ag!Ëed ûo poy or prroviilc more thårì its po-rata sh¿æ of cstain public fasílitics

b connection with tåe development of
frr thc Ðwelog.n€ût Àgeemeof ard

tbe Propctty ts ore elcment of csnsideraríon to ås

I

.AgrccøecOaAl
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Ail

Courûy

Caltrans/SJG

TCA

CountylTCA/RMV

TCA,RiJTV

RMV/Cotmty

Laguna Nigu€l

Lagune Niguel

Lsguna Niguel

Mlssbn Vieþ

JurisdidÌons

CalhanV¡¡lsslon Vlölo

$15,000

$3,840

E9

ü3,630

s1,957

$1.353

$1.,159

$4,726

$?4,400

Oher
(Nort-Pro¡ed)
Fundkrg Reqb

{000's)

$63,000

s1s,840

$4,726

$0

$10.000

$160

$1

$-¿.00Û

üA.160

s7,370

$sr¡

$676

$728

Totel Fr$ecl
Share (æO's)

s71

$n

$2.741

$0

s5.250

$160

$1

Proþd Fa¡r
Sharc (0O0's)

$7,000

s42,160

$7,370

$103

4P/o

7ç/"

crBD)

67Yn

4%

4%

4Yo

2*/o

0%

21%

roe<f
Fair Sha¡e

(%)

10%

67%

9235

$162

$175

$1,1S

s24,400

(r!¿c)

Note 2.

(rùA)

EnginÉering,
Adrnôn and

lncArects
(00os)

No(e 2,

(rNc)

(rNc)

s2,013

$8.262

$?5.0c[)

$4,t00

$10

tfBD)

Cctol
lmprovgmentg inc,

cootlrqency
(000's)

s70,000

t48,000

$11,000

$2,699

$1,866

Oso ead<way Widening in Mlssim Vleþ
Marguedb to 1.5

Allocate 50% of Remeinlng Admirvcoñt¡ng€ncy

La Pala Ar¡erue - Phas€ ?

Road lmprorem€ntÉ to Junlpgro Sene At þ5
lnterchange

Ramp fmpovamenb io SR 241

Exlsôd FTÞSouth ø Arløial connêdor (CÄ,\'
O€mp Road to ÉTC at Oso) (Coñtlngfficy
Prolectì

Antonio Parkway Widenlng

Croún Vdley Parkvay ånd C6bot Road

Crown Valley Parkwây ând FoÈss

W'rden Railroad BrËge along Cro,vn Valhy
Parl$rray

Circdafon lmprovøments

Saddlsbaddl-5 Connec'tors

Erterd Gow Carp Rod eäst€rly to sxisbrlg
Ortega

3'6.

ð?

30.

31

32

33.

31.

35.

2
b

4ô

29.

30"

7f01 Etu -
1û000 EDU

5001 EDU - 7500
EDU

Dewloprnenl
Mllsston€

lotals

Grand Total

Contrlbutlotr ln Ercee¡ of Falr Share

$304.65? $51,813

$3f8,465

$93,500 $143,775 $212,690

$50,275

NOTE$:
1 Thgs€ Flftdeds a¡e fully funded by OCTA/CALTRANS, fuqþcls Falr Share assumsd tc be avalhble for fÈallocation to oter StaÞ Hþhway pmþcts

included änd ls assum€d lo be lt¡e tôtÐl resÐonsib¡litr ot Caltrãns as åd{n¡ntshator of Ståt€ Hlghway syst€fit

Exhibit E
-3-t-lRy4043tx.ß

2 Crltråns SuÐDo{t Costdov€rheåd (h6 deË¡$rr)'ls ftcÈ
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RESOLUTION OF 1}TË BOARD OF SIJPERYISORS OF
OR.AI.IGB COI.INTY, CALIFORNI,A

Noveabcr 8,200É.

WHEREAÍI, Scctions 65864 et seq, of tho Government Codc authorize the County to

€ût€f inûo binding developneat agrecmcnb to achisr¡c c€rtaiß publicpurposes; and

\¡/HEREAS, punil¡ad to thc statutoûy nrtbuization cited abovq ùÊ CoE¡úy b¡s
e*ablished procoa¡res and requiæmenæ fbrths processiqg ofproposed develo¡mæt agrecmcnb;
md

WHEREAS, Board of Superrisors Resolr¡tion No. W-06É, estahlishcs FoceA¡¡res for tbe

processing of dcvcloprmcnt agreemeatsinthe County; aod

$fHEREÀtl, pusuant to Governmeat Code SecÊioo 6530t et sq.,6e County has adopted

a Geoeral PIan &at peovidee ôr rßid€ûtisl, oomræial i¡duúial æd public ûcilities to med
thc fi¡üra ncods ofúe County poprd*ion as projectod in adofled poprlatíor sûd ErCIcdb
for¿cssg and

11¡HEREå|¡, oa Noveæber 8, 20e1, thís Boa¡d apprroved a Gencral PlaB Am€ndm€ût
(CP.A0l-tl) aûd Zoae Chauge {2C01.02} authorizing the deirclop.eot of the Rmå Plar
Planned Comrnuníty Project ftre'?rojecf) upoa a 22,815 parael of real propetty owncd by
R¡¡cho Mission VÍejo (Rì,f\n aod loc¿tod in soutbtrn Oronge Cormty (the 'topcrt¡¡) (see

Boa¡d ofsupemisors Resoh¡tion Nss. 04-291 aad 0#29? a¡d ffii¡ascc No. O4-014); and

\I'HEREAS, ÉisBoard'e approvals of GPA0I-01 audZC0l-02 wera erprcssly
conditioneduponRlWf's satisfac-tionof cecaín cordÍtio¡s ("Conditions ofApproval) obligating
Rlvfv to provide specific public improvernents to ensurs that no public facility or serr¡ice

doficicosics would oesur as a resutrt of dwclopmcnt of tbo Projryt upon tbe Properly; and

\ryHEREAS, RMV proposes to entcr into a developmcnt agree¡¡¡@t ('Dwelopment
Agreerneof) with the Couuty for thc Property whereby RlvfV would provide a series of public
beriefig to tho County in exchange for tho County'e ar¡sllru¡rcs that (t) RMV's developmeut righb
¡elative üo the Project would immediately vcst and (iÐ tbe planned conmunity developnre,nt

rcgulations and ordinances, deneloprueat plan snd oth€r sxistitg lasd use ordina¡ces and

rcgulatíons of thc Cor¡nty would re,main unohangcd rclativc to tbc Project a¡d the Prnperty for a
period ofrct lsss ränn 30 years; and

WIIEREA¡¡, the proposed Development Agmmt provides significant public beacfits to
rb+ Counry and tbc public fhet p¡gaed tbosc rh¡l the Coucg cor¡ld othsrrise be ü¿wfully obtained

or €xsct€d througb the eatiilcmentprocess; æd

WIíEREÂS, thougþ commitocns coÉtaüæd i¡ tbcproposcú Developmcut Agtetm€d,
ruvflf hss a8Fced to pay or pmvido nor€ thaû its prp.rate shrt of certain public frsilitios roquir€d

io comectioa with tbe derrdopent sf the Prtpêrly ss oñe element of,ænside¡atioo to tbe

for üs Ðcnelopmæt Agr€en@q æd

T

Rrsotutícn.*FovhS ¡grc@d0aal
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thal OWNERS will contribute a Fair Sha¡e payment of $7,000,000 toward the conshuction of the

Saddleback College / I-5 connector ramps, In order to facilitate the implemeutation of these

improvements, O'WNERS are willing to accelerate the payment of their Fair Share obligation,

subject to the following terms and conditions.

& Timing of Acceleratcd P-ayment. OWNERS shall pay the aforesaid

$7,000,000 obligation into the SCRIP prior to COUNTY's issuance of a building permit for the

7,500th EDU fo¡ the Project. Payments are proposed in 1,000 EDU increments for building
permits issued from the 5,001st to the 7,000th EDU, and in 500 EDU increments thereafter until
issuance of the building permit for the 7,500th EDU. Namely;

$2,800,000Following Issuance of tsuilding Permit for
5,001st EDU, But Not Later than Issuance of

Building Permit for 6,000th EDU

$2,800,000Following Issuance of Building Permit for
6,001st EDU, But Not Later than Issuanoe of

Building Permit for 7,0û0th EDU

$ 1,400,000Followiug Issuance of Building Permit for
7,00lst EDU, But Not Later than Issuance of

Building Permit for 7,500th EDIJ

A matrix of the proposed pcrformance schedule for all Exhibit D contributions/obligations
(inctuding the foregoing) is provided in the attached Exhibit E (TransporLation Improvement
Phasing Pian).

b, Use of Contribution, Consistent with the provisions of the SCRIP, all
portions of the accelorated oontribution identified in this Section shall be used for the

implementation of the connector ramp improvem€nts described above,

Item No. 30 Extension of Cow Camp Road

The Conditions obligate OWNERS to financially participate in the easterly extension of Cow

Camp Road to Ortcga Highway. Specifically, the Conditions provide that OWNERS shall tender

a Fair Share contribution in the amount of $32,160,000 toward the construction of said extension

improvements, ln o¡der to facilitate the implemcntation of these improvements, OWNERS are

lviiling to accelerate the payment of their Fair Share obligation, subject to the following terms

and conditions.

a. Timing of Accelcrated Payment. OWNERS shall pay the aforesaid

$32,1 60,000 obligation into the SCRIP prior to COLINTY's issuance of a building permit ftx the

7,500th EDU for the Project, Payments are proposed in 1,000 EDU increments for building
permits issued frorn tbe 5,00lst to the 7,000th EÐU, and in 500 EDU increments thereafteruntil

issuance of the building permit for the 7,500th EDU. Namely:

t.rtu404304.E
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Following Issuance of Building Pormit for
5,001st EDU, But Not Later than Issuance of

Building Perrnit for 6,000th EDU

$12,864,000

$12,864,000Following Issuancc of Building Permit for
6,001st EDU, But Not Later thanlssua.nce of

Building Pennit for 7,00Ûth EDU

Following Issuancc ofBuilding Permit for
7,00lst BDU, But Not Latcr than Issuance of

Building Permit for 7,500th EDU

$6.432,000

A matrix of the proposed pcrformance schedule for all Exhibit D contributions/obligations
(including the forcgoing) is provided in the attached Exhibf E (Transportation Irnprovcment
Phasing Plan).

b. Use of Contribution. Consistentwiththeprovisions of the SCRIP, all
porlions of the accelerated crrntribution identified in this Section shall be uscd for thc
implementation of the improvernents described above.

Ilem No, 3I Antonío Parlcway úYidening

O'WNERS have been dctermined fo have a Fair Share obligation of $7,370,000 toward the costs
of widening that portion of A¡tonio Highway (Iocated within the unincorporated County)
extending southerly from Ladera Ranch Planned Community to Ortega Highway as a Major
arterial (hereaflcr, the Antonio Parkway Widening Project). The specific improvements
contemplate the addition of one lane in cach north/south direction (and the attendant widening of
thc Anfonio Parkway bridge). In ordcr to facilitate the prompt implcmcntation of these

improvcments, OWNERS are willìng to accelerate the paymerffilhei¡ Fair Share obligation,
and to underüaks certain otber obligations as described below, subje-cîtõ tìiFftillö-rÁiing terms and

conditions.

a. Timing of Accelerated Par¡ment. OWNERS shall pay the aforesaid

$7,370,000 obligation into the SCRIP prior to COUNTY's issuance of a building permit for the

7,500th EDU for the Project. Payments are proposed in 1,000 EDU increments fo¡ building
pcrmits issucd from the 5,001st to the 7,000th EDU, and in 500 EDU incrernents thereafter until
issuance of the building permit for the 7,500th EDU. Namely:

1 -uv404304.E
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THE ORAÈ.TGE COTINTY

äREGISTER
Rancho Mission Viejo's southernmost section still on the
bubble
By FRED SWEGLES
2012-07-13 08:27:51

Someday, a hilly section of Rancho Mission Viejo east of San Clemente
could become the site of untold numbers of homes and businesses.

The numbers are untold because Planning Area I - as the development
bubble is known - is on hold.

It's part of an overallplan that calls for 14,000 homes and 5 million square
feet of commercialdevelopment on nearly 23,000 sprawling acres of
south Orange County during the next 2O-plus years. The 500-acre bubble
bordering San Clemente and the north end of Camp Pendleton is isolated
from the other project sites and may be the last section built.

Three-quarters of the ranch's total acreage is to be kept as permanent open space.

Rancho Mission Viejo has begun grading the first development bubble, known as Planning Area 1, or Sendero,
690 acres at Ortega Highway and Antonio Parkway east of San Juan Capistrano. The ranch is working toward a
summer 20'13 grand opening for the first of 1 ,140 planned homes and apartments in Sendero, plus parks, trails,
a 1O-acre retailplaza, offices and a fire station.

The ranch plan approved by Orange County supervisors in2004 had eight planning areas. Of the three areas

closest to San Clemente, two were eliminated in 2005 to provide a wider expanse of open space next to the
1,200-acre Richard and Donna O'Neill Conservancy.

The latest maps released by the ranch show Planning Areas I ,2,3, 4,5 and 8. The first five are somewhat
contiguous, buffered by open space, and have well-defined borders. Area 8, south of the others and bordering
San Clemente, is shown only as a circle.

"PA B is a circle rather than an organic boundary like the other planning areas because we have to do five years

of arroyo toad migration-pattern analysis," said Dan Kelly, the ranch's senior vice president for government

relations. "And then use that data to determine the ultimate boundary for the planning area. We understand that

PA I is generally 500 acres."

Area B is the former site of an aerospace test facility run by TRW and Northrop Grumman. 1n2004, the area
was shown as 1,264 acres and the plan was for up to 1 ,200 homes there, plus a 25-acre golf resort, an 8O-acre

business park and a neighborhood retail center. Two other development bubbles, Planning Areas 6 and 7, were

behind it, separated by open space.

Environmental groups filed suit to challenge the county-approved ranch plan and, in a 2005 settlement, the ranch

eliminated Areas 6 and 7, essentially shifting those homes into planning areas closer to Ortega Highway and

leaving more open space beside the conservancy. Planning Area I shrank from 1 ,264 acres to 500 acres, but

there was no indication of how much development might go there.

Jeff Hook, a principal planner with the city of San Clemente, said the city has a keen interest in what happens.

The Planning Center, a consulting firm working with San Clemente city staff and a residents advisory committee
to craft a new San Clemente General Plan, will include Rancho Mission Viejo in a chapter on growth

1 of2 1211012012 5:16 PM
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management. Hook said a draft of the document could be ready in a matter of weeks.

"l think the General Plan Advisory Committee is going to be very interested in it," Hook said. The potential

development's traffic effects on Avenida Pico are one area of concern, he said, along with any urban runoff that

would drain into San Clemente.

Diane Gayno¡ a ranch spokeswoman, said each planning area will be better defined as the project moves
forward.

"The environmental-impact report identifies Planning Area I as an area for employment," Gaynor said. "That
seems logical today and could be logical in the future. However, when we get to PA I in the coming decades,

we will have a better idea of what is appropriate for the site - allwithin the limitations of the approved
program-level ElR. Howeve¡ there is no site plan for PA B today."

Contact the w riter: fsweq les@ocreq ister. co m or 949-492-5127

@ Copyr¡ght 2012 Freedom Communications. All Rights Resenæd.

Pr¡\äcv Policv I User Agreement I Site Map
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g ORANGE COUNTY Jess Á. CaúaJal, Dlrector
300 N. Flower Strest

Santa Ana, CA

P.O. Box 4048
Santa Ana, CA 92702.4048

Telephone; (714) 834-2300
Faxi (714) 967-0896

PublicV/orks
Out Coûrnunity, Out Comrnlamena

June 13, 2012

Mr. Kia Mortazavi, Executive Director
Planning Division
Orange County Transportation Authority
550 South Main Street
Orange, California 92863-1 584

Subject Cow Camp Road

Dear Mr. ruorþ=!ffi'

The Cow Camp Road (CCR) is shown on the Master Plan of Arterial Highways (MPAH) as a
six-lane road from Antonio Parkway to I StreeUfuture SR 241 Foothill Transportation Corridor -
South (FTC-S) and transitíons to a four-lane road from I StreeVFTC-S, east to Ortega Highway
The roadway behrueen Antonio Parkway and I Street (Segment 1) is approximately 1,2 rniles,
and contains two 1,400 feet bridges and wor¡ld cost approxirnately $60M.

The County applied for Measure MZ (M2l' funds for Cow Camp Road Segrnent 1 (construction
phase) on January 28,2011 and was awarded $8.3M on June 27, 2011. The application
specifies a six-lane roadway between Antonio Parkway to I StreeUFTC-S at a cost of $30M.

Subsequent to the M2 funding eward, the County determined that the cost of the six-lane project
was $60M and the $30M project estimate in the M2 apptícation was only for half-width of the six-
lane roadway. The County contacted Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) and
advised them of this discrepancy through the Combined Transportation Funding Program
(CTFP) bi-annual update process so the error could þe corrected, OCTA advised the County
that the County would either need to build the project per the M2 application or should return the
M2 funds and reapply for a lesser facility in the future.

The County has prepared an analysis of a "revised" M2 application, showing two-lanes (half-
width) on Cow Camp Road between Antonio and FTC-S and rated the application per the M2
review criteria, The analysis showed that such an application would likely score at least 44
points instead of 55 points (per the awarded M2 application). Since OCTA funded the M2
project applications that scored up to 37 points, the County feels that even a revised Cow Camp
Road application could have received funding had Ít been submitted as a two-lane facility at
$30M.

The intent of the Cow Camp Road M2 apptícation was to seek funding for the non-developer
funding contrÍbution for the cost to build a roadway connection between Antonio Pad<way and I

StreeVFTC-S that would improve South Gounty mobility; provide traffic relíef to Oüega Highway
and Antonio Parkway; support extension of the Tesoro extension of the FTC-S; and provide the
local funding match for the non-developer funding for this facility. These goals can still be
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achieved by building a $30M, two-lane roadway connections between Antonio Parkway and I

StreeUFTC-S.

The County would fike to request OGTA's support to use the awarded M2l$8.3M to add to the
developer funding to build a roadway conneclion between Antonlo Parkway and I StreeUFTC-S.
The proposed project will grade Cow Camp Road for all six-lanes, pave three-lanes, and stripe
two-lanes between Antonio Parkway and I StreeUFTC-S. This work will also include the
cornpletion of the storm drain system, detention basin, and water quality systems for the
ultimate six-lane roadway project. Other project elements would include the relocation of the
SDG&E 138 KV transmission main for the roadway; relocation of various existing RMV
improvements; access to the SDG&E Sub-Station in PA-2; and dedication of the full width right-
of-way.

ln a future construction phase, the second half-width of the roadway between these limits can
be paved and the second half-width of the 1,400 feet bridge can be built per traffic demand and
funding avaifability.

The County is committed to carefuffy reviewing afl components of the proposed design cost for
Cow Camp Road includíng utility cost to identify and fund only those project costs consistent
with the. Measure M2 guidelines.

Without the M2 local funding match, construction of this segment of Cow Camp Road will likefy
be left to an implementation schedule and strategy consistent with development phasing. This
approach witl compromiée South County mobilityand will likely jeopardize the FTC-S/Tesoro
extension as a timely connection of Cow Camp Road to the future SR 241 Foothill
Transportation Corridor that is necessary in order to obtain funding for the FTC-S/Tesoro
extension.

Thank you

Sincerely,

consideration of this request. Please call me with any questions.

lgnacio G. Ochoa, P.E,, lnterim Director, OC PublicWorks

Attachments:
Cow Camp Road Project Area Exhibit
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? ? ilil"ry 1,í112

CESPLRG (1i4s)

ME,iVf ORANDUM F OR RECORD

4 November 2011

SUBJECT: pre-Applioation Meeting with Transportation Coridor ,A.gencies (TCA) on TCA's

for Clean'iVater Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and

(SR)-241 Extensiot

1, A meeting was held Novemb er 4,20!1 between the Transportation Conidor Agencies

(Valarie MoÈall), U'S. Army Corps of Engi ian MÓore' David

òashnon, Cori Éarrar, Susan Mdyer), RBF ichard Beck)'

BonTerra Consulting (nofl lot]otton) and the lob Smith (Tyler Kruzich)

to discuss TCA's lewàst proposal for designing, evaluating, permitting and constructing a

portion of the or.iginall.y.proposed South Orange County Transportation ln-fra$tructure
'I,,'prou"n'"nt pro]ect (SOCffp; otherwise known as the "SR-241 extonsion') between Oso

raitway in Missi-on Vìejo, Orango County, California and Interstate-5 (I-5) near the Marine

Corps Base at Camp Pendleton in northern SanDiego County, California'

2. TcLprovid
projects pt*o. La

Þatawidening, on

to TCA, Cow CampRoad willbe a six-lane

is'in its final-stages'of design; Cow
and yyþen eömPleie would Provide a

,3 and.4 and Ortega Highway' The AvenidaLa

pata construction is targeted to commence in 2013 and RMV's Planning Area 1 is currently

irirg grr¿rj and will ,"*ppott approximately 1,300 sin_gle dwelling units when completed' with

,.qó;t" RMV's plaru,riig Areai 2,3 and4 no dates for construction start andlor completion

were disclosed to the CorPs,

3, TCA summari2ecl the outreaoh efforts conducted by its staff between 2009 and 2011 afl;er the

California Coastal Comrnission (CCC) denied coastal zone consistenoy certification in 2008 for
ect, which at the time was know¡l as ihe

d (A7C-FEC'M) alternativel. TCA explained

e common suggestions (eceived from
and implement the 16-mile toll road project in

phases, or segments. TCA also highlighted

bom-ttc. in his Deoember 2008 letter to T

consistency eertification that TCA reconsider p

d south t'om the SR-241 terminus at Oso Parkway and

iejo's Plarming Aroa 2 and west of Planning Area 3

nna O'Neill Land'Conservancy and through the inlancl
nty

development in San Clemente, California'
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CESPL-RG (1145)

SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transportation Conidor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's

Proposed Permitting Strategy for Clean'Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and

Authorization for State Route (SR)-241 Extension

avoid coastal zone encriraehments, suoh as the Central Corridor-Avenido La Pata Variation (CC-

ALPV) altemative. Based on the latter and coupled with public feedbaok solicited during the

outroach campaign, TCA developed a cohceptual engineering design fcir an initial segment that

would extend the toll road 4.2 miles south and terminate several miles inland f,'om the coastal

zone. TCA indicated they were uncertain what, if any, additional segments would be constructed

following this initial phase of construction and did not offer any detailed information as to how a

shortened alteinative without a dírect connection to Ortega Higlrway andltrr I-5 woutd aohieve

the prirnary pu{pose of reducing ftrture traffic congestion on I-5.

4. TCA and its representatives described the newly proposed project, referred to as the "OGX"
Extension project becauso of its proposed connection between Oso Parkway ("O') and the

proposed (future) "G" Street. The OGX Extension project would entar.l4.2 miles of new toli
road with four generàl purpose lanes (two lanes in each direction) and a center median that could

accommodate future vehicular lanes, transit or rail, The project limits would encompass aI20-
foot-wide corridor extending from.the existing SR-241 terminus at Oso Parkway south to the

vicinity of Ortega Highway and would terminate at the north end of RMV Planning Area2 and
just before San Juan Creek. The overáll viability and operation of the ptoposed OGX Extension

project would depend largely on planned and yetto-be constructed county roadways,

interchanges and RMV's future local arterials in order to provide an indirect connection with
Ortega Highway and ultimately I-5. The OGX Extension project would also include the

construction and operation of a tollplaza, although TCA indicated it may eliminate this project

feature if and when the Toll Roads implement an all electronic toll collection system,

a. The proposed OGX Extension project would ciosely-if not precisely-follow the

alignment of the first four miles (t-l-) of the original A7C-FEC-M alternative that had been

evaluated in the 2004 SOCTIIP Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Subsequent

Environmental Impact Report (DEIS/SEIR), which was also the altemative identified by the

Corps and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as the "preliminary" LEDPA as part of the

formal coordination prooedures prescribed in the NEPA/CWA Section 404 Integration Process

for Surface Transportation Projects in Arizona, Caliþrnia ønd Nevadamemorandum of-
gnderstanding. However, unlike the original SOCTIIP altematives which ranged between 8'7

miles and 16,9 miles in total length, the new OGX Extension project would be approximalely 4.2

miles long and end at the intersection of the yet-to-be constructed "G' Street in RMV's
undeveloped Planrring Area 2'

b, TCA indicated they are uncertirin what will ". ,,happen further south.. ." and that the exact

alignment of any future segments has not been determined due to further engineering studies,

environmontal constraints at San Juan Creek, needed regulatory approvals, and unresolved

2
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CESPL-RG (114s)
SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transportation Corridor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's
Proposed Permitting Strategy for Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and

Authorization for State Route (SR)-241 Extension

stakeholder concerns thatprecipitatedthe denial ofcoastal zsne consistency certification from

the CCC,

5. At the meeting, the Corps made clear the need for TCA to submit, in writing, its rationale and

supporting docurnentation that the nowly proposed 4.2-mile extension project is a "single and

complete project" with independent utility. The Corps conveyed ioncerns to TCA related to

National'Environm*ental Policy Act (Ì'[EFA), speclfically "Segrnênting" multiple projects

requiring Federàl approvals to avoid a more rigorous and/or public onvironmental review

ptó.6.for in other words, dividing the larger SOCTIIP (SR-241 toll road extension project) into

multiple segments, each of which individually may have minimal environmental impacts, but if
considered collectively would have 'fsignifLcarrt" impacts, The Corps asked for additional

information ftom TCA to support their assertion that thè initial segment has logical termini,

would function without other segments ever being constructed and that the initial "segment"

would not foreclose alternatives for other reasonably foreseeable transportation improvements.

TCA committed to submitting the informationwithin amonth (that is, on or around December 5,

20rr).

6. RBF indicated they are in the process of updating the Corps.verified jurisdictional

detemrination (ID) issued in Septemb er 2005 for the original SOCTIIP. Basod on the

information collected to date, RBF estimates approxirnately 0,1-acle of non-wetland waters of
the U;S. would be directþ impactod by the proposed OGX Extension project. The Corps

explained that a new (lrþdated) approved JD will be required for this projeot since the September

20b5 JD issued for the SOCTIIP has expired and that the new JD must follow the R.apanos JD

guid.ance. In addition, TCA mentioned that a

Énvironmental Quality Aet (CEQA) they are m to their

2006 SOCTIF Final SEIR and will incorporate and traffic

foreoasts and rrrodeling results into the supplemental CEQA doêumentation.

7. The Corps briefly described some of the relevant factors that would be considered in defïning

the Corps' scope of analysis under Section 404 of the CWA, NEPA, National Historic
preservãtion Aet and the Endangered Species Aot (ESA), atrthough it was mutually agreed that

until additional information is provided to the Corps it was premature to speoify a reeommended

permitting strategY. Regarding
antioipated schedule for the reis

alerted TCA to the Los Angeles
revoke the use of a number of NW?s within sp

Corps Regulatory Division representatives highlighted that N\ryP 14 will be one of those NWPs

,.ruók.d uttd tttrt.rore, will trót b. available for use (i.e., verification) within most of the San

Juan Creelc and San Mateo Creek watersheds, rcluding the OGX Extension project area.
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CESPL-RG (114s)
SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transportation Corridor Agoncies (TCA) on TCA's
ProposedPermitting Strategyfor Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and

Authorization for State Route (SR)-241 Extension

8. Based on the project vicinity and conceptual design maps referred to during the meeting, the

Corps noted that the OGX Extension project appears to traverse the Aquatic Resource

Conservation Areas (ARCAs) that have been designated as conservation areas through the

Corps' San Juan Creek and [(estern San Mateo Creek Watersheds Special Area Managernent

Ptan (SANIP) plarming process and Final EIS (and Record of Decision). The Corps also noted

that the propósed OGX Extension project appears to impact conserved ephemeral drainages and

contributing upland conservation areas that are considsred integral oomponents to the overall

ecoiogical success of the ARCAs. This might affect or limit the DA permitting options and

could preclude the authorization of certain development projects, like the OGX Extension

project, from occ'urring within designated conservation areas, depending on allowable activities

as defined by the SAMP. The Corps committed to research the details of the SAMP and review

it closely with regards to the proposed TCA project as well as the other proposed local arterials

and interchanges, the conservation commitments and requirements of RMV and available

permitting options.

a, With respect to the subject of permitting options, one of the questions raised during

the meeting was whether development projects proposed by entities other than RMV and the

Santa Margarita'Water District (who are the sole parties to the SAMP and as such have a

separate permitting system approved þyttr. Corps that was based on the environmental review

process conductêd as part of the Corps' EIS) would be eligibie for abbreviated permittin9{e.8.,

RGPs). TCA asserted that while the proposed OGX Extension project is essentially the same

project as RMV's proposed arterial roadway for accessing the future Planning Area 2, it is
environmentally superior to RMV's design because TCA included wildlife crossings whereas

RMV's arterial system does not, TCA then made the argument that because of this factor it
would be more advantageous to authorizethe OGX Extension project through an abbreviated

permitting process and consequontly usurp the need for this portion of RMV's arterial network

needed to support its master planned development'

b. The Corps explained that a decision will need to be made whether the Corps would

review TCA's forthcoming DA permit application undqr the existing NWPs2, an RGP, a

Standard Individual Permit (SIP) that only considers the OGX Extension project, or an SIP that

evaluates the entire proposed toll road extension project. In the case of an SIP, whether an EA or

an EIS is appropriate will depend on the decision of how the project will be evaluated under the

Corps' permitting process, the scope of analysis, and whether the Corps' federal aotion would

result in "significant" impaets affecting the quality of the human environment.

2 
The grandfathering provision for expiring NWPs states that activities authorized by the cunent NWPs issued on

Maroh-12, 2007 thai ñave comrnenced or are under contract to commence construction by Match 18,2012, will have

until March 1 8, 201 3 to completo the activþ under the terms and conditions of the cutrent N'WPs'

4
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CESPL-RG (114s)

SUBJECT: Fre-Application Meefing with Transportation Corridor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's
proposed Permitting Strategy for Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and

Authorization for State Route (SR)'241 Extension

9. TCA explained they plan to submit a DA permit application in February 2012 and the

proposed *ôhudnlt is to complete al and

rtate permits within 10-11 month 18

months from now (sPring 20t3).
TCA's proposed t.hìdot", particularly with the aints'

10. The Corps also.expressed çonoern ìMith TCA's expectation that the Corps would rely upon a
WS-ORIMCBCP-O8803 52l08F0487) issued

FHWA for the SOCTIIP's A7C-FEC-M
of the ESA consultation responsibilities on the

esolved legal concern, the Corps clarified and

emphasized to TCA that onoe a DA permit application is received the Corps will be the lead

Feáeral action agency under Section 7 and therefore will expect to lead and./or be directly

involved in all conespondence and communications with the Service at that time going forward'

11. Additional Corps' concerns not yet communicated to TCA include the reliance upon the
e permitt
"road to d

loped or d

before the construction of the OGX Extension p e. If the ect

the proposed project could be viewed as

elopment and environmental evaluation of a
cess to the future development area(s). Another

the SAMP to place approximately 18,000 aores

into consewation versus what infrastructure was plarrned as part of the permitting and

osnservationplans deleloped and to be implemented under the sAMP. To address some of

these m¿itter., th. Corps will eonsult vrith éthers, including Dr. Iae Chung, former Los Angeles

District SAMP Program Manager'

12. TheCorps asked TCA abPutwhat
pt":*t u, *Ë1I as the status of the four IP

A7C-FEC-M alternative following TC

Regarding Caltrans' involvement, TCA explained tt . ,, 1 ,

with Caltrans since the state will be the owner and operator of the toll road upon construction

completion. Ms. McFall indícated Sylvia Vega and Smith Deshpa¡de from Caltrans District 12

3 
Although the oGX Extonsion project rePresents a Podion of the latger A7C-FEC-M alternative that was evaluated

by the USFWS in their APril 2008 biological opinion (BO), there is legal concern if the Corps were to attempt to

enforce the terms and conditions in the BO and rely uPon an

lead action agency several years prior'

5

incidental take statement that was issued to a different
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CESPL-RG (114s)
SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transportation'Corridor Ago:rcies (TCA) on TCA's
Proposed Perrnitting Strategy for Clean Water Aot (CWA) Sestion 404 Review and

Authorization'for State Route (SR)-241 Extension

will ovçrsee the various Calhans reyiews andprovido technical as well as policy guidance, as

they did during the original SOCTIIP environmental review Brocess. Ms. McFall also reportod

that all the lawsuits were indofinitely stayed without prejudice.

13. A follow-up meeting was scheduled for 1100 houts on16 December20LI at the LAD
offioes,

Chiefi Regulatory DMsion
CF:
CESPL-RG-T (MaoNeil, Meyer)
CESPL-RG-S @radford, Farrar)
CESPLOC (Minch, Troxel)
CESPLRG (reader file)

6
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TransportationConformity 43

ORANGE

COUNTY TRANS

AUTHORITY

(0crA)

TCA

ORANGE

COUNTY TRANS

AUTHORITY

(0cTA)

10254

0RA050

0RAo51

0R4052

TCA

TCA

TCA

ORAO82618 PURCHASEPARATRANSITVEHICLESEXPAN-

sloN (Mlss¡0N vrEJ0) (11)rN FY09/10. 0N-GorNG
PROJECT.

6/30/2030 6/30/2030 6/30/2030 NOCHANGEINCOMPLETIONDATEFROM2()ll FTIPTCMREPORT

201512008 1213112020 1213112020

DUE TO CUT TO TRANSIT SERVICES, THERE IS NO NEED FOR ADDI-
TIONAL BUSES FOR THE TIME BEING.

NO CHANGE IN COMPLETION DATE FROM 2011 FTIPTCM REPORT.

ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION PER SCAG/TCA MOU.

2O15I2O1O 1213112020 1213112020 NOCHANGEINCOMPLETIONDATEFROM20ll FTIPTCMREPORT

ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION PER SCAG/TCA MOU.

2015t2010 12t31t2020 12t3112020 N0 CHANGE lN CoMPLETI0N DATE FRoM 2011 FTIP TCM REPoRT.

ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION PER SCAG/TCA MOU.

2O15I2O1O 611512030 6ñ5/2030 NO CHANGE IN COMPLETION DATE FROM 2011 FTIPTCM REPORÏ

611512012 6t15t2012 6t1512012

ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION PER SCAG/TCA MOU. TCA IS DEVELOP-

ING ENGINEERING PLANS, ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS AND

FINANCIAL STRATEGY TO BUILD THE 241 EXTENSION FROM THE

EXISTING SOUTHERLY TERMINUS AT OSO PARKWAY TO THE VICINITY

OF ORTEGA HIGHWAY WHILE CONTINUING TO PURSUE THE BALANCE

OF THE ALIGNMENT THAT CONNECTS TO INTERSTATE 5.

NO CHANGE IN COMPLETION DATE FROM 2011 FTIP TCM REPORT.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

SJHC, 15 MI TOLL RD BETWEEN I-5 IN SAN JUAN

CAPISTRANO & RTE 73 IN IRVINE, EXISTING 3/M/F
EA.DIR.1 ADD'L M/F EA DIR, PLUS CLIMBING & AUX

LNS AS REû, BY 2O2O PER SCAG/TCA MOU 4/5/01

Erc (RTE 24112611133) (RTE 91 T0 |-5/JAMB0REE)

EXISTING 2 M/F EA.DIR, 2 ADD'L MiF IN EA. DIR,

PLUS CLIMB AND AUX LNS AS REO, BY 2O2O PER

SCAG/TCA MoU 4/05/01.

(FTC-N) (0S0 PKWY T0 ETC) (13MD EXISTING 2 MF

IN EA. DIR, 2 ADDITIONAL M/F LANES, PLS CLMBNG

& AUX LANS AS REO BY 2O2O PER SCAG/TCA MOU

4ß5t01.

(FTC-S) (l-5 T0 0S0 PKWY) (15Mt) 2 MF EA. DtR BY

2013; AND 1 ADDITI0NAL M/F EA. DlR. PLS CLMBNG

& AUX LANES AS REO BY 2O3O PER SCAG/TCA MOU

4/05/01. #1988

ORA12O357 TRAFFIC SIGNALSYNCHRONIZATION SUBSTITUTION

TCM (REPLACTNG BRTS)
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Legend
Existing SMWD Utilities

1G-inch Force Main Sewer

I lGinch Force Main Sewer

16-inch Non-Domestic \A/ater

- 

M\A/D oojnch Transrnission Main
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LOS AHGELES DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O BOX 532711
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90053-2325

REPLY TO

ATTENTION OF November 5,2012
Office of the Chief
Regulatory Division

Ms. Valarie McFall
Environmental Services Director
Transportation Corridor Agencies
125 Pacifica, Suite 100
Irvine, Califo¡nia 926lg-3304

suBJEcr: Determination regarding requirement for Department of the Army permit

Dear Ms. McFall:

I am responding to a letter transmitted to our office on october 24,2012from RBF
ail request, dated october 15,2}rz,for ciarificatil;" whether apermit is required for the proposed srate Route i+i rin-z+rloject, located in southem orange county, cariromiu'icorps File

The u's' Army corps of Engineers(corpÐ evaluation process for determining whether aDA permit is needed involves t tests. The frrst test deteÁines whether or not the'proposedproject is located within or co s a water of the unite¿ siuie. (i.e., whether it is within theCorps'geographic j
includes an activity t
section l0 of the Ri
located within the corp^s' geographic jurisdiction, thcn a permit-would be required. As part ofour evaluation process for the propo."O project, we have -uJ" t¡" determination below.

Geographic j ur is diction:

. Based on the previously-majled approved jurisdictional determination, datedAugust 13,2072' we have detern ined thè proposed sR-241 resoro Toll Road Extension projectsite contains waters of the united states pùrsuant to 33 c.F.R. $ 325.9.

Activity:

Based on the project description you have fi¡mished, we have determined the proposedwork is not an activity exempt under section 404 ofthe cwA and therefbre, were it to occur inwaters of the united state_s (refer to ,,Geographic jurisdiction,,above), it would i*irr" udischarge of dredged or fill material and õo,rta bó regulated unJer section 404 of the CwA.
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RequiremenÍ for a Department of the Army permit:

ct information provided to our offrce, we have
o our jurisdiction under section 404 of the CWA
s the activities are performed in the manner
e from RBF Consulting and as shown on the
Hill and Saddleback Constructors (TCA, April
le waters of the United States occur within the

ndicate these features would be avoided and no
ers of the United States. Notwithstanding our
be regulated under other Federal, State, and

. If you have any questions, please contact Ms. susan A. Meyer of my staffat g0g-g35-45gg
or via e-mail at susan'a-meyer@usace.army.mil. Please be advisèd that yóu can now comment
on your experience with Regulatory Division by accessing the corps wet-based customer surveyform at : http: I I p er2 .nwp. usace. aÍny. mi Vsurvey. html.

Sincerely,

2

David J. Castanon
Chief, Regulatory Division

Enclosures (5)
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

lxnlbit I - corps Jurisdiction Map lof 2 w/ proposed project Superimposed
Exhibit 2 - corps Jurisdiction ly'rap 2 of 2 wlproposed project superimposed
Sam Creek (Drainage .l) Bridge - General plan
Sam Creek Bridge (Drainage J) - Foundation plan
Sam Creek Crossing (Drainage J) - Sections

CF:
Mr. Tay Dam, Federal Highway Administration
Ms. sylvia v"gq california Department of Transportation, District 12
Mr. Darren Bradford, Regional Water euality Control Board
M¡. Richard Beck, RBF Consulting
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Enclosure 1

Exhibit I - Corps Jurisdiction Map lof 2
w/ Proposed Project Superimposed

(Corps File No. SPL-2012-001 96-SAM)
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Enclosure 2

Exhibit 2 - Corps Jurisdiction Map 2 of 2
w/ Proposed Project Superimposed

(Corps File No. SPL-2012-00196-SAM)
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Enclosure 3

Sam Creek (Drainage J) Bridge - General Plan
(Corps File No. SPL-2012-00196-SAM)
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Enclosure 4

Sam Creek Bridge (Drainage J) - Foundation plan
(Corps File No. SpL-2012-00196-SAM)
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Enclosure 5

Sam Creek Crossing (Drainage J) - Sections
(Corps File No. SPL-2012-00196-SAM)
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CESPL-RG (114s)

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

16 December 2011

SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transportation Corridor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's
Proposed Permitting Strategy for Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and

Authorization for the Proposed State Route (SR)-241 Extension

1. A meeting was held December 16, 2011 between the Transportation Corridor Agencies

(Valarie McFall), U.S, Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District (David Castanon, Larcy

Minch, Cori Farrar, Spencer MacNeil, Susan Meyer), RBF Consulting (Ruth Villalobos, Richard

Beck), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Tannika Engelhard) and the lobbying firm Capri, Clay &'

Smith (Tyier Kruzich) to discuss TCA's proposal for designing, evaluating, permitting and

constructing an approximate 4.S-mile-long toll road extension between Oso Parkway in Mission

Viejo and Cow Camp Road located within Rancho Mission Viejo's (RMV) yet-to-be constructed

Planning Area (PA) 2 in south Orange County, Califbrnia. The meeting purpose was to advance

pre-application discussions between the Corps and TCA (the future Department of the Army
permiiappticant) regarding the proposed SR-241 toll road extension project and gain a clearer

. understanding of the proj ect purpose and need, the proj ect descripti on and the appropriate section

404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) permitting approach.

2. In reference to the meeting agenda (enclosed) and Ms. Valarie McFall's correspondence to

Mr. David Castanon, dated December 7, 201 1, no clear or succinct project purpose was

articulated by TCA, although TCA emphasized the purported economic benef,rts the proposed

toll road extension project would generate in terms ofjob creatíon. TCA then described some of
the modifications that were made to the project description since the last pre-application meeting

held with the Corps. Specifically, TCA explained the proposed project has been modif,red to

now extend 4.5 miles south from Oso Parkway, following the same alignment as the 2009 A7C-

FEC-M alternativer, and terminate at Cow Camp Road with an at-grade connection' Originally,

TCA had proposed the project's terminus at "G Street", a yet-to-be-constructed arterial that is

part of RMV's planned circulation element for its PA2. According to TCA (Valarie McFall),

th" Co* Camp Road connection would serve as an "interim" connection and eventually if and

when RMV constructs the PA 2 transportation infrastructure (i.e., I, J and G streets) the Cow

Camp Road connection would be removed (or abandoned) and relocated to the future "G" Street

where a new SR-241/"G" Street connection would be constructed. According to TCA, their

preliminary traffic analysis suggests a connection at "G" Street would be favorable to a

õonnection at Cow Camp Road in terms of overall mobility and circ :lation, particularly with

' The Alignment 7 Corridor-Far Ëast Crossover-Modified (A7C-FEC-M) alternative was the preferred altemative

selected ty TCA and Federal Highway Adrninistration followingthe public circulation of the Draft Environmental

Impact Státement/Subsequent EÑironmental lmpact Report for the South Orange County Transportation

Inûastructure lmprovemånt project (SOCTIIp). The A7C-FEC-M alternative was later denisd coastal consistency

under the Coastai Zone Management Act by the Califomia Coastal Commission and as a consequence' TCA

withdrew its DA permit appliãation, Undeithe SOCTIIP, the A7C-FEC-M alternative was l6 miles in length and

extended south from t¡. dn-Z+t terminus at Oso Parkway and continued to traverse south and just east of Rancho

Mission Viejo's planning Area2 and west of Planning Area 3 where it crossed Ortega Highway, then passed

through the bonna o,Ne]ll Land Conservancy and through the inland portion of the San onofle State Beach Park

where it ultimately connected to l-5 at the orange/san Diego county line.
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CESPL-RG (114s)
SUBJECT: Pre.Application Meeting with Transportation Conidor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's
Proposed Permitting Strategy for Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and
Authorization for the Proposed State Route (SR)-241 Extension

respect to future traffic flow on Cow Camp Road and Ortega Highway (SR-74). On this point
TCA and RBF noted that transportation planners at the county and state (Caltrans) object to a
long-term/permanent connection of a four-lane (or greater) facility with Cow Camp Road
purportedly due to induced congestion on Cow Camp Road that would be created by the
installation of additional traffic lights needed to accommodate such a major connection. TCA
explained that transportation planners have indicated the close proximity of such intersections
would impede traffic flow and exacerbate an already congested segnrent of Ortega Highway.
'lhese foreseeable operational issues raised concerns for the Corps in terms of substantiating
logical termini and independent utility of the 4.5-milelong segment and as a consequence, the
Corps indicated to TCA they will likely need to provide additional analysis and documentation to
justifr why they would propose to terminate the toil road at a connection known to be
undesirable and logistically infeasible.

a. Based on TCA's presentation and the back-and-forth discussion that ensued, it
appeared to the Corps the overall viability and operation of the modified SR-241 extension
project would be dependent upon implementation of new or improved county roadways, new
interchanges and implementation of RMV's future local arterials (many of which are
unpermitted at this point in time). While TCA did not articulate the project need or project
purposet the Corps inferred from the information provided by TCA during the meeting that a
connection to one or more of RMV's future arterial roads or the planned improvements to Cow
Camp Road is necessary in order to provide adequate local and regional circulation and mobility;
without such connections the proposed SR-241 extension project could constitute a 'road to
nowhere'

b. According to TCA, RMV's development plan includes a supporting circulation system
and associated infrastructure, including a north-south alterial ("F" Street) that olosely resembles
the proposed SR-241 toll road extension, although the two differ at their northern limits near the
upper PA 2 and Oso Parkway. where TCA's toll road encroaches into areas designated for
phased conservation under the San Juan Creek/l\/estern San Mateo Creek lTatershecls Special
Area Management Plan (SAMP) and USFWS' Habitat Conservation Plan. The TCA explained
that as planned "F" Street would have an 80-foot-wide right-of--way and two lanes of traffic in
either direction, similar in capacity to the proposed SR-241 extension project. Although the two
conceptual facilities would be similar in terms of length and number of lanes, TCA asserted the
toll road would be superior to RMV's "F" Stlest due to several design features that were
elaborated upon later in the pre-application meeting (reference paragraph 5.a below).

3. The Corps questioned TCA about the timing of RMV's development plans and whether the
downturn in the local economy has affected, or would be expected to affect, the schedule of
RMV's implementation of theìr eight planning areas and associated infrastructure or whether
possible delays in RMV's construction would adversely impact the utilization and/or need for the
toll road, TCA committed to providing the Corps with RMV's construction schedules for
Planning Areas l-8 to help gauge when certain areas of the overall RMV development master
plan would be implemented. According to RBF and TCA. the existing Cow Camp Road is a

2
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CESPL-RG (r 14s)
SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transportation Corridor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's
Proposed Permitting Strategy for Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and
Authorization for the Proposed State Route (SR)-241 Extension

privately owned road used for agricultural access. The Corps (Cori Farrar) pointed out that
RMV's PA I and "upgrades/improvements" to a portion of Cow Camp Road have been
permitted by the Corps, but RMV has not submitted a DA perrnit appúcation for PA 2 nor foi the
eastern segment of Cow Camp Road and theret-ore neither of these development projects are
authorized under section 404 of the CWA.

4. TCA reiterated the fäct they have no defìnitive plans to construct any additional segments
beyond the proposed 4.5-mile-long extension project. However, there was concern expressed by
the Corps (Spencer MacNeil) on this point, particularly since TCA's own documents indicate
plans to the contrary. While an exact alignment may not be identified at this time, TCA
publications and internal staff recommendation reports document the intent to build additional
toll road segments that would connect to I-5. In this context, the Corps reiterated its previous
guidance to TCA that they provide data and inf-ormation to the Corps in order to develop a clear
understanding of the project need, overall project purpose and cumulative impacts, all of which
would be expected to help determine whether the proposed 4.5-mile-long toll road segment
would constitute impermissible segmentation under the National Environmental Policy Act

G\fEPA) based on 9th Circuit case law. The Corps (Lany Minch) conveyed legal concerns to
TCA related to NEPA, specifically "segmenting" multiple projects requiring Federal approvals

to avoid a more rigorous and/or public environmental review process; or in other wotds, dividing
the larger SR-241 toll road extension project into multiple segments, each of which individually
may have minimal or less than significant environmental impacts, but if considered collectively
would have "significant" impacts, indiviclually or cumulatively. The Corps asked for additional
information from TCA to support their assertion that the initial segment would not have to

consider cumulative impacts and there would be no impermissible segmentation under NEPA;
TCA committed to submitting the requested information.

a. In the context of legal concerns, the Corps briefly explained to TCA the meaning
behind "connected", "similar", and "cumulative" actions (40 C.F.R. $ 1508.25 and $ 1508.23) as

well as cumulative "impacts" (40 C.F.R. $ 1508.7) and the applicability (or lack thereof) of these

requirements to the proposed SR-241 toll road extension project. The Corps indicated to TCA
these factors, among others, will influence how the Corps determines its NEPA, Endangered

Species Act (ESA) and National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) scope of analysis and the

overall breadth of the NEPA analysis (i.e., EA versus EIS),

b. Notwithstanding the uncertainty surrounding a full toll road alignment that connects to

the I-5 as envisioned by TCA in its SOCTIIP documentation or the outcome of RMV's future

development plans, TCA emphasized their desire to complete the federal and state environmental

documèntation and obtain all necessary clearances (e.g., permits) by October 2012 so they would

be in a position to commence consffuction in early 2013.

5. Regarding possible permitting approaches, the Corps discussed the anticipated schedule

(March 18,2012) for the reissuance of the nationwide permits (l',lWPs) and alerted TCA to the

ios Angeles District's proposed 2012 rcgional conditions, one of which will revoke the use of a

3
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SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transpoftation Corridor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's
Proposed Permitting Strategy f'or Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and
Authorization for the Proposed State Route (SR)-241 Extension

number of NWPs within specific geographic areas upon the 2012 NWP re-issuance. Corps
Regulatory Division representatives highlighted that NWP l4 (Linear Transportation Projects)
will be one of those NV/Ps revoked and therefore. will not be available for use (i.e., verilìcation)
within most of the San Juan Creek and San Mateo Creek watersheds, including the proposed SR-
241 extension project area. The Corps (Cori Farrar) further explained the Final EIS and record
of decision (ROD) for the SAMP never envisioned a toll road being evaluated under a letter of
permission (LOP), largely due to the fact that up until 2008/09 TCA was pursuing the toll road

Project under a separate NEPA/CEQA process, including a standard individual permit (SIP).
Furthermore, TCA was not a participating party (applicant) in the SAMP process; RMV and the
Santa Margarita Water District are the only signatories to the SAMP anil therefore, the only
entities subject to all agreements, commitments and processes stemming from the SAMP. The
Corps (Cori Farrar) conveyed to TCA that the toll road, whether in its entirety or in segments, is
not a covered activity that could be evaluated under the abbreviated permitting options available
vis-à-vis the SAMP and as a result, TCA would not be eligible for abbreviated Letter of
Permission (LOP) permitting under the SAMP. Specifically TCA would be ineligible for an
LOP or a nationwide permit (NWP) and therefbre would need to apply for DA authorization
under an SIP.

a. TCA explained the SR-241 toll road would in essence replace the need for RMV's
proposed "F" Street and then rebutted the Corps' opinion on the ineligibility of the toll road for
abbreviated permitting by asserting that while they were not a party to the SAMP, the proposed
SR-241 toll road extension project would be consistent with the principle tenets of the SAMP
and would be environmentally superior to RMV's proposed "F" Street due to the planned
wildlife crossings, vegetated center median that could accommodate future general purpose lanes
or support transit, and the added water quality treatment design features (e.g., Austin sand filters
and bioswales). The Corps disagreed with TCA's premise that the toll road is environmentally
superior to "F" Street and specifically explained concems related to the proposed toll road
alignment in the northemmost portion of the study area (adjacent to Planning Area 1) where the
toll road alignment would deviate from RMV's arterial roadway route by a measurable distance.
According to TCA's preliminary design maps, a portion of the SR-241 toll road extension
project would encroach into designated conservation areas located within Chiquita Canyon
which is considered a valuable ecological component to sustaining the integrity of both the
SAMP's aquatic resource conservation areas and the U.S. Fi.sh and Wildlife Servìces' Habitat
Conservation Plan. The Corps further stated that the wildlife crossings and state-oËthe-art water
quality features for treating road surface run-offproposed by TCA are not design features that
are unique or limited to a toll road and in fact, could be design f'eatures incorporated into RMV's
"F" Street as part of the Corps firture permit application review process under the SAMP
umbrella, if needed for purposes of the public interest and/or avoidance and minimizatton of
impacts.

6. TCA provided a summary of the status of several pending actions as follows:

4
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SUBJECT: Pre-Application Meeting with Transportation Corridor Agencies (TCA) on TCA's
Proposed Permitting Strategy for Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Review and

Authorization for the Proposed State Route (SR)-241 Extension

a. RBF is almost complete with the updates to the Corps-verifred jurisdictional

determination (JD) issued in September 2005 for the original SOCTIIP and plans to submit the

draft report to the Corps prior to the next pre-application rneeting. Although time was short to

address details, the Corps mentioned the need to conduct a tunctional or condition assessment,

such as CRAM, on the flrrst and second order streams that would be impacted by the proposed

project.

b. An amended Clean Water Act section 401 water quality certification is being sought

by TCA. According to TCA (Valarie McFall), the San Diego Regional Water Quality Board

requested TCA replace the originally designed extended detention basins with Austin sand filters
(roughly four sand filters) and include some bioswales. TCA indicated they are amenable to the

RWQCB's request and will accommodate these design changes.

c. The Califomia Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) section 1602 streambed

alteration agreement (SAA) issued in 2008 is valid through 2013. Accordingly, TCA does not

plan to re-apply for a new SAA, although CDFG requested TCA submit a two-page amendment

lor CDFG's administrative record. TCA's consultant is working on this documentation.

d. The draft biological assessment (BA) that wiil be necessary for the Corps to initiate

consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) under section 7 of the ESA has

been prepared by BonTerra Consulting and TCA intends to submit the draft document

simultaneously to the Corps and USFWS fbr review'

7. Since NWPs, RGPs and LOPs are not or will not be available to TCA, the proposed project

will most likely be evaluated under an SIP. Without additional information from TCA, the

Corps could not determine whether an EA or an EIS would be appropriate, The Corps' NEPA,

ESÀ and NHPA scope of analysis and determination of whether the Corps' federal action would

result in a "signifi.cant" effect on the quality of the human environment would depend on a

number of factors that currently require further discussion with TCA and others as well as

additional data, analysis and infbrmation. If the SR-241 extension project is constructed with the

intent and effect of replacing RMV's planned "F" Street arterial, then TCA's proposed toll road

could be viewed as t'acilitating development and in turn may necessitate an evaluation of a range

of reasonable altematives that could fulfill the project purpose of providing access to the future

development area(s), In other words, if the primary need or justification for the 4.5-mile-long

toll road segment is to accommodate future local access to RMV's planning areas and improve

future mobility to/from and within the planning areas based on projections of future growth (i'e.,

increased ridership and average daily tiips attributed to the build out of RMV's "Ranch Plan'),

then RMV's own transportation infrastructure already achieves this basie need since RMV

designed their circulatiõn element to be independent of the need for any toll road. Ifì however.

TCÀ,s project purpose is to improve future traffìc congestion on I-5 and increase regional

mobility unA góoar movement on the regional arterial network, then under NEPA it would be

intuitivã that ÍCA (and ostensibly the Corps) consider alternatives other than, or in addition to, a

4.S-mile-long segment that terminates at a location fär lrom the I-5. The point stressed by the
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Corps was that the statement of need and project purpose is critical because it will drive the
range of alternatives. Hence, the Corps staff reinforced the importance of TCA formally
articulating its project need and purpose.

8, Action items included the following:

a. TCA to provide the Corps with RMV's construction schedules for PAs 1-8;

b, TCA to provicle the Corps with a written statement of the project need and proposed
project purpose from the applicant's perspective;

c. Corps to look into how the Final EIS and ROD for the San Juan Creek/Western San
Mateo creek watersheds SAMP treated "F" sheot in the overall analysis;

d. Corps to investigate how futue outside or non-SAMP participants weïe envisioned to
use (or not) LOFs in the SAMP arca; and

e. TCA to compile information on cumulative impacts and impermissible segmentation
under NEPA to assist the Corps' determination of whether an EA or EIS would be nãeded,

9. A follow-up meeting was scheduled for January 27,2012 at l0:00 a.m. in the Los Angeles
Distriot ofFrce.

Encl

CF:
CESPL-RG-T (MaeNeil, Meyer)
CESPL-RG-S (Bradford, Farrar)
CESPL-OC (Minch, Troxel)

-David J. Castanon
Chief, Regulatory Division
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Mever, Susan A SPL

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meyer, Susan A SPL
Tuesday, March 13,2012 8:15 AM
Farrar, Corice J SPL
RE: SR-241 Tesoro Toll Road discussion re: economics/financial data and independent utility
(UNcLASS¡FrED)

CIassifiCAtiON : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Thunsday sounds good ... I didn't have a specific timeline in mind fon assembling all oun
updates, but pnobably the soonen, the better so we're not caught in a completely neactive
mode with oun extennal communications with TCA. That being said, I suspect it wiII take some

time on the part of OC to develop theín legal responses, etc.

That would be great to see you in Pontland. I guess Monday and Friday of that week are
considered travel days, but f'm planning to fly Ín late the pneceding week since I'm bnÍnging
Noah with me so he can stay with my famíIy while f'm at the tnaining. Hope you make it!

Susan

-- ---Original Message--- - -
From: Farnar, Conice J SPL

Sent: Tuesday, Manch 13, 2øI2 9:16 Avl

To: Meyer, Susan A SPL

SubJeci: ift SR-241 Tesoro ToIl Road discussion ne! economics/financial data and independent

utility (UNcLASSIFIED)

ClassificatÍon : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Thanks Susan. Hope all is well '

I'm going to focus on this on Thursday. I have a meeting tomonrot,J that I have to prepane fon
today. Hope that works okay with youn schedule.

P.S. I may see you in Portland in April at the workshop.

Cori Fanrar
Chlef, orange & RÍvenside Counties Sectíon South Coast Branch, Regulatony Division U.S. Army

Conps of Engineers, Los Angeles Distnict

reL, 2L3/452-3296
Website : wbrhr. spl. usace. anmy, mi1/negulatony

Please asslst us in better senving you!
you ane invited to complete our cuslomen surveyr located at the following link:
http: / /per2. nwp.usace. army.mil/survey'html
¡r¡otä: ii tne link is not ãctfver coPy and paste it into youn internet bnowsen'

-----Oniginal Message-----
Fnom: Meyer, Susan A SPL
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sent: Monday, Manch 12, 2ø12#;1ø PM 
.i#

To: Minch, Lawnence N SPL; Castanon, David I SPL; Troxel, Tiffany A SPL; Farnân, Corice J

SPL; Macnell, Spencer D Sit-; Lambent, Jason P SPL

SubJect: RE: SR-24L Tesoro Toll Road dÍscussion re: economics/financial data and índependent
utility (UNcLASSIFIED)

Classification : UNCLASSIFIED
Câveats: NoNE

Hi All,

I'd like to align as many of our indlvidual activltÍes and assignments as possible in onden
to shane a "big picture" view and status update with the appllcant. Based on feedback fnom
Spencen, f undenstand there wene a few action Ítems and commitments made duning COL Toy's
meeting with TCA et. al. Iast month as well as the field meeting that took place more
recently with Dave, Spencen, ConÍ and Jason. Manch 9th seemed to be a date in which we had
tentatively agreed to reconnect with TCA and provide some of (if not alt) the nequested
information. Obviously, Manch 9th has come and'gone, but here is what I undenstand to be
r equired of us, aII of which I could use your help in providing a status update on any
connections if I got it wrong 1n tenms of the key action items on oun end:

L. A clear and final decision (accompanied by an appropriate level of explanation) on

whether TCA could appty for an LOP unden the SAMP pnovisions (Conps Lead: CORI);

2. An approved jurisdictional determination of all tributanies and wetlands occurring wíthin
the proposed 4.8-mile-Iong SR-241 Tesoro ToIl Road Pnoject anea. RBF will be providÍng oun
office with updated field informatlon and a dnaft JD report of some sort, which is expected
to include data to facilitate the sÍgnificant nexus evaluations that wtll be nequired fon all
non-isolated ephemenaL and intermittent tnibutarÍes (i.e., non-RPWs) (Conps Leads:
JASON/CORr );

3. Based on the results of the above JD and consideration of TCA's engineering design plans,
a detenmination as to whethen the pnoposed pnoject would result in the discharge of fill
material into waters of the U.S. -- that Ís, a determination whethen TCA can, and wiIl, avoid
Conps jurisdiction and therefone obviate the need to obtain a DA permit (Corps Leads:
rAsoN/coRr/SPENcER);

4. Legal review and nebuttals to TCA'S Febnuany 4,2øt2 letten addnessed to Dave based on

case law and legat Ínterpnetatíon from the Corps penspective. General lega1 topics include
imper.missible segmentatíon under NEPA, independent utiJ.ity and cumulative impacts as they
pentain to defining the Conps scope of analysis and the type (scope) of the NEPA document (EA

v. EIS), curnently assuming the Corps is the lead federal agency (Corps Lead:
LARRY/TIFFANY); and

5. Conps nevíew of fÍnancial data with respect to establishing the pnoposed toll noad

segment as having "fndependent utÍIity". This information was submitted by TCA in response

to Lanry's nequest made dunÍng the Febnuary tø,zøtT meeting with COL Toy, Tom Mangno, et'
aI. CEipL-RG and CESpL-OC need to ne-schedule a time to discuss (Conps Leads:

LARRY/SPENCE R/5USAN ) ;

Did I fonget or leave anything off oun "to do" lÍst?

For those of you who ane still neading, I should take the time to mention I had an

opportunity to speak with Chnis Newmañ of FHWA, Los Angeles office. . Chris has commÍtted to
kLäping in touch with the corps as FHWA continues thein infonmal and periphenal invorvement

in TCA'5 recent toll road pnoposal. FHhlA, Caltrans and TCA met in the fÍeld just last week

(March 5th) so that FHhiA could gain a better understanding of the pnoposed toll road pnoject'
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t^Jhile FHhIA shares very sÍmiIHF legal concerns as the Conps, rctrdi¿n't offer anything new to
FHhJA that we didn't already know in terms of the Purpose & Need (stilI undefined by TCA);
possibillty of receiving fedenal funding (still unclear what TCA's Íntent is and who would be
the appropriate lead agency); and/or tnaffic analysis that would substantiate the need fon
the 4.8-mile-Iong project as weII as denonstrate thene would be no signifÍcant operational
deficiencies with the pnoposed Cow Camp Road connection. In addition to NEPA concerns, FHtdA

poínted out TCA is on the hook to demonstnate how the SR-241 Tesono ToII Road pnoject would
address SCAG's nequinements based on the existing TIP/RTIP. Evidently, the air quality
benefits that SCAG is clalming ane dependent upon the implementation of the entine 16-mile
toll road (i.e., improvements to t-s mobilÍty/congestion), and not just a 4,8-mile toll road
segment. AIso, acconding to Chris, TCA has hined a finm to conduct a traffic analysis fon
thein net^t pnoposal, but the nesults of this modeling and analysis won't be available for
sevenal mone months. In genenal, Chnis said TCA (Sam Eltens) was veny evasive about most
questions posed by FHlnlA regardÍng the pursuit of fedenal funding and the anticulation of the
pnoject's P&N.

And, fon any of you who know Sam E1ters and hadn't yet heard, Chnis indicated Sam is leaving
TCA this week. As of last week, thene had been no announcement as to who would replace Sam

as the lead engineer fon TCA,

Thanks in advance--I appreciate your input!

Susan

Susan A, Meyen
BlologÍst, SenÍon Project Managen
U.S. Anmy Corps of Engineens, Los Angeles Distnict Regulatory Division, Transportation &

Special Pr ojects Branch (CESPL-RG-T)
Tel-: (8ø8) 43S-2L37; Fax: (8øS) 438-4Ø6Ø susan.a.meyer@usace.army.mÍl

Classiflcation : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

ClassÍficatÍon : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Classification : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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lie

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

Toy, R, Mark COL SPL
Friday; August 24,2012 7:53 AM
lmamura, Jeanne H SPL
FW: Tom Margro (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: F0U0

Cotonel R. Mark ToY, P.E.
Commander and Distnict Engineer
Los Angeles Distnict, U.S. Anmy Conps of Engíneers

Office: 2L3-452-3961'
Fax: 213-452-42L4'
http : / lwww,sPI. usace. anmy .níU

Building Strong and Taking cane of People!

-----original. Messag
From: Castanon, Davíd I SPL

Sent: Friday, March ø2' 2øt2 5:12 PM

To: Toy, R. Mark COL SPL

SubJect: RE: Tom Mangro (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: N0NE

Sín,

Also, I forgot to mention some other lssues that might be pnompting Mr' Mangro to call you'

rn the r.Ø Feb.rneetíng with rca that you attended, we had tord them that we would try to malce

progness on a, numben-of items by S mãrch and eÍthen meet then or at least prrovÍde them an

update. t¡le needed.some time betause Susan had Just stanted 2 weeks of feave'

one of the Ítems was, to wonk on establishing the extent of cl'rlA j'urisdiction' which I
descnibed earlÍen.

Another item was to respond to their 25 page retten pnovÍded to us just a few days (6 Feb)

ùefore our 10,Feb meetÍhg. The pnÍ.r¡any issues 1n that letter wene:

1. Type of permitting vehicle avallable¡ They want to use a nationwide penmit on a

stneamrlned qø4 lãtlã" oi penm:.ssiãn-pnocess trrut was estabrished in the SAMP' The other

option (if they actually neeij a p.ntit) would be to process a standand Individual Permit

iii;j -Ài.ir woút¿ entaÍi a pubJ.lc notice and comment peniod.

I
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whethen an EIS Ís necessary. Lanry Minch requested that they pnovÍde some kind of traffic
and financial analysls to ifrow tl,rat thefn pnoposed 4.5 file segmen't would actually function.
This is needed to ãstabl.ish that the pnoJect has "independent utility" a concépt that often
needs to be addnessed ín tnanspontatÍon pnojects pnoposed to be build in segments, They have

pnovÍded some lnfo, I haven't revlewed it yet, but am heanÍng that it 1s nathen skimpy.
Àgain, tf tt tunns out they don't need a penmit, then thls lssue is moot. The othen thing
tñat could dnive the need for an EIS ls whether "reasonably foneseeable futur e actions" by

othens on by TCA togethen wÍth thein cunnent pnoposal'couLd nesult in potentÍally significant
impacts. Aâafn, Íf thene is ns need fon a penmit aII of these conbÍdenations become moot.

Now that Susan is back, she and Spencer wíII be working wtth Counsel on those Íssue so that
We can have be Ín a position to provide responses to their 6 Feb letten.

DavÍd J Castanon
Chief, Regulatony Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineens, Los Angeles Distnict

(8øs) s8s-2t4t

Assíst us in betten serving You!
vou ane Ínvited to comptretã oun customen sunvey, located at the followÍng link:
hlctp z / / per2 . nbrp. us ace . anmy . mil/ survey . html
ruotä: fi tfre link Ís not active¡ copy and paste it into youn internet browser.

-----Original Message-----
Fnom: Toy, R. Mank COL SPL

Sent: Friday, Manch Ø2, 2øt2 4:L9 PM

To: Castanon, David J SPL

Subject: Re: Tom Margno (UNCLASSIFIED)

Thanks Dave.

Colonel Mark ToY, P.E.
Commanden and District Engineer
Los Angeles Distnlct
U.S. Anmy ConPs of Engineens

Building Stnong and Taking Care of Peoplel

OnigínaI Message
From: castanon, Davld J SPL

Sent: FnidaY, Manch ø2' 2øt2 Ø42ØL ?M

To: Toy, R, Mank COL SPL

Cc: Imämura, Jeanne H SPL

SubJect: RE: Tom Mangno (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classificatlon : UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE
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FyI, Spencen, coni and I visÍted the TCA's state Route 24L Extenston project alignment in
,outhenn onange courrty (Iand swned by Rancho MÍssion Viejo, RMV) on Tuesday 28 Feb. hle met

neps fnom rcal tt¡ein ênvinonmental consultants and RMV to neview the consultant's prelimÍnany
j unisdictlonal 'detenmination .

t¡Je walked much of the alÍgnment and walked up drainage features to closely inspect them. hje

arso took measurements, pñotos and notes. tale found that thene is substantially less
jurisdiction along the aiÍgnment than we had anticipated based on looking at the last lD done

thene (as part of the SAMP) about 9 yeans ago.

spencen and I had a follow-up conveRsation with the TCA and the consultants on 1 Manch to
neview our notes and to gíve them dinection on how to complete thelr pnoposed JD. They

indicated it would take ã week or two to fÍnal1ze thein package and send Ít to us. Then we

would need to review adjust the documents to make them ouns, then transmÍt to EPA fon thein
1,5 day nevlew.

The bottom line is that it appears thene wltl be veny limited ctrlA jurisdiction (maybe none)

within the aneas ihey woutd birira thein noad. Based on discussions with the TCA staff they

Índfcated that even if thene is a small amount of junÍsdictÍon, they should be able to design

thein structure to span the draÍnages and design fill aneas to avold the dnainages. rt seems

that they may be aulä to proceed wlthout the need for a permÍt, but night now it is too eanly

to tell fon sune.

I don,t know why Margno ís calling you, Maybe he has heand that there may be little to no

:"¡ir¿i.ii;;;á rants to terr you 
-how 

pleased he is. Maybe he has some othen issue to
discuss, I'Il see if I can find out.

Dave

-----Onlglnal Messag
From: Imamuna, Jeanne H SPL

Sent: FrÍdaY, Manch øZ' 2ø1-2 2zZL PM

To: Toy, R. Mark COL SPL

Cc: Castanon, David J SPL

Subject: Tom Margno (UNCLASSIFIED)

ClassífÍcation : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Sir:

at 213-892-7ø1'4.

Tom Margno asked to speak to you yestenday - feels lt',s Ímportant as a foLlow-up to his

recent meeting *iiñ Vãr. His'office is ciosed today but if you could catl him on his mobile

leanne H. Inamuna
Secretary to the DistnÍct Commanden

U.S. nrmy Conps of Engineers, Los Angeles DÍstrict
zt3-452-igA¿ iOfc) - ín-+SZ-a2La ffáx) Jêanne. h. imamura@usace. anmy.míI
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"Bullding Strong and Taking Care of Pêop1el"

'Classiffcation : UNCLA'SSIFIED.

Caveats: NONE

Classiflcatfon : UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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South Oronge County
Tr a n sportati o n I nf rastr u ctu r e
lmprovement Project (SOCTll P)
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TCA EIR 4
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Final Subsequent Environmental lmpact Report
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SOCTIIP EIS/SEIR Executive Summary

total hours of total travel time savings; moderately related to total project costs; and moderately well on

cost per hour of travel time saved and it displaces no residences. Based on the poor performance of the

FEC Alternative for the biological resource measures and the availability of similar Alternatives whìch
perform well on the traffic, socioeconomics and costs measures and better on the biological resource

measures, the Collaborative agreed to delete the FEC Alternative from consideration in the EIS/SEIR.
The FEC-M and FEC-V/ Altematives, described earlier, were substituted for the FEC Alternative and

were carried forward for detailed consideration in the EIS/SEIR. The FEC-M and FEC-W Alternatives
are refinements of the FEC Altemative desisned to substant , For
further discussion of the alternatives refinement process, refer to Section ES.4.3.3 later in this Executive
Summary.

Far East Corridor-Taleea Variation (FEC-TV) Alternative. This Alternative performed poorly for
impacts to waters of the United States; moderately in impacts to CSS; very high in impacts to
gnatcatchers; moderately well for congestion relief on l-5; moderately for hours of travel time saved and

for the total project cost; moderately well for the cost per hour of travel time saved; and it displaces 703

residences. Based on the low performance of the FEC-TV Alternative for the biological resource
measures and the availability of similar Alternatives which perform well on the traffic, socioeconomics

and cost measures and better on biological resources measures, the Collaborative agreed to delete the
FEC-TV Alternative from consideration in the EIS/SEIR.

Far East Conidor-Ortega Hiehway Variation (FEC-OHV) Alternative. This Alternative performed poorly
for the traffrc measures because this Alternative terminates at Ortega Highway and does not provide a
connection to I-5. It performed well on total project costs; moderately for cost per hour of travel time
saved; moderately well for impacts to riparian ecosystems and CSS; moderately on impacts to the coastal
California gnatcalcher; and it displaces no residences. Based on the poor traffic performance and the high
cost per hour of travel time saved under this Altemative and the only moderate performance related to the
biological resource measures, the Collaborative agreed to delete the FEC-OHV Alternative from
consideration in the EIS/SEIR.

Far East Conidor-Avenida Pico Variation (FEC-APVI Alternative. This Altemative performed poorly
for impacts to riparian resources; moderately for impacts to CSS and gnaTcafchers; moderately for traffic
congestion relief on I-5 and hours of travel time savings; and it displaces no residences. The traffic
benefits under this Alternative are better than the Alternatives that terminate at Ortega Highway, because

this Alternative extends to Avenida Pico, but it still does not provide a connection to I-5. Based on the
poor performance of this Altemative related to the biological resource measures and the only moderate
level of traffic benefits, the Collaborative agreed to eliminate the FEC-APV Alternative from
consideration in the EIS/SEIR.

Central Conidor-Ortega Highway Variation (CC-OHVI Alternative. This Alternative performed poorly
for the traffic measures, because it terminates at Ortega Highway and does not provide a connection to I-
5. It performed well for total project costs; poorly for cost per hour of travel time saved and it displaces
no residences. Based on the poor traffic performance and the high cost per hour of travel time saved, the
Collaborative agreed to delete the CC-OHV Alternative from consideration in the EIS/SEIR.

Alignment 7 Conidor (A7C) Altemative. This Altemative performed moderately well on impacts to
riparian ecosystems; moderately for impacts to CSS; poorly for impacts to gnatcatchers; well for
congestion relief on I-5; moderately well for hours of vehicle travel time saved; poorly based on project
costs; moderately on cost per hour of travel time savings and it displaces 704 residences, Based on the

moderate performance of the A7C Altemative for the biological resource measures; the poor performance

related to the socioeconomics measures and the availability of other Alternatives which provide similar

P :\TCA53 I \Final SEIR\Final EIS-SEIR\Erecutive Summary.doc < I 1/30/05 t
November 2005
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